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Résumé
La pollution sonore générée par les moyens de transports en général et les automobiles en
particulier est un problème de société qui a un impact considérable sur la vie et la santé des
personnes vivant dans les villes ou près d’infrastructures bruyantes. Pour minimiser ces nuisances
sonores, les pouvoirs publics imposent des normes et réglementations exigeantes en termes de
bruit émis, notamment par les automobiles. Pour pouvoir relever ce challenge, les industriels du
transport doivent intégrer ces critères dès la conception des véhicules car les solutions palliatives
ne sont plus suffisantes. De nos jours, la conception des systèmes est principalement réalisée via
des simulations numériques mais les campagnes de mesures expérimentales sont toujours pré-
cieuses pour à la fois améliorer la compréhension des phénomènes à l’origine des sources de bruit
et permettre de corréler les résultats des simulations numériques aux données expérimentales.
De ce fait, les méthodes de caractérisation expérimentale des sources de bruit ont suscité un grand
intérêt de la part des industriels. Ces méthodes sont soit des méthodes de mesures directes soit
des méthodes dites inverses. Dans ce cas, l’objectif est d’observer la conséquence pour identifier
la cause. On distingue généralement deux catégories de méthodes inverses de caractérisation de
sources en acoustique : les méthodes de localisation de sources acoustiques et les méthodes de
reconstruction de champs. Malgré les nombreuses recherches menées au fil des ans, les acousticiens
et les ingénieurs NVH (Noise Vibrations Harshness) continuent de rencontrer des difficultés
notamment à cause du contexte industriel des mesures expérimentales qui s’éloigne nettement des
conditions de laboratoire dans lesquelles les méthodes sont généralement développées. Lorsque
l’objectif est la reconstruction des champs acoustiques (vitesse, pression, intensité) à la surface
de l’objet d’étude, plusieurs difficultés, spécifiques au contexte industriel, peuvent se poser :

• Le système étudié est généralement un assemblage de pièces et de composants formant une
géométrie complexe et tri-dimensionnelle. Une grande partie des méthodes de reconstruction
de champ telles que la méthode Nearfield Acoustic Holography (NAH) ne permettent de
reconstruire les champs acoustiques que sur une surface de géométrie simple (le plus souvent
plane) proche du système réel. Or cela rend l’interprétation de résultats et leur exploitation
(pour alimenter un modèle numérique par exemple) particulièrement difficile dans le cas de
systèmes à géométrie complexe.

• Le champ acoustique du local de mesure ne respecte que très rarement les conditions que l’on
retrouve dans une salle anéchoïque de laboratoire. Le banc d’essai est généralement placé
dans un espace calme (parois traitées acoustiquement mais non parfaitement anéchoïques)
mais des sources perturbatrices peuvent aussi devoir y être présentes. C’est le cas par
exemple d’armoires électriques, de moteurs d’entraînement ou de freins. Les méthodes de
caractérisation de sources utilisées doivent pouvoir s’affranchir de cet environnement acous-
tique mal maîtrisé en intégrant par exemple des techniques de séparation de champs, isolant
le bruit provenant du système étudié des nuisances sonores provenant de l’environnement.

• Le système étudié est la plupart du temps maintenu ou suspendu sur des cadres ou des
structures porteuses. De même, d’autres objets peuvent être placés à proximité immédiate
du système étudié. Enfin, le système étudié peut lui-même être fixé sur une structure
massique. Toutes ces situations ont en commun la présence d’objets masquants dans
l’environnement immédiat du système étudié générant des réflexions des ondes rayonnées
et limitant les possibilités d’accès par un moyen de mesure (typiquement une antenne de
microphones) dans certaines zones autour de l’objet. Une solution palliative est de recouvrir
les objets avec des matériaux absorbants pour limiter les réflexions. Cette solution ne
répond que partiellement à la problématique dans la mesure où elle n’améliore pas les
possibilités de placement des antennes, voir même elle peut les limiter encore plus.

• Dans le cas très courant dans l’industrie d’un assemblage de composants, les champs
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reconstruits peuvent être complexes et être eux-mêmes le résultat de la combinaison de
plusieurs phénomènes (plusieurs sources de vibrations typiquement) qu’il serait intéressant
de séparer pour améliorer la compréhension du processus de génération du bruit rayonné.
Certaines méthodes, dites de séparation de sources existent et peuvent, sous certaines
conditions, permettre d’extraire des informations pertinentes des champs reconstruits.

L’objectif de cette thèse est de montrer que la méthode de reconstruction de champs appelée
inverse Patch Transfer Function (iPTF) permet de réponse à l’ensemble de ces problématiques
industrielles. La méthode, développée depuis une dizaine d’années au Laboratoire Vibrations
Acoustique, est basée sur le concept de volume acoustique virtuel entourant le système à étudier.
Ce volume est délimité par l’enveloppe du système à étudier, par d’éventuelles surfaces rigides et
par une surface virtuelle entourant l’objet d’étude. En fonction de la variante de la méthode
iPTF utilisée (u-iPTF ou m-iPTF), la vitesse des particules d’air ou la pression acoustique seront
mesurées sur la surface virtuelle, discrétisées en éléments de surface appelés « patchs ». Enfin, des
mesures de pression acoustique seront également nécessaires à l’intérieur du volume virtuel. Ces
mesures, combinées à une modélisation numérique du volume virtuel, permettent, en inversant
le problème, de reconstruire les champs acoustiques directement sur l’enveloppe du système
étudié, même si celle-ci est de forme complexe. Le volume acoustique modélisé numériquement
(par éléments finis) est considéré « virtuel » car des conditions aux limites qui ne représentent
pas la réalité du problème étudié sont imposées sur la surface elle-même également qualifiée
de virtuelle. Les conditions aux limites virtuelles à imposer peuvent être de deux types : de
Neumann (u-iPTF) ou de Dirichlet (m-iPTF). Le choix de la condition à la limite virtuelle
conditionne la quantité qui devra être mesurée sur la surface virtuelle : vitesse des particules
d’air pour u-iPTF et pression acoustique pour m-iPTF.
La méthode iPTF a déjà été appliquée avec succès pour reconstruire des champs acoustiques à
la surface d’objets complexes tels qu’un bloc moteur d’automobile. Ses capacités de séparation
de champs ont également été démontrées, lui conférant la possibilité d’être utilisée dans un
environnement acoustique mal maîtrisé. Les travaux menés dans la présente thèse ont trois
principaux objectifs :

• Etudier les problèmes liés à l’inversion du problème posé. En effet, comme presque toutes les
méthodes inverses en acoustique, la méthode iPTF est mal posée et nécessite l’emploi d’une
technique de régularisation lors du processus d’inversion de l’opérateur. De nombreuses
méthodes sont étudiées et une nouvelle approche, basée sur une description Bayésienne du
problème est proposée.

• Démontrer que la méthode iPTF peut être employée même en présence d’objets masquants.
Une étude paramétrique est préposée : elle consiste en la reconstruction des champs
acoustique à la surface d’une plaque appuyée masquée par un objet parallélépipédique,
plus ou moins large et placé plus ou moins loin de la plaque. Cette capacité à gérer les
objets masquants est également démontrée par une étude expérimentale portant sur la
reconstruction des champs acoustiques à la surface d’un moteur électrique.

• Adapter le concept de séparation de sources dans la cadre de la méthode iPTF. L’objectif est
ici d’obtenir non pas une seule cartographie pour les champs reconstruits mais N cartogra-
phies provenant des N sources ou phénomènes à l’origine du bruit rayonné. L’applicabilité
de cette approche est démontrée sur une expérience numérique.

Le mémoire de thèse est organisé de la manière suivante :
Le chapitre 1 présente le contexte scientifique et technique des travaux menés. Il précise ainsi que
les travaux de thèse ont été menés dans le cadre du projet Européen PBNv2 (Next Generation
Pass-By Noise Approaches for modern powertrain vehicles) qui s’articulait autour de trois grands
axes définissant le bruit de passage des véhicules : les sources, les chemins de transfert et la
personne soumise au bruit. Les travaux de la thèse présentés ici s’intègrent dans la partie
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« sources » du projet. Dans ce chapitre sont ensuite détaillées les principales méthodes de
caractérisation de sources, qu’elles soient directes (mesure la puissance rayonnée par exemple) ou
inverses (localisation ou reconstruction de champs).
Le chapitre 2 synthétise les principaux développements de la méthode iPTF qui sera utilisée
tout au long des travaux de thèse présentés. Ainsi, le cadre théorique des deux variantes de la
méthode est rappelé pour permettre au lecteur une meilleure compréhension des développements
menés par la suite.
Le chapitre 3 traite de la problématique de régularisation d’un problème inverse mal posé dans
le cadre de la méthode iPTF. Des nombreuses approches, toutes reformulées dans le cadre
de la méthode iPTF sont proposées. Ainsi, des approches de type Tikhonov, des approches
itératives et des approches statistiques sont détaillées. Dans les travaux menés précédemment,
une régularisation Bayésienne, uniquement applicable à la méthode m-iPTF, avait été proposée.
Dans le chapitre 3, une nouvelle approche statistique est proposée, permettant d’être appliquée
dans le cadre des deux variantes.
Le chapitre 4 évalue les méthodes de régularisation présentées au chapitre 3 sur trois cas
d’application différents, issus d’expériences numériques. Le premier est un cas idéal dans lequel
les « mesures » ne sont pas entachées par un bruit perturbateur et le problème comporte autant
d’inconnues que d’équations. Dans ce cas, seules les erreurs de méthodes et/ou de discrétisation
peuvent être à l’origine de problèmes d’inversion. Le second cas porte sur l’introduction d’un
bruit perturbateur ajouté aux mesures. Le rapport signal à bruit imposé varie de manière à
évaluer l’impact de mesures bruitées sur la qualité des reconstructions de champs. Dans le
dernier cas, le problème est sous-déterminé ce qui a un effet sur la qualité des reconstructions,
notamment par les approches de Tikhonov.
Le chapitre 5 démontre que la méthode iPTF permet de gérer très facilement la présence d’objets
masquants immobiles et rigides. Dans ce cas, le modèle numérique du volume acoustique virtuel
doit intégrer l’empreinte de l’objet. Il suffit ensuite simplement d’imposer des conditions de murs
rigides sur les surfaces de l’empreinte. Ainsi, grâce à l’équivalence entre les conditions aux limites
réelles et virtuelles, la présence de l’objet masquant est intégrée dans le modèle numérique et ne
nécessite aucune mesure spécifique. Dans ce chapitre, une étude paramétrique est menée pour
étudier l’influence du pourcentage de la surface de la structure masquée (de 0 à 100%) et de la
distance entre le système à étudier (ici une plaque plane) et l’objet masquant (de 1 cm à 15 cm).
Dans les deux cas, la méthode iPTF démontre une robustesse très encourageante. Il est démontré
également que la méthode iPTF permettait aussi de caractériser la directivité du système étudié
comme s’il était placé dans un environnement anéchoïque alors que les mesures ont été réalisées
dans un environnement non anéchoïque avec la présence de surfaces réfléchissantes ou d’objets
masquants.
Le chapitre 6 est l’occasion d’appliquer la méthode iPTF sur un cas d’application industriel :
un moteur électrique monté sur un banc d’essai. Les mesures ont été réalisées sur le banc de
Siemens à Leuven en Belgique. Deux campagnes identiques ont été réalisées : elles diffèrent
simplement par la présence ou non d’un panneau épais de bois faisant office d’objet masquant.
Les résultats comparés entre eux et par rapport à une méthode (Bayesian focusing approach)
reconstruisant les champs sur un plan démontrent que la méthode iPTF donnent des résultats
très précis et indépendants de la présence d’objets masquants.
Enfin, dans le chapitre 7 une méthode de séparation de sources (blind separation) est développée
pour la méthode iPTF. Elle permet, grâce à des critères de « décorrélation », d’ « orthogonalité
» ou de « séparation spatiale » (spatial disjointness) de séparer les contributions de sources
décorrélées pour ensuite reconstruire les champs correspondants. Cette approche est évaluée
sur une expérience numérique pour laquelle une procédure pour générer un champ acoustique
dû au rayonnement de deux plaques excitées par des efforts ponctuels décorrélés est proposée.
Après application de la méthode BSS-iPTF (Blind Source Separation) les champs reconstruits
permettent de séparer les contributions des deux plaques, démontrant l’applicabilité de la
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méthode.
Mots clés : inverse Patch Transfer Function, Méthode inverse, Reconstruction de champs

acoustiques, régularisation, objet masquant, séparation de sources.
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Abstract
Noise pollution generated by means of transport in general and cars in particular is a so-
cial problem which has a considerable impact on the life and health of people living in cities
or near noisy infrastructures. To minimize this noise pollution, the public authorities impose
demanding standards and regulations in terms of noise emitted, in particular by cars. To be able
to meet this challenge, transport manufacturers must integrate these criteria from the design of
vehicles because palliative solutions are no longer sufficient. Nowadays, the design of systems
is mainly carried out via numerical simulations, but experimental measurement campaigns are
always valuable for both improving the understanding of the phenomena at the origin of noise
sources and allowing the results of numerical simulations to be correlated to experimental data.
As a result, the methods of experimental characterization of noise sources have revealed great
interest on the part of industrialists. These methods are either direct measurement methods or
so-called inverse methods. In this case, the objective is to observe the consequence to identify
the cause. There are generally two categories of inverse methods for characterizing sources in
acoustics: methods for localizing acoustic sources and methods for reconstructing fields. Despite
the extensive research expected over the years, acousticians and NVH (Noise Vibration Harshness)
engineers will continue to encounter difficulties, in particular because of the industrial context
of the experimental measurements, which differ from the laboratory conditions in which the
methods are generally developed. When the objective is the reconstruction of the acoustic fields
(velocity, pressure, intensity) at the surface of the object of study, several difficulties, specific to
the industrial context, may arise:

• The designed system is generally an assembly of parts and components forming a complex
and three-dimensional geometry. A large part of field reconstruction methods such as the
Nearfield Acoustic Holography (NAH) method does not allow the acoustic fields to be
reconstructed except on a surface of simple geometry (most often flat) close to the real
system. However, this makes the interpretation of results and their use (to feed a numerical
model for example) particularly difficult in the case of systems with complex geometry.

• The acoustic field of the measurement room only very rarely meets the conditions found in
an anechoic laboratory room. The test bench is generally placed in a quiet space (walls
treated acoustically but not perfectly anechoic) but disturbing sources may also have to be
present there. This is the case, for example, of electrical cabinets, drive motors or brakes.
The source characterization methods used must be able to overcome this poorly controlled
acoustic environment by integrating, for example, field separation techniques, isolating the
noise coming from the system to the one coming from the environment.

• The studied system is most of the time maintained or suspended on frames or load-bearing
structures. Similarly, other objects can be placed in the immediate vicinity of the system
considered. Finally, the studied system can itself be fixed on a massive structure. All these
situations have in common the presence of masking objects in the immediate environment
of the system generating reflections of the radiated waves and limiting the possibilities
of access by a means of measurement (typically a microphone antenna) in certain zones
around the object. A palliative solution is to cover objects with absorbent materials to
limit reflections. This solution only partially solves the problem insofar as it does not
improve the possibilities of placement of the antennas, or even it can limit them even more.

• In the very common case in industry of an assembly of components, the reconstructed fields
can be complex and themselves be the result of the combination of several phenomena
(several sources of vibrations typically) that it would be interesting to separate to improve
understanding of the radiated noise generation process. Certain methods, known as source
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separation methods exist and can, under certain conditions, make it possible to extract
relevant information from the reconstructed fields.

The objective of this thesis is to show that the field reconstruction method called inverse Patch
Transfer Function (iPTF) provides an answer to all of these industrial issues. The method,
developed over the past ten years at the Laboratoire Vibrations Acoustique, is based on the
concept of virtual acoustic volume surrounding the system to be studied. This volume is delimited
by the envelope of the system to be studied, by any rigid surfaces and by a virtual surface
surrounding the object of study. Depending on the variant of the iPTF method used (u-iPTF or
m-iPTF), the particle velocity or the acoustic pressure will be measured on the virtual surface,
discretized into surface elements called “patches”. Finally, sound pressure measurements will
also be necessary inside the virtual volume. These measurements, combined with a numerical
modeling of the virtual volume, make it possible, by reversing the problem, to reconstruct the
acoustic fields directly on the envelope of the system studied, even if it is of complex shape.
The acoustic volume modeled numerically (by finite elements) is considered "virtual" because
boundary conditions which do not represent the reality of the problem studied are imposed on
the surface itself, also qualified as virtual. The virtual boundary conditions to be imposed can
be of two types: Neumann (u-iPTF) or Dirichlet (m-iPTF). The choice of the virtual boundary
condition determines the quantity that must be measured on the virtual surface: air particle
velocity for u-iPTF and acoustic pressure for m-iPTF.
The iPTF method has already been successfully applied to reconstruct acoustic fields on the
surface of complex objects such as an automobile engine block. Its field separation capabilities
have also been demonstrated, giving it the possibility of being used in a poorly controlled acoustic
environment.
The work carried out in this thesis has three main objectives:

• Study the issues related to the inversion of the problem posed. Indeed, like almost all inverse
methods in acoustics, the iPTF method is ill-posed and requires the use of a regularization
technique during the operator inversion process. Many methods are studied and a new
approach, based on a Bayesian description of the problem is proposed.

• Demonstrate that the iPTF method can be used even in the presence of masking objects.
A parametric study is required: it consists of the reconstruction of the acoustic fields on
the surface of a supported plate masked by a parallelepipedal object, more or less wide
and placed more or less far from the plate. This ability to manage masking objects is also
demonstrated by an experimental study on the reconstruction of acoustic fields on the
surface of an electric motor.

• Adapt the concept of source separation within the framework of the iPTF method. The
objective here is to obtain not a single map for the reconstructed fields but N maps from
the N sources or phenomena at the origin of the radiated noise. The applicability of this
approach is demonstrated on a numerical experiment.

The thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 presents the scientific and technical context of the work carried out. It thus specifies
that the thesis work was carried out within the framework of the European project PBNv2 (Next
Generation Pass-By Noise Approaches for modern powertrain vehicles) which was articulated
around three main axes defining the noise of passing vehicles: the sources, the transfer paths
and the person subjected to the noise. The work of the thesis presented here is the aspect of
the “sources” section of the project. This chapter then details the main source characterization
methods, whether direct (measurement of radiated power, for example) or inverse (localization
or reconstruction of fields).
Chapter 2 summarizes the main developments of the iPTF method that will be used throughout
the thesis work presented. Thus, the theoretical framework of the two variants of the method are
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recalled to allow the reader a better understanding of the developments carried out thereafter.
Chapter 3 deals with the problem of regularizing an ill-posed inverse problem within the frame-
work of the iPTF method. Numerous approaches, all reformulated within the framework of
the iPTF method, are proposed. Thus, Tikhonov-type approaches, iterative approaches and
statistical approaches are detailed. In previous work, a Bayesian regularization, only applicable
to the m-iPTF method, was proposed. In chapter 3, a new statistical approach is proposed,
allowing to be applied within the framework of the two variants.
Chapter 4 evaluates the regularization methods presented in Chapter 3 on three different ap-
plication cases, resulting from numerical experiments. The first is an ideal case in which the
“measurements” are not marred by disturbing noise and the problem has as many unknowns as
there are equations. In this case, only the errors of methods and/or discretization can be at the
origin of problem of inversion. The second case concerns the introduction of a disturbing noise
added to the measurements. The imposed signal-to-noise ratio varies so as to assess the impact
of noisy measurements on the quality of field reconstructions. In the last case, the problem is
under-determined which has an effect on the quality of the reconstructions, in particular by
Tikhonov’s approaches.
Chapter 5 demonstrates that the iPTF method makes it very easy to manage the presence of
immobile and rigid masking objects. In this case, the numerical model of the virtual acoustic
volume must integrate the “footprint” of the object. Then simply impose rigid wall conditions
on the surfaces of the footprint. Thus, thanks to the equivalence between the real and virtual
boundary conditions, the presence of the masking object is integrated into the numerical model
and does not require any specific measurement. In this chapter, a parametric study is carried
out to study the influence of the percentage of the masked surface of the structure (from 0 to
100%) and the distance between the system to be studied (here a flat plate) and the masking
object (from 1 cm to 15 cm). In both cases, the iPTF method demonstrates a very encouraging
robustness. It is also demonstrated that the iPTF method thus made it possible to characterize
the directivity of the system studied as if it were placed in an anechoic environment whereas the
measurements were carried out in a non-anechoic environment with the presence of reflecting
surfaces or masking objects.
Chapter 6 is an opportunity to apply the iPTF method to an industrial application case: an
electric motor mounted on a test bench. The measurements were carried out on the Siemens
bench in Leuven, Belgium. Two identical campaigns were carried out: they differ simply by the
presence or not of a thick wooden panel acting as a masking object. The results compared with
each other and with a method (Bayesian focusing approach) reconstructing the fields on a plane
demonstrate that the iPTF method gives very precise results independent of the presence of
masking objects.
Finally, in chapter 7 a source separation method (blind separation) is developed for the iPTF
method. It allows, thanks to criteria of “decorrelation”, “orthogonality” or “spatial separation”
(spatial disjointness) to separate the contributions of decorrelated sources in order to then
reconstruct the corresponding fields. This approach is evaluated on a numerical experiment
for which a procedure to generate an acoustic field due to the radiation of two plates excited
by decorrelated point forces is proposed. After application of the BSS-iPTF (Blind Source
Separation) method, the reconstructed fields make it possible to separate the contributions of
the two plates, demonstrating the applicability of the proposed method.

Keywords: inverse acoustics, regularization, iPTF method, blind identification, blind sep-
aration.
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1
Scientific and technological context

1.1 Societal challenges

It is generally accepted that noise is not only an immense ecological challenge but also an
unpredictable risk to human health. Since the development of big cities and the increasing
number of motor vehicles on the streets and roads, this issue persists [1].

1.1.1 Human health effects

Exposure to noise pollution is a major problem more now than before. As urban sprawl
continues, with more than half of the world’s population and three quarters of the European
Union (EU) now living in urban areas [2, 3], even more people are subjected to noise pollution.

Exposure to night-time noise triggers sleep disruption [2, 4], which has many negative
health effects [5, 6, 7]. Noise exposure in the evening hours and during the night period has
important health effects as it impacts sleep and thus stress. Sleep is also an essential mediator of
cardiovascular function [2, 8]. Noise exposure has also been associated with reduced cognitive
performance, hormonal abnormalities, diabetes, stroke and mental disorder [9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
The health implications of noise is widely acknowledged, particularly in relation to cardiovascular
effects. Research demonstrates that ambient noise is linked to an increased risk of high blood
pressure, heart attack and stroke [2, 14].

For World Health Organization (WHO) [15], ample evidence is now available that connects
human exposure from environment noise to adverse health effects, rendering environmental noise
a significant environmental health issue, next only to air pollution [2, 15].

1.1.2 Noise mitigation

The intricate and persistent problem of noise pollution does not have a concrete answer; it
needs a mix of short-, medium- and long-term methods and critical analysis of the existence
of the noise source [2]. There are several causes of noise pollution, each requiring personalized
mitigation steps.

For example, in cars, fuel engine is a dynamic source of vibrations and noise emissions.
Passengers in vehicles hear the amount of airborne noise and structure borne transfer noise to
the interior of the vehicle and the contribution of aerodynamic and tire rolling noises. However,
in most situations, passenger can not discriminate between various types of noise inside the car.
Therefore, drivers and passengers are not merely prone to their own car noise but from all other
road vehicles as well [1].
Many parts in a vehicle contribute to the cumulative emission of the noise of a car radiating
between 60 and 70 dBA (see Figure 1.1) [16]. The major source of environment noise is road
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traffic noise [17], the pollution is far beyond those associated with rail and aviation emissions
[18], as seen in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.1: Components with Influence on noise [16]

In urban areas, 80% of the noise pollution is caused by road traffic [19]. It is projected that,
in general, about 24% of the population of Europe is subjected to noise in and outside urban
areas. The noise of road traffic produces a combination of rolling noise (due to vibrations and
contacts between the vehicle’s tyre and the road’s surface) and noise of combustion (emanating
from the motor). The rolling noise predominates as vehicles drive more than around 30 km/h,
while combustion noise is the principal noise source below this point.

Noise from vehicles may be cut at source by interventions related to cars, tyres, road

Figure 1.2: Sound-level distribution of the European population above 55 dB Lden by a noise
source (millions). It includes people live in big cities (> 100,000 inhabitants) and near major

facilities [2, 17, 20]

conditions and traffic control and infrastructure or by anti-propagative or insulation steps to
decrease people’s exposure. Some EU rules concentrate on reducing source noise, such as
setting restrictions on vehicles encouraging less noisy pneumatic tyres, and designing low-rise
road surfaces. Silent motors and hybrid cars also offer more options. Low-noise road surfaces
have substantial potential for noise control which supplement approaches that minimise engine
combustion and pneumatic noise in passenger cars and larger vehicles [1, 21].
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1.1.3 Noise policies and regulations

The acoustics in the passenger cabin today is one of the vehicles’ most significant characteristics.
Noise in the car is important and reduces the impact of other car functions. Thus, the feeling
of a high-quality car is missed because the noise is irritating. For this reason, automotive
manufacturers pay careful attention to automotive noise control. Over the years, in response to
consumer demands, the interior noise of the car has decreased dramatically. In the last 40 years,
there have been significant improvements in reducing differences in interior noise levels among
family and luxury vehicles.

However, sometimes, the acoustic issue is the opposite. For instance, new luxury, battery and
autonomous cars have now slipped below the optimal noise levels. They are then too silent [1]
which can increase the danger of vehicles, especially for the visually impaired.

The ISO and its 43 Technical Committee (ISO/TC 43) [1, 22] are investigating in global
acoustic issues, some of which apply to the sound problems in the car. The United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) has already issued a range of automotive noise laws
beginning with Directive 70/157/ altogether in 1970 [1]. In recent years, standards for automotive
acoustics have grown, due to growth in consumer demand and health concern. In compliance with
the Environmental Noise Directive (END) 2002/49/EC, nearly 125 million residents are usually
subject to unacceptable levels of traffic noise. The limit level of noise monitoring and action
planning standard of END are 55 dB for the day-evening-night noise predictor, Lden, and 50 dB
for the night-time noise predictor, Lnight [23, 21]. As a result, innovations and changes often
comes along with it. This raises the value of reducing vehicle weight and costs. However, because
more engine capacity, price factor and vehicle recycling regulations are required, a balance must
be found, particularly between weight and acoustic comfort, strength and price and regulation
[1].

1.1.4 PBNv2 Project

The modern cars represent a dynamic balance between conflicting safety, exhaust emissions,
noise, efficiency and price specifications. However, as already said, it is commonly accepted that
the quality of life are highly affected by air and noise emissions from road transport, especially
in the urban environments [16]. In this context, a number of stakeholders, including leading
academics, research institutes and leading car-related manufacturers, have collectively decided to
follow a coordinated solution in order to better address the traffic pollution challenges facing our
community. The PBNv2 project [24, 25] came into being.

The proposed PBNv2 project (Next Generation Pass-By Noise Approaches for modern power-
train vehicles) is based on the above-mentioned social challenges related to traffic noise and aims
to optimally overcome this issue. The ultimate goal of the PBNv2 project is to develop pass-by
noise technologies for silent and safe vehicles in the next decade. As a result the project aims
to build scalable, interconnected technologies, taking into consideration renewable technology
advances as well as reducing noise and vibration on modern vehicles fitted with a next-generation
highly fuel/energy efficient power drives. The project lays out a number of basic strategic goals
focused on this submission, which include:

• Development of improved pass-by noise measurement techniques.

• Improvement of automobile model manufacturing strategies and innovations to reduce the
noise effect of single cars more efficiently than changes in traffic.

• Build noise and vibration control methods to tackle the evolving challenges in lightweight
electrification.
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• Describe the acoustic criteria for secure electric vehicles in urban traffic in terms of auditory
perception by pedestrians with hearing disabilities, in particular visually disabled persons
and elderly people.

The project trains early stage researchers in creative subjects in the field of noise engineering
through theoretical and practical education. The project discusses the different facets of pass-by
noise: the ’source’, the ’transfer path’ and the ’receiver’.

This doctoral thesis is part of PBNv2 project and focuses specifically on the source aspect of
the pass-by noise. The overarching aim of this PhD work is to develop experimental methods
to enhance understanding origins of vehicle noise. This addresses the industrial problem in the
identification, localization, ranking and classification of simultaneous noise sources of diverse
origins.

1.2 Direct characterization of sources
A means of characterizing a source is the description of all the properties and quantities that

characterize the behaviour of a source. Experimental characterization of acoustic sources can be
divided into two distinct categories: direct (forward) and indirect problems (inverse) [26]. The
direct approach of the source characterization is discussed in this section. The solution process
involves the direct measurement of the radiated field due to the vibrations of the source (see
Figure 1.3).

Different metrics exist to characterize the acoustic source behavior. One can cite the radiated

Figure 1.3: Illustration of the forward acoustic problem [26].

power, the intensity field, the wall pressure and velocity fields or the radiation efficiency. Thus,
measuring directly involves performing experiments. This section addresses the questions: which
quantities to measure? How are they measured? And which sensors are to be used?. Some
traditional and current methods for direct source measurement are also described in this section.

1.2.1 Acoustic quantities usually measured

In order to optimize the vibro-acoustic behaviour of a source, the first step consists in
characterizing it by using different metrics. For a source delimited by a vibrating surface and
placed in the air (weak coupling hypothesis), the following information ensures the complete
characterization of the source [27]:

• The normal acoustic velocity field at the surface of the source. This is local information
often used as input for numerical vibro-acoustic simulations.

• The surface pressure field is the "complementary" acoustic quantity of the velocity field.
Combined, they determine the surface impedance of the source and its intensity field, two
local characteristics of acoustic radiation.
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• The active sound intensity field normal to the source surface is the main information, which
characterizes the source. This indicates the regions on the source surface radiating in the
far field.

• The radiated sound power is the integral of the intensity on the surface of the source. This
scalar globally quantifies the power level emitted by the source. It allows to easily compare
different configurations or parts between them and to prioritize them according to their
respective influence.

• The radiation efficiency assesses the ability of the source to transform its vibrations into
noise radiated in the far field. This overall amount thus reflects the effectiveness of the
radiation.

Knowledge of these quantities makes it possible to completely characterize the vibro-acoustic
behavior of a source. Access to these quantities is possible by numerical simulation, but the
modeling and predictability of numerical models are still today limited. The experimental char-
acterization of the sources therefore remains relevant, both in the development and optimization
process of physical structures and in the validation of numerical models.

1.2.2 Measurement techniques

The sound pressure that we hear or measure with a microphone depends on the distance from
the source and the acoustic environment (or sound field) in which the sound waves are present.
This depends on the size of the space and the sound absorption of the surfaces. So, by measuring
sound pressure, it is not possible to characterize the source independently from its environment.
In addition, in case of noise emitted by a machinery with different components, it is difficult
using pressure measurement to rank the contribution of each part of the system. For this aim,
the sound power of the individual component has to be measured and listed in the order of the
highest sound power. This ranking paves the way of optimizing the design of the components
that are responsible of the radiated noise.

Sound power can be associated with sound pressure only under carefully controlled condi-
tions where special assumptions are made about the sound field. Specially constructed rooms,
such as anechoic or reverberant chambers, meet these requirements. Traditionally, in order to
measure sound power, the noise source had to be mounted in these rooms [28]. However, the
sound intensity can be determined in any sound area. This property allows all measurements
to be performed directly in situ. And measurements may be made on individual machines or
components, even though all others are radiating noise. Since sound intensity provides a measure
of both direction and amplitude, it is also very useful when identifying sound sources. The
radiation patterns of complex vibrating machines can therefore be investigated in situ [28].
Methods for evaluating the source of sound power to ensure different grades of quality are set out
in a sequence of international standards [29, 30, 31]. Sound intensity measurements can be used
as a general diagnostic tool to determine the distribution of sound power to separate components
of extended sound sources, such as industrial equipment, as aids in the specification of noise
control procedures [32, 33].

1.2.2.1 Measurement Surfaces

To measure a sound source, a measurement surface is often built around that source. The
measurement surface is a hypothetical surface on which acoustic measurements are made, and
which either completely encloses the source under test, or in conjunction with an acoustically
rigid, continuous surface, encloses the noise source under test. The measurement surface is
usually subdivided into a set of smaller areas known as segments [34], elements or patches. The
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measurement surface could be hemisphere, rectangular or conformal as shown in Figure 1.4
[28, 35].

The measurement surface is chosen as long as no other sources or sinks (absorbers of sound)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.4: Measurement surfaces and Sound intensity measured on a segment of (a) a
hemispherical measurement surface and (b) a rectangular measurement surface and (c)

conformal measurement surface (In is the intensity vector normal to the elemental surface dS).

are present within the surface. The surface may, in theory, be at any distance from the source.
According to ECMA [34], one can define the shortest distance between the physical sound source
surface under test and measurement surface as measurement distance. The three often used
examples are described in the next paragraph.

First, the rectangular measurement as seen in Figure 1.4(b). This surface is easy to define
and the planar surfaces make averaging the acoustic quantities such as intensity over the surface
a simple matter. The partial sound powers can be found from each side and added. Second,
the hemisphere as seen in Figure 1.4(a). This shape is most likely to give the least number of
measuring points. International Standard ISO 3745 (sound power from pressure measurements)
[28] recommends starting with ten measurement positions; three microphone positions on three
radii and one on the top of the hemisphere. If the intensity varies too much over this surface,
the number of positions should be increased. Third, the conformal shape as seen in Figure 1.4(c).
This allows near field measurements which will improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The measured
sound intensity can also be related back to the specific source locations [28].

Another important source quantity to consider is the radiation efficiency or radiation ratio
[36] of a vibrating structure. This is a dimensionless quantity that indicates how much sound
power a given structure radiates compared with an ideal case of a piston of the same surface
area radiating plane waves and vibrating with a mean-square velocity equal to the spatially-
averaged mean-square velocity of the structure. Thus to determine the radiation efficiency, two
measurements are required: an acoustic measurement, namely the radiated sound power as
described above, and a mechanical measurement, namely the spatially-averaged squared velocity
using vibration transducer such as Laser Doppler Vibrometers (LDV) [36, 37] or accelerometers.
These must be measured for the same excitation conditions.

1.2.2.2 Measurement procedures

Over time, several techniques and apparatus have been suggested in order to characterize
the source. Notwithstanding the post-processing methods used, the existing measurement
procedures for characterizing sound fields can be divided into three key categories: point-by-point,
simultaneous and scanning measurements.

Point-by-point (discrete point) measurement [28, 38, 34, 37] is one of the most common
techniques for generating spatial representations of stationary sound fields. The measurement
method involves the formation of a measuring surface with a grid on it. The grid may be a string
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or wire frame [28]. Measurement is then performed for each noise component to be identified at
each grid location as shown in Figure 1.5(a). Output is a data vector for each grid point. The
approach is therefore based on the collection of data at a set of discrete positions. Flexibility of
this approach is one of its key benefits, as the number of transducers and their spatial distribution
are adjustable. The number of sensors used is directly related to the cost of the experiment,
but inversely proportional to the time required to perform the measurements. In the event that
all locations are found at the same time, a large multi-channel device must be used and, thus,
simultaneous measurements must be carried out.

Simultaneous measurement [38, 37] is used to produce spatial representations of stationary and
transient noise. The measurement method includes the identification of a measuring surface with
a grid on it and the assignment of a sensor at each grid position to form a sensor array as shown
in Figure 1.5(b). The data acquisition system must have the necessary channels to accommodate
all the sensors used. Usually, a colormap of the time-domain noise distribution is generated.
Pressure, particle velocity and intensity can be measured using this process. Conventionally,
sensor-based systems are expensive and have low versatility due to their complexity. Alternatively,
scanning methods can be used to reduce the time of measurement and the cost of providing a
time-stationary sound field.

The Scanning measurement technique of scanned metrics [28, 35, 34] differs fundamentally
from the above: data are no longer gathered at distinct spatial sites, as sensors or set of sensors
are pushed in each segment of the selected area of measurement along the defined paths as shown
in Figure 1.5(c) during the acquisition process. The reported acoustic signal has an associated
scanning path defining the sensor position during the measurement. The short interval of time
when the sensor passes over the region of interest (segment) will estimate the spectral content
at the specific position. In other words, through the motion of the probe on the scan line, the
temporal average is equal to the spatial average. The scanning process should be conducted such
that the indicated scanning path is precisely followed, the sample axis is always perpendicular
to the surface measurement and the movement speed of the measuring transducer is consistent.
Manually or mechanically, scanning may be performed. To limit the error to an acceptable limit,
a scanning speed of more than 0.3 m/s or less than 0.1 m/s should be performed [34]. In the case
of machined scanning, these criteria may be technically met carefully on any surface measurement
type (as illustrated in Figure 1.4(c)). These criteria are almost impossible to achieve with manual
scanning. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1.4(b), normal surface shapes are favored. The basic
element of a scan is a straight line. The scan path comprises a number of parallel straight lines
that cover each section. The distances between the adjacent lines shall not be more than half the
average distance from the source surface of the section. Adjacent lines are linked by semicircular
paths between their extremities or may be suspended temporarily by signal acquisition as the
sample passes between adjacent lines [28]. Scan-based techniques typically require costly and
complex tracking systems. Despite their capacities, scan-based measurement techniques have
earned far too little recognition. Several attempts have been made to increase their ability by
using microphone scan arrays with acoustic holography algorithms [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The
high costs of the scanning systems and the complex experimental set-up have nevertheless limited
the application of this efficient measurement technique.

The above-mentioned techniques can also be used to collect data across a sound field,
depending on how the phase data is collected. Firstly, to get the phase information completely
characterized, it is necessary for sensors to be placed at each point to be evaluated (simultaneous
measurement). For most applications, this is a costly and impractical strategy. The use of
relative phase information is sufficient in some situations. A single or collection of fixed reference
sensors may therefore be used to maintain a relative phase connected to a certain location on the
field. In this case, scanning or point-by-point measurements may be carried out. Third, if phase
information can be considered negligible, point by point or scan-based measurements can then
be used to acquire data in an asynchronous manner, thus collecting only variations in magnitude
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.5: Measurement procedures: (a) discrete point measurement, (b) simultaneous
measurement and (c) scanning measurement [28, 35, 34, 45].

across the region of measurement [37].

1.2.3 Limitations and challenges of direct measurements

In brief, direct experimental methods for characterizing a source are appealing, as they do not
require a propagation model or base functions to imitate the measuring environment. They are
often less reliant on theoretical models and are therefore the best way to achieve accurate and
consistent source characterization. Also, they provide direct measurements of specific acoustic
quantities such as sound pressure level, particle velocity level, sound intensity and sound power
level. Their limitations are [27]:

• They provide specific acoustic quantities at the measurement locations only.

• It is difficult to pinpoint the location of a noise source, which is especially true when there
are other sources or reflecting surfaces nearby.

• It is not possible to identify the structural waves that are traveling along the surface or
to visualize the out-of-plane vibration pattern, which may have a direct impact on the
resultant structure-borne sound.

• These direct experimental measurements can become tedious or even impossible to achieve
for complex source geometry and a potentially congested environment (obstacle, wiring,
etc.).

• In certain instances the direct approaches can be costly, inapplicable or difficult to use.

Due to the above concern, it has prompted scientists to research alternate solutions of resolving
these issues. The indirect acoustic methods introduced and discussed in the next section 1.3
form part of the solution techniques.

1.3 Source localization, identification and mapping methods
The process of characterizing the source involves one or a combination of the following process:

source localization (find the source spatial position), source identification (retrieving source
field quantities) and source field visualization (map images of source quantities). The toughest
challenge facing any acoustics engineer is figuring out where the sound originates – especially
when there is considerable interference and reverberation flying around. Thus the acoustic source
characterization is an increasingly important aspect in acoustic [46].
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In general, the methods fall into two categories depending on the position of the acoustic
array with respect to the test object: far-field array technology and near-field array technology.
This is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The former usually takes place far from the source(s) providing
directional information of the surrounding field, whereas the latter is based on the measurement
in the proximity of the source and the following reconstruction of the acoustic quantities on its
surface [47]. The farfield methods are usually used for source localization whilst the nearfield
methods are for source identification. Although various configurations of the measurement array
(planar, cylindrical, spherical,...) are usable for both techniques, the subsequent signal processing
usually differs [47].

Figure 1.6: Technique relies on distance to object [46].

Microphone signal processing techniques using far-field and near-field arrays, as detailed
in this section, have a different purpose than their known usage of speech enhancement in
telecommunications. Instead, this section primarily aims at noise source localization, identification
and sound field visualization for noise analysis and control engineering. The techniques mentioned
in this section are the most utilized methods currently. This section reviews available techniques
and explains how the methods have evolved over the years.

1.3.1 Far-field localization methods

Acoustic source localization (ASL) [48] methods determine the location and strength of the
sources which are the cause of sound based on measurements of the sound field. This section
reviews many facets of the acoustic source localization technique, its problem as well as the
development and implementation. The aim of a far-field ASL system is to estimate the position of
sound sources in space by analyzing the sound field with a microphone array, a set of microphones
arranged to capture the spatial information of sound. From a conceptual point of view, the
localization of acoustic sources is simple. However, the performance of these systems involves
considerable complexity and still remains an open field of research [49]. Multi-channel signal
processing for sound localization can be divided into two categories: Time Delay Estimation
(TDE) and Steered Response Power (SRP) beamforming.

1.3.1.1 Time Delay Estimation

Time difference of arrival (TDOA) is a technique that involves using two or more receivers to
locate a signal source from the different arrival times at the receivers. Popular techniques used to
estimate TDOA are the classic Cross-Correlation, the Generalized Cross-Correlation (GCC) [50]
and its derivatives, such as Generalized Cross-Correlation using Phase Transform (GCC-PHAT)
and the Cross Power Spectrum Phase (CSP) and the Adaptive Eigenvalue Decomposition (AED)
[51] based on the Blind System Identification (BSI), which focuses on the impulse responses
between the source and the microphones. However, these methods are defined for an anechoic
environment, so they do not help localize reverberated sound sources.

There has been development made to show that for any array containing M microphones (M
> 2), the Steered Response Power Phase Transform (SRP-PHAT) [52] provides the sum of the
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GCC-PHAT from all of the microphone pairs. The Multichannel Cross-Correlation Coefficient
(MCCC) [53, 54] uses the spatial prediction error to measure the correlation among multiple
signals and uses the redundant information between microphones to estimate the TDOA in a more
robust manner under a reverberant and noisy condition. The extension of the AED in the case of
multiple microphones was proposed in Huang and Benesty [55], and it is called Adaptive Blind
Multichannel Identification (ABMCI). In contrast, the SRP is based on maximizing the power
output of a beamformer. Recently, more sophisticated algorithms have been proposed for time
delay estimation that use Minimum Entropy [56, 57] and broadband Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) [58]. Salvati [49] demonstrated in his thesis work that the ICA-based methods are
more robust against high background noise levels compared with the conventional GCC-PHAT
approach.

A widely used approach, called the indirect method, is used to estimate source positions
and consists of two steps. In the first step, a set of Time Difference Of Arrivals (TDOAs) are
estimated using measurements across various combinations of microphones. In the second step,
when the position of the sensors and the speed of sound are known, the source positions can be
estimated using geometric considerations and approximate estimators. These are closed-formed
estimators [59] based on a least squares solution [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65] and iterative maximum
likelihood estimators [66, 67, 68, 69].

However, the direct method yields an acoustic map of the area, from which the position of the
sources can be estimated directly and spatial likelihood functions can be defined [70, 71, 72, 73, 74].

Both of these procedures have been tested in many single source scenarios; however, in multiple
sources cases, they require new considerations. Several works address the problem of multiple
sources using a Bayesian approach based on the tracking of the sources and using Kalman filter
[75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81] and particle filter [82, 73, 83, 84, 85, 86].

1.3.1.2 Beamforming

Acoustic source localization techniques in combination with microphone array measurements
have become an important tool in the development of new products. Moreover, these techniques
can be used for failure diagnosis and monitoring as well as for sound design or noise reduction
tasks. One well known technique in this area is the Beamforming method. Beamforming first
introduced by Billingsey et al. [87] is based on evaluating simultaneously collected sound pressure
data from microphone array measurements in far field taking into account the phase differences
between the microphones and their known locations. The sound pressure obtained at different
microphone positions are mapped to an image of the acoustic source field. This obtained source
map is referred to as beamform map which indicates the location and strength of acoustic sources
[88]. The beamform map is usually an amplitude of the pressure recorded, the higher levels
indicate the presence of a source. As a rule of thumb, the far field is defined as being further
away from the source than the array dimensions or diameter [89].

Beamforming is a widely applied method for imaging noise sources [87, 90]. It is used to
determine source locations and distributions, measure acoustic spectra for complete models and
sub-components, and project results from the array to far field points [88]. The method is based
on the phase differences between the microphones and their known locations. In other words,
beamforming is considered as a combination of the delayed signals from each microphone in a
manner in which an expected pattern of radiation is preferentially observed. The conventional
beamformer is the Delay and Sum (DS) [91]; it consists of the synchronization of signals that steer
the array in a certain direction, and it sums the signals to estimate the power of the spatial filter.
The high-resolution SRP has been developed to improve the performance of the spatial filter,
and the adaptive beamformer is called the Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR)
according to Capon [92]. The MUltiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm is based on
an eigen subspace decomposition method [93, 94], and the Estimation of Signal Parameters via
Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) is based on subspace decomposition exploits the
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rotational invariance [95, 96, 97].
Beamforming has been applied effectively for localizing and identifying acoustic sources on

moving objects [98], high-speed trains and civil aircrafts in aeroacoustics [99, 100, 101]. At
present, beamforming methods employing microphone arrays combined with signal processing
technology have been widely used for both two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)
acoustic source localization in numerous fields [102, 103, 104]. In the work of Ding et al. [89],
layer-by-layer scanning of the sound source field is achieved and thus realizes 3D acoustic-source
localization and 3D sound source image output.

Beamforming methods have been extensively applied for 2D localization using planar micro-
phone arrays, which can locate an acoustic source in the XY plane parallel to the array, but cannot
identify the distance between the source and the array in the Z direction, denoted as the source
depth. For example, generalized cross-correlation (GCC) beamforming has obtained precise
2D acoustic-source localization results in the time-domain [105]. Similarly, chirp Z transform
(CZT) digital beamforming has been proposed for far-field acoustic-source localization in the
frequency domain [106]. This method was demonstrated to overcome typical problems affecting
other frequency-domain beamforming techniques such as zero-padded fast fourier transform
beamforming. In particular, the accelerated proximal gradient singular value thresholding-based
linearly constrained singular canceler (APG-LCSC) algorithm [107] has been demonstrated to
provide highly accurate 2D beamforming using a sparse array.

In 3D beamforming methods based on 3D microphone arrays, the concept of spherical har-
monics has been employed with a spherical microphone array [108], and GCC has been employed
with a polyhedral microphone array [109] for near-field reconstruction. Deconvolution based on
spherical harmonics [110] and functional delay and sum (FDAS) [111] beamforming methods
with spherical arrays have been shown to provide good spatial resolution and low sidelobes in the
near-field. Moreover, FDAS with ridge detection (RD) and FDAS with RD and a deconvolution
approach for the mapping of acoustic sources (DAMAS) [112] realized rapid acoustic-source lo-
calization as well as high resolution. Similarly, both generalized inverse beamforming (GIB) [113]
and functional GIB (FGIB) [114] exhibited these characteristics using a double-layer microphone
array.

According to the above discussion, previous beamforming methods employing planar micro-
phone arrays have mainly focused on acoustic-source localization on a 2D surface. While these
methods provide an acoustic field hologram, they cannot determine the source depth, so they are
inappropriate for 3D source localization [87, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121]. However, present
applications are increasingly concerned with acoustic sources located on the surfaces of complex
objects or on complicated structures in 3D space. Yet, research regarding 3D acoustic-source
localization remains relatively rare, and beamforming methods employing 3D microphone arrays
remain limited to near-field reconstruction. And also compared with the 3D microphone array
[122], using the 2D planar can also achieve three-dimensional recognition ability with greater
adaptability. Furthermore, quantitative analyses of localization error and the influence of fre-
quency have been rarely investigated [123, 124].

In summary, the beamforming relies upon the farfield assumption that the sources are far
away and the waves become spherical or planar at the array position. It is essentially a remote
localization technique of the sound source, which ensures that the evanescent sound field is not
recorded. For this reason, beamforming therefore cannot be seen as sound field reconstruction
techniques and offers only an estimated relative map ’source strength’ and not a quantitative
reconstruction. As a results beamforming does not really provide information on acoustical
variables of the noise sources and their radiated sound field [125, 37, 47].

1.3.2 Near-field identification methods

Apart from the prior farfield array technologies, acousticians also developed nearfield arrays in
the 1980s. These nearfield array techniques were given the name “nearfield acoustical holography”
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(NAH) when they were first introduced [125].
Sound source localization by Nearfield Acoustical Holography (NAH) [126, 127, 128, 129] is an

approach that has been continuously developing since the 1980s. The principle of this technique
in acoustics is computation of the sound field everywhere in the space based on the measurement
of both an amplitude and a spatial phase of an acoustic quantity in several points in the space
(measured data must be spatially correlated). However, the main application of this method is
the localization of the sound source(s) in sense to compute (reconstruct) acoustic quantities on
the vibrating surface(s) of the source based on the (non-contact) measurement of the sound field
above the surface. This technique differs from other sound source localization techniques (i.e.
beamforming described above) mainly in capturing the evanescent components in the near field
of a sought source – thus, the nearfield attribute [47]. The near field can be described as the
area that is closer to the sound source than one or two wavelengths of the highest frequency [46].

Development of nearfield acoustical holography (NAH) brought the possibility of enhancing the
efficiency of diagnosing the sources of sound radiation from a vibrating structure by visualizing
the entire radiated sound field [130]. Thus NAH is regarded as an effective tool to visualize a
sound field and to analyze vibro-acoustic responses of a vibrating structure [131, 130].

Near-field acoustic holography (NAH) is by now a well known technique that has fundamen-
tally changed noise diagnostics. This is because it enables one to get all acoustic quantities such
as the acoustic pressure, particle velocity, acoustic intensity, sound power, normal surface velocity
in space as well as on structural surface based on measurements of radiated acoustic pressures in
the near field [132]. The insight into the acoustic characteristics of a sound source that one can
get from NAH cannot be matched by any conventional method described in section 1.2. For this
reason we dive into the various techniques and the state of the art approaches used to implement
NAH for reconstructing acoustic quantities.

1.3.2.1 Fourier-based NAH

The approaches to solve the inverse problem of NAH described in this section are based on
the spatial Fourier transform.

Fourier NAH, a celebrated technique for noise source identification [125] was pioneered
by Maynard and Williams in the early 1980s [133, 134, 135, 136]. The technique enables
reconstructing a three-dimensional (3D) sound field from the two-dimensional (2D) hologram
data scanned above the source surface. Bruel and Kjael commercialized the Fourier NAH with
a new name, spatial transformation of sound field (STSF) [137, 138, 139]. A comprehensive
treatment of Fourier NAH for Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates can be found in
the monograph by Williams [140].

In the original NAH technique, the acoustic pressure was obtained by taking an inverse
Fourier transform of the angular spectrum of the acoustic pressure measured on a hologram plane
multiplied by a propagator, where the angular spectrum is a spatial Fourier transform of the
measured acoustic pressure into the wave number domain and the propagator represents a phase
shift from the hologram plane to any parallel plane in a source-free region. Once the acoustic
pressure is reconstructed, the particle velocity can be obtained by Euler’s equation and acoustic
intensity is retrieved by multiplying the acoustic pressure and particle velocity. Therefore, all the
acoustic quantities are determined once the acoustic pressure on a hologram plane is measured.
This is the essence and power of NAH.

The Fourier-transform-based NAH is suitable for a surface containing a level of constant
coordinates such as an infinite plane, infinite circular cylinder, and a sphere. Theoretically, a
hologram plane must be infinite so as to facilitate the Fourier transform. If the acoustic pressures
on this hologram plane could be measured continuously and exactly, the spatial resolution of
a reconstructed acoustic image would be infinitely high. In practice, however, such a scenario
is nonexistent, because the measurement space is limited, and input data contain errors or are
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insufficient. As a result, the reconstructed acoustic images may be distorted. Also, in practice,
few structures have a level of constant coordinates. Therefore, the Fourier-transform-based NAH
is limited in its applications. For example, when planar or cylindrical NAH is used to reconstruct
an acoustic field from a nonplanar or noncylindrical source, one can back propagate the acoustic
field to a surface conformal to the hologram surface tangential to the source surface. This is
because extrapolation of an acoustic field from one surface to another is valid in a source-free
region, beyond which it is no longer source free, and back propagation becomes invalid. Thus
the limitations stem from the fact that the Fourier NAH relies heavily on the two-dimensional
Fourier transform between the physical space and the wave number space. For example, the
planar NAH requires that frequency-domain complex phasors of a stationary sound signal must
be available and the scanned grid points must be equally spaced on a planar rectangular area
[141]. Numerical artifacts such as aliasing arising in Fourier transform may adversely affect the
imaging quality. This situation is further aggravated in practical applications, where the number
of sensors is often limited due to cost consideration. In Fourier NAH, microphone spacing must
be kept less than half of the wavelength at the interested frequency to prevent the spatial aliasing
problem from happening. Many microphones and important processing power are required to
fully cover the source area. In addition, latency becomes more of a problem when one has to
measure a transient noise such as pass-by noise in real time [125].

Inspite of the advantages of Fourier NAH (ease of implementation and low computational
requirements) and the elegant solution it provides for most acoustical computation problems it is
impractical in most cases due to the aforementioned limitations described. Other techniques have
been develop to tackle these limitations. These techniques are grouped into two kinds, namely:
the patch-based NAH and inverse-based NAH.

1.3.2.2 Patch-based NAH

The two methods described in this section have been developed to overcome the aperture size
limitations encountered in the Fourier-based NAH. They fall under the category of Least square
NAH. These methods use the elementary wave model (EWM) to approximate the measured
acoustic quantity. The EWM could be composed of any functions and its definition usually
corresponds with the geometry of the sound source(s) as well as the geometry of the measurement
aperture (to be able to represent any acoustic field, the EWM should constitute a complete basis)
[47]. The two known methods under this technique are Statistically Optimized NAH (SONAH)
and Helmholtz Equation Least-Squares (HELS).

Statistically Optimized NAH

Statistically Optimized NAH has been developed by Steiner and Hald [142] to overcome
the limitations that are caused by the use of the Fourier transform (it completely avoids this
spatial-wavenumber transform). In this method, the acoustic quantities on a mapping surface
near the measurement surface are calculated by using a transfer matrix defined in such a way that
all propagating waves and a weighted set of evanescent waves are projected with optimal average
accuracy. It considers a series of propagating plane and evanescent waves as eigen-functions, that
represent separable solution of Helmholtz equation [47].

SONAH is an approximate method and the reconstruction may diverge even without noise. A
discretization of k-space must be performed carefully to ensure correct approximation. Jacobsen
and Hald extend this method for the pressure-velocity sensors measurement, which shows better
results for the normal surface velocity reconstruction from particle velocity measurement and
provides some possibilities to control the sound waves coming from other directions [143]. For
this purpose, several papers also deal with the two-layer arrays [144].
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Helmholtz Equation Least Squares

An alternative to Fourier transform is the Helmholtz Equation Least Squares (HELS) method
[145, 146]. Unlike the Fourier transform, this method attempts to find approximate solutions to all
acoustic quantities produced by a vibrating structure using an expansion of the admissible basis
functions with errors minimized by least squares. This approach simplifies the problem, yet still en-
ables one to tackle complex situations with relatively few measurements. The Helmholtz-equation
least-squares (HELS) method, has shown a great promise in reconstructing acoustic fields in both
exterior and interior regions from an object of arbitrary shape [145, 147, 146, 148, 149, 130].

It is vital to emphasized that HELS has no restrictions whatsoever on the use of the coordinate
systems and the corresponding wave functions. Use of the spherical coordinates leads to an
approximate solution in terms of the spherical wave functions. Similarly, use of the cylindrical
coordinates yields an approximate solution in terms of cylindrical wave functions. The coefficients
in any expansion are determined by matching an assumed-form solution to the measured acoustic
pressures and the errors are minimized by the least-squares method. Since HELS solves the
Helmholtz equation directly, its solution is always unique at any frequency. However, it should
be noted that there is no single set of coordinate system that can provide good approximations
for all surface geometry. For example, the spherical wave functions are natural choice for a blunt
or convex surface, and the cylindrical wave functions will be ideal for a slender object. If the
spherical wave functions are used to approximate acoustic quantities on the surface of highly
non-spherical geometry, convergence of an HELS expansion will be greatly reduced. Theoretically,
different coordinate systems should be used in HELS expansions for different geometry. However,
in practice we have to strike a balance between simplicity in numerical implementations and
accuracy in reconstruction, for example, by sticking to one set of coordinates and the correspond-
ing wave functions that are easy to use and readily available in any software library [132]. The
HELS can be executed through a conformal array of microphones at a very close distance to a
vibrating object and allows for patch reconstruction. For example, it enables one to reconstruct
the acoustic quantities on a portion of a source surface, which can be very convenient in practice
[132].

The main advantages of the HELS method are its simplicity in mathematical formulation,
efficiency in numerical computations, and flexibility in applications. Moreover, the HELS method
is immune to the non-uniqueness difficulty inherent in inverse-based NAH such as the inverse
boundary-element method (BEM). The HELS method also allows for piece-wise reconstruction
which can be very handy in engineering applications. Thus, it can become a potentially powerful
diagnostic tool for practicing noise-control engineers to visualize sources of sound and vibration
and their transmission paths [130].

The disadvantage of HELS is that it proves effective in imaging blunt and convex sources,
but not for a highly elongated and planar sources. The cylindrical coordinate system is ideal for
imaging a slender body, but not for a flat surface [125].

1.3.2.3 BEM-based approaches

Nearfield Acoustic Holography has proven to be a powerful tool for source identification.
Nevertheless, the approach is limited to simple sources and measurement surfaces. To overcome
this limitation, inverse approach is used. The numerical solutions offered by this approach is the
boundary-element method (BEM) and because it is an inverse problem, this technique is known
as inverse boundary element method (IBEM) [150].

The sound field at a spatial domain is determined from the source, scatterer, and boundaries
inside or around the region of interest. The source would be a vibrating object. The scatterer
might be an irregular body having rigid or flexible surfaces, and the reflecting boundary would
change the phase of incident sound, absorbing some amount of sound and reflecting the rest. The
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Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral equation [125] provides the general solution of the sound radiation
and scattering problems, which represents the sound field constructed by the monopole and dipole
source distributions on a vibrating surface. The acoustic boundary element method (BEM) based
on the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral formulation has been widely used to solve the radiation
and scattering problems with irregularly shaped geometry, which has no closed form solutions
in separable coordinates. Because the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral equation is solved on the
boundary of the domain, there is a reduction in spatial dimensions by one compared with other
numerical modal methods, such as finite element method (FEM) and finite difference method
(FDM). This means that, for a three dimensional sound radiation and propagation problem,
boundary element modeling can be carried out only on the two-dimensional boundaries of the
domain. Furthermore, for exterior problems of infinite extent, the discretization can be limited
to the finite boundary surface of a radiator by imposing the Sommerfeld radiation condition.
Generally, it can be said that the BEM gives relatively more accurate results on the boundary
surface than the other numerical methods. It is also capable of modeling the acoustic problems
in relatively low frequency regions with high certainty [125].

There are two types of boundary element formulations: direct BEM (dBEM) and indirect
BEM (iBEM). In case of dBEM, variables of pressure and velocity are solved directly at
collocating points on the boundary surface. This corresponds to the numerical computation of
the Kirchhoff–Helmholtz integral equation. Meanwhile, iBEM solves for a distribution of fictitious
sources on or very near to the boundary. Although the concept of the collocation method has
been well known in fluid mechanics for a long time, the basic formulation of acoustical iBEM
was firstly proposed by Chen and Schweikert [125, 151].

Surface monopole strengths are calculated for expressing the acoustic field equivalent to that
generated by the actual vibration surface. This superposition integral is based on the idea that
an array of monopole sources can be arranged to reproduce a velocity profile on the surface of the
radiator [152, 153, 154, 155, 156]. Therefore, it can be considered as a numerical implementation
of the Huygens’ principle in acoustics. However, if one would solve the interior and exterior
sound radiation and scattering problems simultaneously, the distributed sources must include
the single layer and double layer potentials, which are the differences between the outside and
inside values of pressure and its gradients, respectively. Unfortunately, the integral has the
hyper-singularity term, which raises difficulties in the numerical calculation and is integrable only
in the finite-part sense. Then, the evaluation of this singularity can be proceeded by adopting a
variational formulation [157, 158]. The resulting coefficient matrix obtained from the variational
formulation is symmetric, but the double surface integral should be carried out. Because iBEM
has been known as consuming much time in formulation and calculation for most practically
small-sized problems, dBEM has been used popularly because of its simplicity and acceptable
accuracy for most acoustic problems, which are not large and do not involve a very high frequency
calculation [125].

The basic concept of the BEM-based inverse approaches was first explicitly studied by
Gardner and Bernhard [159], who introduced the source identification method in the highly
reactive field by utilizing direct BEM. Veronesi and Maynard [160] utilized the singular value
decomposition of the discretized direct boundary integral equation, in order to decompose the
field and source properties into the wave-vector domain. They demonstrated that the suppression
of the amplification effect of the measurement noise via the rejection of higher wave-vector mode
components led to an improved resolution. Bai [161] formulated the generalized holography
equation based on direct BEM. He represented all possible combinations of the transfer matrix,
in order to correlate the particle velocity and field pressure on the source surface and the field
plane. Kim and Ih [162] described a resolution enhancement technique using the optimal selection
of measurement points and regularization of the transfer matrix for the interior problem. By
utilizing a trade-off relationship between variance and bias errors, the optimal rank, which
produces the minimum mean square error could be determined. Zhang, et al. [163] employed
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the indirect formulation for the BEM-based NAH. Valdivia and Williams [164] suggested the
iterative technique, which can avoid using the singular value decomposition technique that may
be beneficial in dealing with a large transfer matrix [165].

As aforementioned, the BEM-based inverse approaches thus provide a good opportunity for
restoring the vibro-acoustic field of many practical arbitrarily shaped sources. Its optimal feature
is that only the measured field pressure is required for determining pressure, particle velocity,
surface admittance, intensity, and power flow of the source and the domain of interest as well.
This type of conformal inverse technique has the following advantages compared with conventional
NAH based on the spatial Fourier transform. One can deal with the complex shaped sources that
cannot be described by separable coordinates; the pressure need not be measured in separable
coordinates, thus a reduced number of measurements with uneven spacing is possible; reflections
from all directions can be considered; concave regions of the source can be reconstructed; and
wrap-around error due to the finite aperture size is not involved. However, this method has
some inconvenient aspects as well. The acoustic and geometric relation of the source surface
and the hologram plane should be modelled via the use of the BEM and this causes problems.
A considerable number of boundary elements and nodes are ultimately required for modelling
the actual source surfaces involved in a practical noise problem and the amount of field pressure
data increases in parallel with that of the surface nodes. The applicable frequency range can be
limited by the characteristic length of the typical element. In addition, care should be taken
with respect to the inversion of the fully populated vibro-acoustic transfer matrix that has a
high singularity. However, if such difficulties are somehow overcome with some technical labour,
the drawback of additional BEM modelling may not be a big loss after all because one needs
the BEM model of the irregular ‘source’ for the eventual forward prediction of the sound field,
anyway [165].

Another shortcoming of IBEM-based approach is that it fails to yield a unique solution when
an excitation frequency is near one of the eigenfrequencies of the corresponding interior boundary
value problem. While the non-uniqueness can be overcome by combining the exterior and
interior integral formulations, known as a CHIEF method [166] or by combining the single- and
double-layer potentials, [167, 168] numerical computations can become even more complicated
and time consuming.

1.3.2.4 Other techniques

Principles are applied to above methods to handle their shortcormings and through the process,
new forms of techniques are emerged. Three noteworthy alternatives are briefly describe below.

The Combined (HELS and IBEM) method: CHELS

A combined Helmholtz equation–least squares (CHELS) [149] method is developed for recon-
structing acoustic radiation from an arbitrary object. This method combines the advantages of
both the HELS method and the Helmholtz integral theory based near-field acoustic holography
(NAH). As such it allows for reconstruction of the acoustic field radiated from an arbitrary object
with relatively few measurements, thus significantly enhancing the reconstruction efficiency.

The first step in the CHELS method is to establish the HELS formulations based on a finite
number of acoustic pressure measurements taken on or beyond a hypothetical spherical surface
that encloses the object under consideration. Next enough field acoustic pressures are generated
using the HELS formulations and taken as the input to the Helmholtz integral formulations
implemented through the boundary element method (BEM). The acoustic pressure and normal
component of the velocity at the discretized nodes on the surface are then determined by solving
two matrix equations using singular value decomposition (SVD) and regularization techniques.

For the same amount of measurements taken on or beyond a spherical surface that encloses the
object, the CHELS method may give a more accurate reconstruction by increasing the number
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of discrete nodes and the necessary input data than the BEM-based NAH does. Since these
input data are calculated but not measured, the reconstruction efficiency is greatly enhanced.
However, since the measurements are taken over a spherical surface rather than a conformal
surface, the accuracy of reconstruction of the surface acoustic quantities may be limited because
some evanescent waves may be lost. On the other hand, if reconstruction of acoustic radiation in
the far field is desired where the evanescent waves are negligibly small, the CHELS method can
be straightforward and much more efficient than BEM [149].

Equivalent Source Model (ESM)-based NAH

The equivalent source method (ESM), also known as wave superposition method [169, 170, 171],
used in sound field calculation has gained much attention in recent years and has been widely used
for solving the inverse problems of NAH. The ESM is a truly meshless collocation technique for
discretizing integral equations [172]. It approximates the solution of a partial differential equation
by a linear combination of fundamental solutions with singularities, where no complicated mesh
construction and integration process are required. In other words, it represents the sound field
of interest with a distribution of discrete simple sources and hence no numerical integration is
required. These simple sources are only in a virtual sense for representation purposes and are
solutions of the acoustic wave equation. These virtual sources can be monopoles, dipoles, or even
higher order of simple sources placed inside the vibrating structure.

By representing the sound field using simple sources, one obtains a matrix system of equations
with source strengths as the unknowns. The source strengths calculated, with the aid of the
regularization techniques detailed previously, serve as the basis for predicting the sound field at
any point including the source surface. However, how to distribute the virtual simple sources in
terms of location and retreat distance is not as straightforward and deserves some investigation
[125].

The low numerical complexity makes ESM an appealing approach for computational acoustics,
as compared to the direct IBEM approach. While ESM was generally used as a benchmark for
BEM, it has been shown by numerous studies that, with careful choice of parameters, ESM
is capable of achieving comparable accuracy to other methods such as FDM, FEM and BEM
[173, 174]. A hybrid method that combines single and double layer potentials was proposed
to overcome the non-uniqueness problems of ESM [175]. Like IBEM, the use of ESM is not
restricted to sources with regular geometries and can be applied to arbitrarily shaped vibrating
structures. ESM forms the heart of many microphone techniques as presented in [125].

Transient Near-Field Acoustical Holography

Analyses of transient acoustic radiation are often encountered in engineering applications
because most vibrating structures are subject to impulsive or transient force excitations. In many
cases, the transient excitations are unspecified and therefore the structural vibration responses
are unknown, which makes the analysis of resultant acoustic field difficult.

Transient near-field acoustical holography (NAH) [176, 177] formulation is derived from the
Helmholtz equation least squares (HELS) method to reconstruct acoustic radiation from a
spherical surface subject to transient excitations in a free field. According to Wu et al. [177], the
temporal solutions, make use of the Laplace transform and expansion in terms of the spherical
Hankel functions and spherical harmonics, with their coefficients settled by solving a system of
equations obtained by matching an assumed-form solution to the measured acoustic pressure.
The derive general form of solution for a temporal kernel is obtain first through substituting
the spherical Hankel functions and their derivatives with polynomials, followed by recasting the
infinite integrals in the inverse Laplace transform as contour integrals in a complex s-plane and
then evaluate it via the residue theorem. The transient acoustic quantities anywhere including
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the source surface are then obtained by convoluting the temporal kernels with respect to the
measured acoustic pressure.

Wu et. al [177], extended HELS formulations to the reconstruction of transient acoustic
radiation from a spherical source subject to arbitrarily time-dependent excitations in a free field.
It is shown that HELS enables one to obtain the satisfactory reconstruction of 3-D images of
transient acoustic waves as they travel in space and time based on a few measurements taken
along a finite line segment. Since HELS imposes no restrictions whatsoever on measurement
locations and since the nature of HELS formulations is naturally suited for transient NAH, it
can become the method of choice for visualizing transient acoustic quantities.

Inverse Patch Transfer Function (iPTF) method

Aucejo et al. [178], Vigoureux [179] and Forget [180] developed the iPTF (inverse Patch
Transfer Functions) method. It corresponds to the inverse formulation of the PTF method,
initiated by Ouisse et al. [181] for calculating vibro-acoustics problems by a substructuring
technique. The iPTF method is based on an integral formulation of a "virtual" interior Green
problem. The bounded domain is indeed delimited by the surface of the source, possibly a rigid
wall and a virtual surface defined arbitrarily around the source so as to theoretically isolate it
(controlled environment) from its external environment. All of these surfaces are discretized into
elementary surfaces which are named patches, hence the name of the method. Its particularity is
that it uses modal behavior of this virtual acoustic volume as the basis for the decomposition
of the field. The transfer matrices governing the problem are impedance matrices and can be
computed numerically by a solver FE (modal extraction) and independently of the measurements
(linked to the geometry of the domain). The reconstruction of the acoustic fields is therefore
done directly on the real geometry of the source. The method requires combined measurements
of pressure and particle velocity of air produced on the virtual surface to identify the velocity
field of the source. The direct PTF formulation then makes it possible to retrieve all the other
acoustic quantities (pressure, intensity, power, etc.), thus ensuring the complete characterization
of the source on its surface. Therefore, a simpler and automated measuring system is possible,
because this virtual measurement surface is arbitrary and thus independent of the source surface.
In addition, it surrounds completely the source to be identified, thus its combined measurement
of particle velocity and pressure allows the measurement to be independent of the uncontrolled
external environment. Also, the iPTF formula intrinsically takes into account any rigid surface
boundary or included in the virtual acoustic field. The method is capable of handling equally
inhomogeneous environment around the source. A wide variety of validation applications have
been carried out with the method iPTF, in particular on an L-shaped plate [182], on baffled
pistons in the presence of secondary correlated sources, on a diesel engine pre-catalyst [183], on
a gearbox at reduced speed [184] and on a baffled oil pan [185].

With regard to the industrial specifications, the iPTF method therefore has the potentiality
to meet all of the expectations set. It allows indeed an identification on the actual surface
of the source and from a flexible measurement device that can be implemented in a complex
environment, i.e. potentially noisy and cluttered.

1.4 Research objective

When looking through the scientific literature, one realises that a great deal of research has
been carried out to develop more advanced ”source identification” methods. There are many
categories of methods, all of which have theoretical bases and different objectives due to the
variety of applications. In particular, a distinction is made between the methods of ”source
location” and the methods of ”field reconstruction” (of velocity, pressure and/or intensity) which,
in turn, enable the source to be fully characterized. The thesis work falls into the category of
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”field reconstruction” methods.
It should be noted that even though these techniques have undergone constant improvement,

the problem remains that there is no “magical” sound source characterization technique that
prevails over the others. Depending on the test object, the nature of the sound and the actual
environment, engineers have to select one method or the other. Among the existing methods of
identifying sources as described above there remains some problems which are still unsolved in
characterising the source in specific condition and environment. In an industrial environment as
complex as that of an engine test bench, some of these methods suffer from certain constraints
that limit their use. In particular,

• most of these methods can only reconstruct sound fields on simple surfaces (planes, cylinders,
spheres),

• they must be carried out in a controlled acoustic environment (anechoic room),

• they must be carried out facing the object without the presence of obstacles or masking
object between the source and the means of measurement (usually microphone sensors).

In order to overcome all these limitations, this thesis work used a methodology, which has
been developed at the “Laboratoire Vibrations Acoustique” of INSA-Lyon. This identification
method is known as the inverse Patch Transfer Function (iPTF) as briefly introduced above. The
principle is based on the concept of closed virtual acoustic volume defined around the source and
on the application of Green’s identity. This volume can be defined arbitrarily and the method
allows for the effective handling of rigid obstacles. This even makes it feasible for the method to
be used in congested source environment. The discrete acoustic measurements are performed at
accessible positions around the source and are feasible in a non-controlled acoustic environment
thanks to Green’s identity, which acts as a field separation method. The measurements made
are then coupled with numerical modelling, which enables the source geometry to be managed
whatever its complexity. Thus, from a double formulation, direct and inverse of the acoustic
problem, the source is fully characterised and the reconstruction of the entire acoustic field is
carried out directly on its geometry.

The main objective of this thesis work is to demonstrate how to use the iPTF method in the
blind identification of a vibratory fields. The term “blindness” here has two meanings:

• the reconstruction of the velocity field of a vibrating structure can be blind if objects mask
parts of the structure to characterize.

• the identification can be blind if the velocity field is the result of the combination of several
unknown sources and if one wants to separate the contribution of each source.

In this thesis work numerical and experimental results are shown to illustrate both aspects of
the blind identification.

1.5 Thesis Outline
This chapter has given an overview of the societal problem, introduced PBNv2 project and

discussed source characterisation methods using the conventional techniques and indirect means
with the state-of-art technologies.

The thesis is structured based on the objectives defined above. Thus the thesis work has been
divided into two parts. The first part deals with the aspect of blind reconstruction in presence of
masking object whilst the second part deals with the source separation aspect.

Firstly, chapter 2 reviews the theory and concept of iPTF approaches. In this section the
concept of the virtual acoustic volume which forms the theoretical basis of the iPTF will be
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reviewed. Secondly, the choice of the virtual boundary conditions and implication on measurement
setup will be presented. The two iPTF variant forms, u-IPTF and m-IPTF, will therefore be
introduced.

As an inverse approach, the IPTF is often faced with issues associated with ill-posed problems
and therefore requires proper regularization. The regularization methods are covered in Chapter
3 of the thesis. The chapter 3 looks at how to deal with inverse problems from a theoretical
standpoint. Specifically, the iPTF problem of determining the particle velocity of an acoustic
source utilizing field measurements of acoustic pressures and/or particle velocities and FEM
impedance transfer matrices. Regularization is one of the methods for obtaining an accurate
identification in such an inverse problem. Regularization, in general, may be thought of as a type
of optimization process that entails the generation of several solutions from which the optimum
one is selected, and the criteria for selecting the best one are a must. Chapter 3 focuses only on
the theoretical aspects of numerical approaches for inverse problems. The implementation of all
of these techniques is discussed in Chapter 4.

The major goal of chapter 4 is to select one of the regularization strategies described in
chapter 3 that is most suited for both the m-iPTF and u-iPTF methods presented in chapter
2. The technique entails conducting numerical experiments using a variety of situations to
generate a collection of test cases that characterize the iPTF problems. It includes a description
of the numerical experiments performed for the various test scenarios under consideration. Two
separate numerical experiments were performed to give input data for both the u-iPTF and
m-iPTF problems. The idealistic inverse problem was used as the initial test case, and all the
considered regularization techniques were used. A set of correlation measurements is used to
validate the identified results from each of the techniques. The technique that emerged as the
best appropriate technique is investigated further using realistic inverse problems as the other test
cases. Then the influence of noisy measurements on the quality of the iPTF results is evaluated.
Lastly, the under-determined situation where the number of equations is much lower than the
number of unknowns is investigated.

Chapter 5 presents how the presence of masking objects can be handled. The specific inter-
esting characteristics are deduced from the theory of iPTF in relation to the presence of the
masking object. Some numerical experiments will be carried out when dealing with masking
objects to serve as an iPTF method validation. The approach, methodology and the results
identified are also presented and discussed.

Chapter 6 presents the industrial application of the iPTF method in relation to the handling
of the presence of masking objects as another means of validating the method. The chapter
describes the functionality of the system under test and how the experiments are carried out. It
presents the pre-processing and processing of experimental data, including modelling and signal
analysis. The approach, methodology and the identified results are discussed.

Blind Source Seperation in IPTF (BSS-iPTF) context is described and presented in Chapter
7. A brief overview of the source separation techniques is presented. The theory and concept of
the developed BSS-iPTF algorithm is introduced and presented. Various numerical experiments
are carried out to serve as a validation of BSS-iPTF algorithm. The approach, methodology and
the evaluated results are equally presented.
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2
Theory and concept of inverse Patch Transfer Function method

(iPTF)

As already briefly explained in Chapter 1, the iPTF approaches are a set of field reconstruction
methods based on the virtual acoustic volume concept thoroughly explained in the following
sections. The theoretical background of the virtual acoustic volume concept has been developed
by Aucejo et al. [178], Vigoureux et al. [179], Totaro et al. [185] and Forget et al. [180] and
the so-called u-iPTF (iPTF with uniform boundary conditions) and m-iPTF (iPTF with mixed
boundary conditions) have been derived. This chapter provides an overview of the virtual acoustic
volume concept and of the derivation of u-iPTF and m-iPTF.

It should be noted that the theory and concept offered in this chapter is a revised translation
from French to English of an extract from Section 1.1 and Section 2.1 of Forget [27] PhD thesis.

2.1 Concept of virtual acoustic volume

Let’s consider a vibrating structure radiating noise in an unbounded environment. For sake of
simplicity, the example of a flat plate radiating noise in semi-infinite free field will be used, as
presented in Figure 2.1. Let’s consider now that one wants to compute the acoustic pressure p(M)
at a point M . A way to do that is to use the properties of the Green’s identity that stipulates
that the acoustic field in a closed volume is completely defined if the normal velocity is known
on its boundaries (envelope surface). Let’s define then a zone of the unbounded semi-infinite free
field, called virtual acoustic volume Ω, delimited by surfaces. In the general case, these surfaces
are composed by the source surface itself ΓS , an arbitrarily chosen virtual surface ΓV and a rigid
surface ΓR as shown in Fgure 2.1.

The virtual acoustic volume as well as the virtual surface ΓV have no physical reality as they
simply serve to theoretically define a closed and controlled acoustic volume around the source in
the unbounded space. In the case of Figure 2.1 this virtual surface is chosen rectangular, but
any other choice remains admissible (arbitrary volume).

In this acoustic volume Ω, provided that there is no any other source inside, the pressure p(M)
at all points M satisfies the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff homogeneous equation (the time dependence
eiwt of the acoustic pressure is omitted in the following description):

∆p(M) +k∗2p(M) = 0, ∀M ∈ Ω, (2.1)

with k∗ = ω/c∗ denoting the complex wavenumber, ω the angular frequency and c∗ = c(1+ iη)
the complex speed of sound in the air with η being the damping loss factor and c the real speed
of sound.

To solve this volume problem, Green’s identity is applied. It makes it possible to treat a
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Figure 2.1: Definition of the virtual acoustic volume Ω and its boundaries: the source surface ΓS ,
the rigid baffle ΓR and the virtual surface ΓV .

volume problem by using known conditions applied on its boundaries. The general formulation
involves two functions Ψ and Φ, twice continuously differentiable on the domain Ω and its
boundaries Γ: ∫∫∫

Ω
[Ψ∆Φ−Φ∆Ψ]dΩ =

∫∫
Γ

[
Ψ∂Φ
∂n
−Φ∂Ψ

∂n

]
dΓ. (2.2)

These two functions can be arbitrarily chosen. As detailed in [27, 180, 186], the pressure at
any point M in the virtual volume (the bounded domain Ω) can be derived from Equation (2.2)
and expressed as

p(M) =
∞∑
n=1

φn(M)
(k∗2−k2

n)Λn
Cn, (2.3)

where φn(M) is the pressure mode shape of the virtual volume, which also satisfies the Helmholtz
equation

∆φn(M) +k2
nφn(M) = 0, ∀M ∈ Ω, (2.4)

where kn is the acoustic wavenumber of mode n at the eigen angular frequency ωn, and where Λn
is the norm of the nth mode shape and Cn corresponds to the right-hand side of Green’s identity
as seen in [27, 180, 186]

Cn =
∫∫

Γ
p(M)∂φn(M)

∂n
−φn(M)∂p(M)

∂n
dΓ. (2.5)

By detailing the three boundaries of the bounded domain Ω presented in Fig. 2.1, Cn is
written:

Cn =
∫∫

ΓS
p(QS)∂φn(QS)

∂n
−φn(QS)∂p(QS)

∂n
dΓS

+
∫∫

ΓV
p(QV )∂φn(QV )

∂n
−φn(QV )∂p(QV )

∂n
dΓV

+
∫∫

ΓR
p(QR)∂φn(QR)

∂n
−φn(QR)∂p(QR)

∂n
dΓR.

(2.6)

To calculate Cn, the boundary conditions of the problem must be applied. By detailing the
surfaces of the acoustic domain Ω, the boundary conditions given by the Euler relation are then
written

∂p(QS)
∂n

=−iωρ0v(QS), ∀QS ∈ ΓS (2.7)

∂p(QV )
∂n

=−iωρ0v
rad(QV ), ∀QV ∈ ΓV (2.8)

∂p(QR)
∂n

= 0, ∀QR ∈ ΓR (2.9)
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where vrad(QV ) denotes the outgoing normal particle velocity of any point QV of the virtual
surface, v(QS) is the structural velocity of any point QS of the surface of the plate. The partial
derivative of the pressure is null in Equation (2.9) because it is assumed here that the surface
ΓR is perfectly rigid. By applying these boundary conditions 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9, Cn is simplified

Cn =
∫∫

ΓS
p(QS)∂φn(QS)

∂n
+ iωρ0v(QS)φn(QS) dΓS

+
∫∫

ΓV
p(QV )∂φn(QV )

∂n
+ iωρ0v

rad(QV )φn(QV ) dΓV

+
∫∫

ΓR
p(QR)∂φn(QR)

∂n
dΓR.

(2.10)

At this step, no boundary condition has yet been defined for the virtual volume to determine
the eigenmodes in pressure φn and in velocity, ∂φn∂n . Thus, the Equations (2.3) and (2.10) are
valid whatever the boundary conditions imposed [27, 180, 186]. It is therefore possible to define
the boundary conditions of the virtual problem without having a correspondence with the real
problem. However these conditions which one will qualify as virtual govern a modal behaviour
and therefore cannot meet a Robin type condition with damping [27]. Several choices are therefore
possible. Two possibilities as detailed in [27, 180, 186] are in the rest of the section:

• The case of a uniformly rigid virtual volume at it’s the boundaries surfaces (homogeneous
Neumann condition) is presented in section 2.1.1.

• The case of a virtual volume made up of mixed boundary conditions (of the homogeneous
Neumann and Dirichlet types) is detailed in section 2.1.2.

2.1.1 Uniform virtual boundary conditions (homogeneous Neumann BC)

Uniformly rigid virtual boundary conditions are the basis of the method initially called
PTF [181] which will be designated as the u-PTF (uniform-PTF) method. They result in a
homogeneous Neumann condition on all the surfaces of the virtual domain Ω:

∂φn(Q)
∂n

= 0, ∀Q ∈ ΓS ,ΓV ,ΓR (2.11)

Under these conditions, Cn of Equation (2.10) is simplified

Cn =
∫∫

ΓS
iωρ0v(QS)φn(QS) dΓS +

∫∫
ΓV

iωρ0v
rad(QV )φn(QV ) dΓV . (2.12)

The integral formulation is an exact formulation of the acoustic problem since it represents
the continuity on the virtual acoustic volume and on its boundaries. From the resolution point
of view, the surface integrals are discretized and approximated by summing elementary surfaces
called "patches". The first consequence is that the data must be averaged over these patches and
that the approximation of the solution will depend both on the type of averaging carried out
(central value, arithmetic mean, ...) and the choice of discretization (more or less coarse). In the
same way, the modal series must be truncated to a certain mode N . After discretization of the
problem, the pressure field at any point M of the domain Ω is expressed through:

p(M) =
N∑
n=1

iρ0
φn(M)

(k∗2−k2
n)Λn

NS∑
j=1

ωAj 〈φn〉j 〈v〉j +
NV∑
k=1

ωAk 〈φn〉k 〈v〉k

 , (2.13)

where the indices j and k correspond to elementary patches surfaces belonging respectively to
surfaces ΓS (source surface) and ΓV (virtual surface). The notation 〈X〉l indicates the spatial
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mean of variable X on patch l of area Al.
It is important to note that the physically rigid surface ΓR no longer appears in the final

expression of the calculation of the radiated field as noted in Equation (2.13). This peculiarity
comes from the equivalence between the real boundary conditions and the virtual boundary
condition on that surface.

The radiated pressure field in unbounded environment is thus accessible throughout the field Ω
by knowing the normal particle velocity at the source surface ΓS , the air particle velocity normal
to the virtual surface ΓV and the modal behaviour of the virtual acoustic volume expressed in
terms of pressure mode shapes. No condition of non-reflection at infinity is here translated: the
influence of the external acoustic environment to the virtual volume is intrinsically taken into
account by the velocities on the surface ΓV which translate the coupling between the virtual
volume and the external acoustic environment. One of the well-known properties of Green’s
identity is exploited here to separate the acoustic volume Ω from its external environment by
knowing the velocity on all of its boundaries.

2.1.2 Mixed virtual boundary conditions (homogeneous Neumann and Dirich-
let BC)

For the second possibility in the choice of the virtual boundary conditions, the condition of
Homogeneous Neumann applied to the virtual surface is replaced by a homogeneous Dirichlet
condition of Equation (2.15). The homogeneous Neumann condition is preserved for the source
surfaces and physically rigid (Equation (2.14)) to respectively keep the normal vibratory velocity
data at the source and remove the contribution from any rigid surface delimiting the virtual
domain (Equation (2.16)).

∂φn(Q)
∂n

= 0, ∀Q ∈ ΓS ,ΓR (2.14)

φn(QV ) = 0, ∀QV ∈ ΓV . (2.15)

Under these conditions, Cn of Equation (2.10) is simplified as:

Cn =
∫∫

ΓS
iωρ0v(QS)φn(QS) dΓS−

∫∫
ΓV

iωρ0p(QV )χn(QV ) dΓV , (2.16)

where χn represents the n-th eigen-mode shape of the virtual acoustic volume expressed in terms
of normal velocity as given by Euler’s relation:

∂φn(QV )
∂n

=−iωnρ0χn(QV ). (2.17)

After discretization of the problem, the pressure field inside the virtual volume is finally
expressed through:

p(M) =
N∑
n=1

iρ0
φn(M)

(k∗2−k2
n)Λn

 Nj∑
j=1

ωAj 〈φn〉j 〈v〉j−
Nk∑
k=1

ωnAk 〈χn〉k 〈p〉k

 . (2.18)

This formulation, known as m-PTF for mixed virtual boundary conditions on which it is
based, differs from the u-PTF method on the type of data evaluated at the level of virtual surface.
Indeed, the particle air velocity necessary for the u-PTF method is replaced in this formulation
by a data of acoustic pressure on this surface. In return, the m-PTF method requires knowledge
of the mode shapes in velocity and pressure against those expressed only in pressure initially.
The m-PTF method therefore also allows the calculation of the pressure field radiated by a
source in unbounded environment. It requires the normal vibratory velocity at the source, the
acoustic pressure at the level of the virtual surface and the modal behavior of the virtual volume
expressed in terms of acoustic pressure and velocity. No condition of non-reflection at infinity
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also appears in this formulation. In addition, as previously observed for the u-PTF method, the
contribution of the physically rigid surface ΓR no longer appears in Equation (2.18) thanks to
the equivalence between real and virtual boundary conditions on this surface.

In conclusion, this section thus made it possible to establish the PTF formulations for the
calculation of the radiation from any source in its external environment, whatever it is, based on
the concept of volume virtual acoustics. Its principle is based on the definition of an arbitrary
virtual air volume around the source, the use of Green’s identity, and an arbitrary choice of
boundary conditions. Thus, for the calculation of radiation in this area, the PTF methods
require only the knowledge of the normal vibration velocity at the source, one of the two acoustic
quantities on the virtual surface border to the domain (either speed for u-PTF, or pressure for
m-PTF) which materializes the external environment as complex as it is, and the modal behavior
of the virtual acoustic volume.

2.2 Formulations of iPTF methods

As presented in Section 2.1, PTF methods are used to calculate the pressure field around
vibrating structure placed in any acoustic environment. For this, an arbitrary virtual volume Ω
is defined around the source as shown in Figure 2.1 and Green’s identity is applied to this area.
Thanks to this identity, the pressure field inside the virtual volume is expressed by the sum of two
contributions. On the one hand, the contribution of the source, taking into account the normal
vibration velocity of the surface Γs and, on the other hand, the contribution of its environment,
taken into account by means of a known acoustic quantity on the virtual surface ΓV (pressure
for m-PTF and particle velocity for u-PTF). The unknown is therefore the sound pressure in
the virtual volume and the particle velocity data and / or sound pressure on the surfaces of
the virtual volume are considered to be known. This resolution is called "direct" because it
makes it possible to solve the radiation problem from a source taking into account its external
environment. Now suppose that the velocity is unknown on the surface of the source Γs but
that the pressure in the virtual volume is known at a certain number of points M . It is then
possible to deduce the velocity field from the source surface ΓS by reversing the problem. This
so-called "inverse" approach is the subject of the next two parts which respectively present the
two possibilities offered by the formulations u-PTF and m-PTF presented in the previous section
2.1.

2.2.1 Uniform virtual boundary conditions (u-iPTF)

The u-PTF method is based on the arbitrary definition of a virtual volume whose virtual
boundaries conditions are uniformly rigid. It allows, as shown in Figure 2.2, to calculate the
pressure field radiated by a source and its environment inside this virtual volume in knowing:

• the normal vibration speed of the patches j of the source surface ΓS ,

• the air particle velocity normal to the patches k of the virtual surface ΓV ,

• and of the modal behavior of the virtual acoustic volume Ω expressed in terms of pressure
modes φn.

The u-PTF formulation is thus given by Equation (2.13).
To evaluate this pressure at several points m of the virtual volume, it is possible to write a

matrix formulation of the problem (the vectors are considered as column vectors):

pm = Zmjvj +Zmkvk (2.19)
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Figure 2.2: Simple supported excited plate radiating in a free field environment. Indication of
the boundary conditions (b.c) and of the evaluated data (real data, modal data) for u-PTF and

u-iPTF formulations.

With

Zmj =
N∑
n=1

iωρ0
(φn)m 〈φn〉jAj
(k∗2−k2

n)Λn
and Zmk =

N∑
n=1

iωρ0
(φn)m 〈φn〉kAk
(k∗2−k2

n)Λn
. (2.20)

As a reminder, the notation 〈X〉l designates the spatial mean of the variable X on the patch l
of area Al, while that the notation (X)m denotes the value of the variable X at point m. The two
matrices Zmj and Zmk at Equation (2.19) represent the transfer matrices between the vibration
of the patches j of the source surface ΓS and the pressure evaluated at the points m in the
virtual volume and between the vibration of the patches k of the virtual surface ΓV and the
pressure at points m of the virtual volume respectively. They are therefore defined as matrices
of acoustic impedance Zmj and Zmk. They can be computed by numerical methods as soon as
the geometry of the virtual volume is defined. The matrix formulation with Equation (2.20)
highlights the separation of the term relating to the source (Zmjvj) and the term taking into
account the outside environment (Zmkvk). By manipulating this equation, the term relating to
the source can be isolated

Zmjvj = pm−Zmkvk. (2.21)

Equation (2.21) thus represents a linear system of the general form Ax = y. The modal
matrix Zmj being known, its inversion then makes it possible to solve this linear problem and
finally to find the normal vibration velocity on the source surface

vj = Z−1
mj (pm−Zmkvk) . (2.22)

In reality, the resolution of such a linear problem poses a certain number of difficulties which
will be detailed and thoroughly analyzed in Chapter 3. For this chapter, we will omit these
constraints and consider that the inversion of the Zmj matrix is optimal. It is therefore finally
possible to reconstruct the normal velocity field on the surface of the source by knowing both
the acoustic pressure at points m of the virtual acoustic volume and the particle velocity of air
from all the patches k of the virtual surface.

The surface of the source being discretized in patches (elementary surfaces), the velocity
vj obtained are the velocities normal to the source surface patches and averaged over their
respective surface. With the vector vj of the normal velocities to the source surface patches
being now identified, it is possible to calculate the pressure field at source surface using the direct
formulation of Equation (2.19), expressed averagely on the patches

pi = Zijvj +Zikvk, (2.23)
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where the index i 6= j denotes a patch of the surface of the source.
The two complementary quantities of sound pressure and particle velocity now being known

on the surface of the source, the source intensity field ii is deduced by

ii = 1
2<(pi ◦v∗i ) , (2.24)

where the notations <(r) and r∗ denote respectively the real part and the conjugate complex of
a complex vector r. The operator ◦ corresponds to Hadamard’s term-to-term product.

The global indicators such as the sound power radiated by the source W (Equation (2.25))
and the radiation efficiency σrad (Equation (2.26)) are then accessible

W = aTi ii (2.25)

and
σrad = W

1
2ρ0caTi (vi ◦v∗i )

, (2.26)

where the operator rT designates the transpose of a vector r and ai is the vector of the source
patch areas.

The source is then completely characterized conjointly by the inverse (Equation (2.22)) and
direct formulation (Equation (2.23)) of the problem of acoustic radiation. It is the basis of the
method of identifying source referred to as u-iPTF, which is based on a uniformly rigid virtual
volume.

2.2.2 Mixed virtual boundary conditions (m-iPTF)

The m-PTF method presented in Section 2.1.2 is based on the arbitrary definition of a virtual
volume whose virtual boundary conditions are chosen mixed. It allows, as shown schematically
to Figure 2.3, to calculate the sound pressure field radiated by a source and its environment
inside this volume knowing:

• the normal vibration velocity of the patches j of the source surface ΓS ,

• the sound pressure evaluated at the level of the patches k of the virtual surface ΓV ,

• and the modal behavior of the virtual acoustic volume Ω, expressed in terms of deformations
of pressure φn and normal particle speed of air χn.

Figure 2.3: Complex baffled vibro-acoustic structure radiating in an a free field environment.
Indication of the boundary conditions (b.c) and of the evaluated data (real data, modal data) for

m-PTF and m-iPTF formulations.
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The m-PTF formulation is thus given by the relation is given by Equation (2.18). To calculate
the pressure at several points m in the virtual acoustic volume, the Equation (2.18) can be in
the following matrix form

pm = Zmjvj−Ymkpk, (2.27)

with

Zmj =
N∑
n=1

iωρ0
(φn)m 〈φn〉jAj
(k∗2−k2

n)Λn
and Ymk =

N∑
n=1

iωnρ0
(φn)m 〈χn〉kAk
(k∗2−k2

n)Λn
. (2.28)

In Equation (2.27), unlike the u-iPTF method (Equation (2.20)), only the transfer matrix
Zmj denotes an acoustic impedance matrix. However, each of the two matrices Zmj and Ymk

are matrices which can be calculated purely numerically. The m-PTF method being based on
Green’s identity, the separation of the fields in Equation (2.27) allows to separate the term
(Zmjvj) relating to the source

Zmjvj = pm+Ymkpk. (2.29)

As with the u-iPTF method, Equation (2.27) represents a linear system whose solution is
obtained by inverting the Zmj matrix

vj = Z−1
mj (pm+Ymkpk) . (2.30)

As mentioned earlier, this Equation (2.30) inversion process is not without repercussions and
the problems relating to this step will be explained in Chapter 3.

Finally, considering Equation (2.30), the normal vibration velocity of the patch j of the source
is accessible by knowing the sound pressure both of the patch k of the virtual surface and at
points m in the virtual acoustic volume (Figure 2.3). Also, once the velocity field is identified,
the surface pressure field of the source is known by extending the direct formulation of m-PTF
(Equation (2.30)) on the source surface patches

pi = Zijvj−Yikpk. (2.31)

Thus, the intensity field (Equation (2.24)), the radiated acoustic power (Equation (2.25)) and
the radiation efficiency (Equation (2.26)) can be deduced from the identification of these two
fields. The source is then completely characterized. The conjoint inverse (Equation (2.30)) and
direct (Equation (2.31)) formulations of the radiation problem forms the basis theory of the
source identification method called m-iPTF. It is based on a virtual volume arbitrary with mixed
boundary virtual type conditions.

2.3 Interests and comparison of iPTF identification methods
Based on an inverse and direct formulation of the radiation problem, the two iPTF methods

both allow the complete characterization of a vibro-acoustic source. For this, they require
the pressure data taken at several points around the source inside the virtual volume and an
acoustic quantity (pressure for m-iPTF and particle velocity for u-iPTF) evaluated on a virtual
surface surrounding it completely. As these data are measurable, the iPTF methods constitute
experimental identification methods of acoustic sources. They were formulated from the arbitrary
definition of a defined acoustic volume around a source placed in any environment and on Green’s
identity application. Thus, they combine a number of experimental advantages:

• The arbitrary nature of the virtual acoustic volume (and of the virtual surface) makes
it possible to manage the source environment by adapting the measurement process
accordingly. Also, the position of the points inside the volume not being imposed, the
measurements can be made by positions only accessible around the source.
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• Green’s identity acts as a field separation technique to achieve measurements regardless of
the external source environment,

• The transfer matrices are defined with the geometry of the virtual volume and are therefore
independent of measurements. This feature makes it possible to test different test conditions
with a unique modal extraction calculation.

• Any rigid surface is no longer involved in the final formulation of iPTF methods due to
the equivalence between the real and virtual boundary condition for this surface. This is a
way to reduce the measurement surface (of the virtual surface) using rigid walls. Also, any
rigid object can be included in the volume (in the case of a congested source for example)
to work around it and therefore simplify the measurement. This unique feature in the field
of acoustic inverse approaches will be the subject of Chapter 5.

In addition, the fact of having initially used a modal decomposition of the pressure field induced
modal transfer matrices which are solvable with a finite element type solver. This is a departure
from other methods of identifying sources based most of the time on an expansion in plane,
spherical waves or on BEM type formulations. Such a choice is accomplished by the use of
finite element (FE) solvers which are now standard in companies. This makes it possible to
handle the geometric complexity of any problem. Indeed, it is then possible by iPTF methods to
reconstruct all the source sound fields directly on the surface of the structure, thereby solving a
major industrial challenge.

The two methods u-iPTF and m-iPTF are based on different virtual boundary conditions, which
modifies both the measures and the modal data necessary for their calculation. Experimentally,
the u-iPTF method requires pressure measurement inside the virtual acoustic volume and
measuring the normal air particle velocity at the virtual surface which requires some dedicated
sensors. Conversely, the m-iPTF method needs only pressure measurements and thus only requires
the use of classical microphones. In return, while the u-iPTF method only uses the modes of
the virtual volume expressed in terms of acoustic pressure, the m-iPTF method also requires
those expressed in terms of acoustic velocity. We thus have two distinct identification methods,
the choice of which will essentially depend on the measurement means available (microphone for
sound pressure and particle velocity sensors for air velocity) and the FE solver used.

2.4 Originalities of the conducted work

On the basis of the u-iPTF and m-iPTF, the present work has three main objectives:

• As mentioned in this chapter, both methods are ill-posed problems (as most of the inverse
approaches). This means that the inversion process of Equations (2.22) and (2.30) needs
to be regularized to minimize errors due to noisy measurements. The most common
regularization technique is the so-called Tikhonov regularization. The method is based on
a regularization parameter that must be carefully chosen to obtain the optimal solution.
To select the best value for the regularization parameter, one has to define a criterion on a
cost function. Apart from Tikhonov regularization, several other approaches have been
developed along with several different criteria. In Chapter 3 some statistical, deterministic
and iterative regularization methods and a collection of selection criteria are expressed in
the framework of both iPTF methods. An in-depth analysis of the regularization strategies
is performed to fully understand advantages and drawbacks of the considered regularization
approaches. They are then bench-marked in Chapter 4 on several numerical test cases.

• One of the promising features of the iPTF approaches is the possibility to handle rigid
surfaces around the source without any need to measure a quantity (pressure) on them.
In Chapter 5 this property is exploited to handle the presence of a masking object. This
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term is used for a rigid structure, placed more or less close to the source to identify, which
makes impossible to place sensors in the acoustic space in between the source and the
object. At our knowledge, this feature is unique for a field reconstruction method. In this
thesis, this feature will be referred as "blind reconstruction". In Chapter 6, this feature will
be evaluated on a real industrial application: the field reconstruction applied on a electric
motor partially masked by a rigid object.

• Chapter 7 is devoted to a completely new development in iPTF context: the so-called
"blind separation" of fields. The objective is here to reconstruct not only the fields on the
surface of a vibrating structure but also to separate fields due to uncorrelated sources
responsible of the structure vibration. The term "blind" comes here from the fact that no
prior information on the sources is necessary. This approach is be validated on a numerical
test case.
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3
Regularization techniques

The preceding chapter demonstrated how, based on the concept of a virtual acoustic volume
created around a vibro-acoustic source, two methods of determining acoustic source particle
velocity that are particularly promising for industrial applications might be formulated. The
two iPTF approaches (m-iPTF and u-IPTF) both rely on the inversion of a direct radiation
problem, specifically on the inversion of a transfer matrix. The goal of this chapter is to discuss
matrix inversion and regularization of iPTF problems. In the first section, we demonstrate that
iPTF problems are ill-posed and that their poor conditioning causes difficulties in the inverse
process. A regularization of the inverse problem is required to obtain a correct identification.
The latter will then arrive at an optimal solution based on a set of criteria. We first discuss the
causes of poor iPTF method conditioning, specifically the measurement and discretization of the
integral problem, as well as the various parameters involved in the stability of the inverse process.
We then discuss how to regularize the iPTF problem and which regularization techniques are
accessible and suited for use.

3.1 Introduction
In general, inverse problems are concerned with determining the causes of an observed or

desired effect. In this regard, one usually divides them in terms of [187]: Identification or
reconstruction (if one looks for the cause for an observed effect) and control or design (if one looks
for a possible cause of a desired effect). Both problems are related, but there are also several
mathematical consequences due to the different aims. For instance, in an identification problem a
desirable property is uniqueness of a solution (identifiability), because there is probably a specific
cause for the observed effect, which one would like to obtain. In a control or design problem,
uniqueness is not really of importance, since non-uniqueness only means that the design goal can
be reached by different strategies and hence, one has additional freedom (e.g. to incorporate
further design goals).

A common property of a vast majority of inverse problems is their ill-posedness. In the sense
of Hadamard [188], a mathematical problem is well-posed if it satisfies the following properties:

• Existence : for all (suitable) data, there exists a solution of the problem (in an appropriate
sense).

• Uniqueness: for all (suitable) data, the solution is unique.

• Stability: the solution depends continuously on the data.

According to this definition, a problem is ill-posed if one of these three conditions is violated.
An important consequence of non-uniqueness and ill-posedness is that the reconstructed source
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velocity vj can be far from the true source field. This indicates that, regardless of how effectively
a regularized solution is reconstructed, there will be still error when compared to the forward
solution counterpart. As a consequence, trying to invert the forward solution directly (or solve
for the “best-fit-to-data” solution) leads to the amplification of high-frequency components.
Thus, any noise in the measurements and any error in the forward model will contain such
high-frequency components which will then dominate unconstrained solutions. The effects of
these components on the solution must be constrained if the result is to be useful.

In very broad terms, the inverse problem of iPTF as seen in Equations (2.22) and (2.30) may
be defined as the determination of the acoustic source indicators (especially velocity) from a
number of remote recordings of either pressure and/or velocity in an acoustic field and corre-
sponding transfer matrices. Unfortunately, unless this problem is appropriately constrained, in
all likelihood it will be ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard [188] – the solution will not depend
continuously on the data, meaning that small perturbations in the input data will result in
disproportionately large changes in the computed solution. The principal matter of this chapter
is to provide a description of the important techniques used for the analysis, regularization, and
various forms of numerical solution of the iPTF problems.

3.2 Inverse Problem Formulation

In this section we describe in general terms a formulation of the inverse problem that
encompasses all the variants we will then describe in more detail. We will then discuss, again in
general terms, solution strategies that address the ill-posedness explained in the introduction
section 3.1. The prototype of inverse problem will be an equation of the form

y =A(x) (3.1)

where A is a forward operator which incorporates a parameterized model of the sources and
produces a prediction of the measured pressure or velocity. x holds input parameters (the solution
of interest), y holds the output parameters (noisy measurements). The noisy measurements are
modeled as y = y+ey, where ey represents the measurement noise and y is the noiseless part of
y.

For linear forward operators, A becomes a matrix A and measurements, solution and noise
can be denoted as column vectors: y, x, and ey respectively. In this situation the forward model
becomes

y = Ax (3.2)

such that y is a noisy signal such that y = y+ey.
Although we have written the forward operator A above as free of error, it is important to

recognize that generally, none of the components of Equation (3.2) are exact – in addition to
measurement noise the forward operator is corrupted to some degree by the modelling errors
arising from many sources: inaccuracies in developing the geometric model, errors associated
with the numerical solution of the forward problem.

Moreover, the measured signals from the acoustic sensors have errors due to background
noise, calibration and geometrical positions in space. Errors may be considered small after
proper calibration but such errors can and do become greatly amplified in an inverse calculation,
especially without careful treatment, due to the ill-posed nature of the problem.
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3.2.1 Discrete ill-posed and ill-conditioned problems

In regularization theory the problem, like Equation (3.3),

Zmjvj = p̂m with
{

p̂m = pm−Zmkvk for u-iPTF
p̂m = pm+Ymkpk for m-iPTF (3.3)

is commonly written in the discrete matrix form:

Ax = y with A ∈ Cm×n, y ∈ Cm×1 and x ∈ Cn×1 (3.4)

or as a minimization of the residual norm:

min
x
‖Ax−y‖22 (3.5)

where ‖r‖2 represents the Euclidian norm of r and A represents the transfer matrix that relates
an input vector x (cause) to an output vector y (effect) of dimensions n and m, respectively.
Essentially, the matrix forms a discrete representation of the system under consideration.

For the sake of simplicity in the formulations to come, Zmj will be replaced with A, vj with
x and p̂m with y.

In a forward problem the input vector x is known and a solution to the output y in the field
is sought. In inverse problems the challenge is to obtain a meaningful estimate of the unknown
original input x of the system given the output vector y. This data vector y is commonly
obtained from a measurement and the transfer matrix, A can either be measured or computed
(in the case of iPTF method).

When the system Equation (3.4) or (3.5) arises from a discretization of an ill-posed problem,

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: Comparison of the source velocity field maps (m/s) at 100 Hz obtained (a) by the
reference calculation (b) without regularization of the m-iPTF problem and (c) with

regularization of the m-iPTF problem.

the transfer matrix is ill-conditioned and hence standard inversion techniques fail to obtain a
physically meaningful approximation to x. For the iPTF problem such ill-behaviour is illustrated
in Figure 3.1, which shows the useless identification of the source velocity field. It should be
noticed that Figure 3.1 depicts identification findings from one of the idealized case studies
described in Section 4.3 ( which basically entails exciting a simply supported plate with a unit
point force ).

On the other hand, things get more complicated in a practical situation where the measured
components of y are contaminated with some level of noise, in such a way that the actual
measured data contains not only components of the true field data but also a noisy component.
In the worst case if the levels of noise are larger than the actual field data, the reconstructed
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parameters will be dominated only by errors.
For these reasons acoustic parameter estimation by iPTF, and in general inverse problems in

the form of Equation (3.4), requires a special treatment known as regularization. As stated by
Martin [187]:

Without regularization and without further information, the error between the exact
and noisy solution can be arbitrarily large, even if the noise is arbitrarily small.

— Martin

As mentioned earlier, despite the system being ill-conditioned, meaningful approximate
solutions can still be obtained by the application of more sophisticated so-called regularization
methods rather than naive standard solution techniques.

3.2.2 Ill-conditioning of the acoustic transfer matrix

Before passing to review some of the existing regularization techniques, two aspects regarding
the ill-conditioning of the matrix Zmj represented now as matrix A will be discussed.

3.2.2.1 Singular Value Decomposition

In order to better appreciate the effects of the ill-conditioning of the acoustic transfer matrix,
let us take hand of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique, which is a useful numerical
tool that has been widely used in the analysis of linear systems due to its capability to provide
detailed information of the linear system’s behavior. In our current situation, it will help reveal
all the difficulties associated with the ill-conditioning of matrix A [189, 190]. The theory of this
useful technique is well established and it has been well documented in the literature [191]. This
section is therefore devoted to show the application of the SVD to the acoustic transfer matrix
rather than introducing the fundamentals of the SVD technique itself. Nevertheless the basic
properties of the SVD are discussed next.

Considering the rectangular transfer matrix A ∈ Cm×n the SVD of this matrix is written as:

A = UΣVH =
∑
i=1

uiσivH
i . (3.6)

In the case of an overdetermined system (m > n), matrix U is of dimensions m×n, V is
of n×n. For an underdetermined system (m< n), U is of dimensions m×m and V of n×m.
In both cases, U and V are unitary matrices, UHU = Im and VHV = In, with their columns
representing the left and right singular vectors ui and vi, respectively:

U =
[

u1 u2 · · · umin(m,n)
]
and V =

[
v1 v2 · · · vmin(m,n)

]
. (3.7)

The nonnegative and real singular values, σi, are collected on the diagonal of matrix Σ =
diag

(
σ1 σ2 · · · σmin(m,n)

)
in descending order such that σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . .≥ σmin(m,n) > 0.

It is worth to introduce also the term condition number, which is another concept useful to
quantify the ill-conditioning of a matrix, and is defined as

cond(A) = ‖A‖2
∥∥∥A−1

∥∥∥
2

= σ1
σmin(m,n)

. (3.8)

The condition number of A equals the ratio of the largest and smallest singular values as
defined in equation (3.8). This ratio is a measure for the sensitivity of the solution to perturbation
errors in matrix A or the right-hand side y. It has to be remarked that the SVD presented in
equation (3.6) is a so-called ‘economy sized’ type of decomposition, that is the singular values
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and vectors associated with the null-space of matrix A are intentionally left out of consideration.
In connection with discrete ill-posed problems, three characteristic features of the SVD of A are
often found [192, 190, 193, 194]:

• The singular values σi decay gradually to zero with no particular gap in the spectrum.

• The condition number of A is large.

• The left and right singular vectors ui and vi tend to have more sign changes in their
elements as index i increases. In other words, as σi decreases (index i increases) the
singular vectors become more oscillatory.

These characteristics are confirmed by the decomposition of the Zmj matrix in equation (2.30)
for m-iPTF problem (same test case study as in Figure 3.1) performed at frequency of 100
Hz. For example, Figure 3.2 clearly illustrates the gradual decay of the singular values σi.
Moreover, even for such a small problem (dimensions of Zmj are 600×600), the condition number
κ(A) = 2.06×108 already spans several orders of magnitude.

In Figure 3.3 it is confirmed that the left and right-hand singular vectors indeed contain
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Figure 3.2: Singular value spectrum of the 600×600 impedance transfer matrix Zmj in Equation
(2.30) at 100Hz.

more oscillations as the index of the singular value increases. Figure 3.3 was created using the
same test case study as Figure 3.1.

Borgiotti [195] and Photiadis [196] were amongst the first to employ the SVD algorithm to
analyze the radiation from a vibrating structure into the farfield. They showed that the matrix
decomposition provides a ‘modal’ representation of source strength distributions, the source
modes V, and distributions of an accompanying property in the field, the field modes U. This
can be easily understood by performing the SVD on the iPTF problem (2.30) presented in the
previous subsection 2.1.2

y = Ax
= UΣVHx.

(3.9)

Multiplying this expression by UH and accounting for the fact that U is unitary yields

UHy = ΣVHx. (3.10)

Since the columns of both U and V are orthonormal, the pre-multiplication with the Hermitian
of these matrices can be interpreted as a projection of y and x onto two linearly independent
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Figure 3.3: Singular vectors show more oscillations for higher index i. (a), (b) are the real part
of ui and vi respectively. Likewise (c) and (d) are the imaginary part of vector ui and vi

respectively. Vectors ui can be interpreted as field modes whereas vectors vi represent source
modes.
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bases. The participation coefficient of each left- and right-hand singular vector in the field
distribution y and source quantity x are collected in vectors ỹ and x̃ defined as

ỹ = UHy and x̃ = VHx. (3.11)

Substitution of equation (3.10) into (3.11) results in a decoupled system of equations that
independently relates each participation factor of a source mode vi by multiplication of the
corresponding singular value σi to the participation of the field mode ui

ỹ = Σx̃. (3.12)

So, regarding the iPTF problem, the left-hand singular vectors ui represent mode shapes
describing pressure of field point distribution in the virtual volume whereas the right-hand
singular values vi are associated with spatial patterns of the particle velocity on the source
surface. The coupling between a field and source mode is uniquely given by the corresponding
singular value. Although it might be suggested in Figure 3.3, the field and source modes are
generally not identical since the shapes of the virtual boundary and the field points distributions
are not necessarily the same.

Finally, the SVD also gives important insight into another aspect of ill-conditioned problems,
namely the smoothing effect. This is typically associated with integral kernels encountered in
many physical problems [190, 193]. For example consider the mapping y = Ax of an arbitrary
vector x. Application of the SVD yields

y = UΣVHx, or componentwise, y =
∑

σi
(
vH
i x
)

ui. (3.13)

The product vH
i x can be interpreted as a measure for the spatial matching (or participation

factor) between singular vector vi and vector x. With this knowledge and recalling that the
singular vectors ui and vi become more oscillatory as σi decreases, it is obvious that the
multiplication with σi leads to more damping of the high wavenumber components of x and less
damping of the low wavenumber components in mapping Ax. As a consequence, in forward
problems the solution y is generally smoother than the prescribed vector x.

In contrast, the inverse problem will show the opposite effect, amplifying the components
with high spatial oscillations in the right-hand side y. Owing to the smoothing characteristics
of the forward problem, noise often has a relatively strong contribution to the high-frequency
oscillations in y. Therefore, the noisy components especially are subjected to a large amplification
in the inverse process.

Concluding, the forward operation of mapping input vector x onto output vector y has a
smoothing effect on x, whilst the opposite operation tends to amplify oscillations in vector y.
Hence, if a solution of x is required with a limited L2 norm, then not all distributions y form a
valid right-hand side. In fact, vector y must be sufficiently smooth to ‘survive’ the inversion back
to a physically meaningful x. The mathematical formulation of this smoothness criterion on y,
given a certain kernel or transfer matrix, is known as the discrete Picard condition [192, 197] as
presented in the next section.

3.2.2.2 A mathematical criterion: Discrete Picard condition (DPC)

In the framework of regularization techniques, an important criterion exists to evaluate if the
regularization process provides a reasonable solution: it’s the so-called discrete Picard condition
(DPC) [192, 197]. The DPC determines how well the regularized solution approximates the
unknown exact solution.
For an ill-posed problem, the singular values σi of matrix A in Equation (3.4) decay gradually
toward nearly zero and the condition number of A, κ(A), is very large. Thus Discrete ill-posed
problems have an ill-determined rank, that is there does not exist a gap in the singular values
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that could be used as a natural threshold. The DPC refers to whether the Fourier coefficients∣∣∣uH
i y
∣∣∣ of the unperturbed right-hand side of Equation (3.4) decay to zero faster than the singular

values σi do, with an increasing index i. If
∣∣∣uH
i y
∣∣∣ decay faster than σi, DPC is satisfied.

In the example shown in Figure 3.4, the DPC is fulfilled for an index lower than idpc = 83,
represented by the vertical line. Above this index value, the data becomes dominated by errors
and the DPC fails. The problem on which Figure 3.4 is generated is the noiseless setup of Section
4.4’s test case study for m-iPTF at 370 Hz.
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Figure 3.4: Picard plot for the m-iPTF problem carried out at 370 Hz where the vertical dashed
line marks the beginning of

∣∣∣uH
i y
∣∣∣< σi and the horizontal line represents the noise level µc.

DPC is satisfied for idpc < 83.

Unfortunately, there exists no straightforward way to define the index value idpc numerically.
Although the singular values are ordered so that σi ≥ σi+1 (that is they monotonously decay to
zero), the same is not true for the Fourier coefficients. Due to the noise in the measurements the
property

∣∣∣uH
i y
∣∣∣> ∣∣∣uH

i+1y
∣∣∣ does not hold in general. Therefore, it is necessary to check for a trend

in the coefficients to decay to zero faster than the singular values.
A practical solution to this problem was proposed by Hansen [192, 197] who suggested to evaluate
the moving geometric mean

µi = 1
σi

 i+q∏
j=i−q

∣∣∣uH
j y
∣∣∣
 1

2q+1

, i= q+ 1, . . . ,n− q (3.14)

where q is a small integer (for instance 1, 2 or 3) ensuring the locality of µi. The idpc index is
defined as idpc = q+ argminHq with Hq = [µq+1,µq+2 . . . ,µn−q].
Assuming a noise free A and a noisy y = y+ey, where y is the true noiseless y the DPC can be
mathematically formulated as∣∣∣uH

i y
∣∣∣= ∣∣∣uH

i y+ uH
i ey

∣∣∣≈ ∣∣∣uH
i ey

∣∣∣≈ ĉi for i > idpc, (3.15)

The DPC is only partially met in real problems, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Indeed, the
sequence

{∣∣∣uH
i y
∣∣∣/σi} declines for a time before increasing for i > idpc. This rise appears to

be "noise" or "ill-posedness" caused by the iPTF’s proceedings, such as the discretization or
measurement processes, producing a y that does not totally fulfill the DPC. As a result, the
iPTF problem’s ill-posedness nature can be described by the distribution of the noise, which can
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be quantified by the mean noise level µc

µc = 1
n− idpc

n∑
i=(idpc+1)

∣∣∣uH
i y
∣∣∣ . (3.16)

Figure 3.5 plots the evolution of the mean noise level, denoted as ill-posedness level in the
following chapters, as a function of frequency for different Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) added on
ȳ to simulate the noisy measurement y. Figure 3.5 is built on the same problem as the m-iPTF
test case study provided in Section 4.4.
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Figure 3.5: Ill-posedness level spectra for m-iPTF problems with different levels of simulated
noisified y for full frequency of study.

Figure 3.5 depicts clearly that the ill-posedness level of the iPTF increases as measurement
data y become noisier (signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value reduces) just as expected. DPC is a
necessary condition for obtaining acceptable regularized solution. The reasons that a problem
does not satisfy DPC are probably:

• the error in right hand side of Equation (3.4) is too large;

• insufficient collected data by y of Equation (3.4) for meaningful analysis;

• physical relation of the underlying exact problem is not reasonable.

Rather than the condition number of the matrix of a linear system, the rate of decrease of
the singular values σi is a better indication of the conditioning of the problem 3.4 [198, 199].
Furthermore, the discrete Picard’s condition (DPC) provides an objective assessment of the
ill-posedness of the entire problem relating the matrix information A (by means of the singular
values σi) with the measurements y [198]. The DPC ensures that the solution components related
to small singular components are not over amplified, the percentage of useful σi, ((idpc/n)×100%)
can be used as a measure of posedness of an inverse problem.

In a nutshell, for real problems, measured data y are generally contaminated by different
types of noise and it usually does not fully satisfy the condition. If the DPC holds partially,
until a point where the data space coefficient levels off and becomes dominated by errors, a valid
solution should be obtained by any regularisation method. On the other hand, if the DPC is
violated for a given problem one should question the validity of the solution. See [192] for further
information and how to implement a check for DPC satisfaction in practice.
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3.2.2.3 Causes of ill-conditioned matrix Zmj

From the above discussion, it is noticed that when the acoustic transfer matrix Zmj of Equation
(3.3) is ill-conditioned, the singular values σi of the diagonal of Σ of Equation (3.6) tend to fall
quickly to smaller values (and consequently a large condition number is obtained). This tendency
has been observed by previous work, [200, 201, 180, 27] and in section 4.5 to be highly dependent
on the place of the measurement points. The best situation that can be achieved is when the
measurements are taken right on the source surface (taking into account enough evanescent
waves). The condition number then increases drastically as the measurement points are moved
out from the source surface (taking more propagating waves than the evanescent waves).

The condition number remains low as long as the measured data is not dominated by high
levels of noise as seen in Section 4.4, and the geometry of the problem allows measurements at
least as close as possible to the source surface patches. In practice this situation is hardly found,
therefore acoustic engineers on inverse acoustic problems have to deal with highly ill-conditioned
transfer matrices.

From the definition in Equation (3.8), it can be expected that transfer matrices with large
condition numbers are nearly singular, implying that their inverse may not exists and that the
solution of the linear system is not unique. Unfortunately, a general rule to specify limits on how
much singular the transfer matrix is allowed to be in order to obtain meaningful solutions is still
a research subject.

In addition to the problem of non-uniqueness of the solution of Equation (3.4) or (3.5), the
ill-conditioning of the transfer matrix affects the accuracy of the reconstructed parameters in
another way: as the transfer matrix gets more singular, the inverse linear system becomes more
sensitive to the noise in the measured data.

The causes of the ill-conditioned nature of the acoustic transfer matrix Zmj are manifold. For
instance, while it has been observed by Forget et al. [180] that the ill-conditioning keeps a strong
relationship with the geometric complexity of the problem, other factors such as the extracted
modes of the virtual acoustic cavity and the quality of the modeling mesh have also influence
over the condition number of the acoustic transfer matrix Zmj . These latter two factors are
evident in the results shown in Section 5.3 and 5.4.

3.2.3 The Inverse Problem

3.2.3.1 General considerations

With the above notation, the inverse problem can be stated as finding a solution x which

1. matches the results that the model A would predict for that particular solution to the
actual measurements y,

2. also is indeed a reasonable solution for parameters of iPTF problem.

One can think of this as “inverting” the operator in Equation (3.1) (although, as discussed
below in Section 3.2.3.2, there are iterative approaches as described to finding x that do not
explicitly compute an inverse, for either algorithmic or computational reasons). As we have
stated above, even with a linear forward matrix A representing the impedance transfer matrix
Zmj and a vector x representing the source velocity vector v, the inverse problem is ill-posed.
This ill-posedness manifests itself in the severe ill-conditioning of the matrix A. There is no
reason to expect A to be square, and therefore, it is typically not invertible as in most cases.
The usual solution in such cases, at least if the number of acoustic measurements is greater
than the number of identification source patches (so that A is over-determined, that is, it has
more rows than columns), is to solve the problem in a least-squares sense. This is the solution
which minimizes the (Euclidean) magnitude of the residual error in Equation (3.5). The resulting
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solution solves the square matrix equation

xLSS =
(
AHA

)−1
AHy = VΣ−1UHy =

min(m,n)∑
i=1

uH
i y
σi

vi. (3.17)

This equation, in theory, has a unique solution if the columns of A are linearly independent
(in effect, if the vectors which describe how each identification source patch j is related to all the
measurement field locations in the virtual acoustic cavity are not redundant). However, even in
this case,

(
AHA

)
is even more poorly conditioned than A, meaning that its inverse is even more

challenging to obtain reliably. In the case that the number of acoustic field measurements, m is
less than the number of identification source patch n at which one desires to estimate the relevant
parameters (that is m< n, the matrix A is under-determined), there can be no unique solution.
The most common strategy in this case is to find a solution which minimizes the Euclidean
magnitude of the residual and is itself the shortest (in Euclidean length) of the infinite number of
vectors which will achieve this minimum error. The “formula” for finding the solution is similar
in spirit to Equation (3.17). It too requires solving a very badly conditioned system of equations,
which leads to the same problem as discussed below in the framework of Equation (3.17).

From previous section, the forward operator A is ill-posed, a simple data fit by the mini-
mization of the residual norm as given by Equation (3.5), for any of these formulations, leads
to a (almost certainly) wildly erroneous inverse solution, with unrealistically large magnitudes,
as illustrated in Figure 3.1(b). To obtain a reasonable inverse solution, prior knowledge about
the solution needs to be added to the problem formulation as a constraint or set of constraints.
The difficulties in accomplishing this goal include identification of physically useful descriptions
of such prior knowledge, of mathematically tractable ways of including them into the inverse
problem, and of practical algorithmic approaches to solving the resulting constrained optimization
problem.

This section briefly introduces methods for the numerical treatment of discrete ill-posed
problems. The problem of determining x in Equation (3.2) is an example of a rather general
type of “inverse problem” that arises frequently in science and engineering (for a more general
treatment of inverse problems the reader can refer to textbooks from Hansen [202] or Kaipio
and Somersalo [203]). If the stability condition is violated, the numerical solution of the inverse
problem by standard methods is difficult and often yields instability, even if the data are exact
(since any numerical method has internal errors acting like noise) [187].

In inverse acoustics, as in other such inverse problems, there are special techniques that can
be used to obtain a stable approximation of the solution. These techniques formulations fall into
two categories. One is a deterministic framework, generally referred to as “regularization,” in
which an objective function to be minimized or a constraint function to be satisfied is composed
of a combination of the norm of the residual error and some norm of a constraint function (or
multiple constraint functions). Since the appropriate construction and analysis of regularization
methods is the major issue in inverse problems, most of the section will be dedicated to this task.
The other category of formulation is a statistical framework, in which the solution is treated as
random with an appropriate probability model, and a probabilistic error measure is minimized
to find a likely solution.

3.2.3.2 Deterministic regularization approaches

Conceptually, deterministic regularization approaches can be summarized by three different
categories:

1. Approximate the best-fit-to-data solution. One or more spatial penalty functions acting
on a candidate solution are defined, and then a weighted sum of these functions plus the
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residual norm is minimized. This approach is generally called Tikhonov regularization
[202, 204, 205]. The penalty functions generally used constrain the magnitude of the inverse
solution or its high spatial frequency content (often formulated via a first or second order
spatial derivative). One can summarize the resulting formulation as

xλ = argmin
{
‖Ax−y‖22 +λ2‖Lx‖22

}
, (3.18)

where L represents a “regularization operator” and λ2 is the regularization parameter
whose value controls the level of regularization (that is the balance between the data fit
and the amount of regularization). For a nonlinear operator A or nonlinear regularization
operator L, nonlinear optimization methods are used to obtain the solution. For the linear
cases, A and L become matrices and the Tikhonov solution simplifies to:

xλ =
(
AHA+λ2LHL

)−1
AHy, (3.19)

(or equivalently solving
(
AHA+λ2LHL

)
xλ = AHy by any appropriate algorithm).

2. Approximate the forward operator. In this approach, the forward operator A is approximated
with an operator Ak that is “similar” to A in some well-defined sense, but much better
conditioned. Formally, given Ak as some well-behaved approximation of A, one solves

xk = argmin
{
‖Akx−y‖22

}
. (3.20)

In the discrete linear case, the most common version of this approach is called the Truncated
Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) [202] and Ak is a well-conditioned low-rank least
squares approximation to A.

3. Iterative approach. The iterative methods are another deterministic approach to solve the
inverse problem. In these methods, a sequence of candidate solutions is produced and each
one is evaluated according to a “goodness” criterion: if the solution meets some threshold of
accuracy, the iterations stop, otherwise they continue with additional candidate solutions.
These approaches draw on the standard techniques for solving large linear systems of
equations [206, 26]. However, because such methods, like the unconstrained least-squares
methods already described, will converge to unreliable solutions, the regularization approach
is to truncate the iterations before convergence [202]. In this case, the number of iterations
plays the role of a regularization parameter.
Iterative methods are especially favorable for large-scale problems for which direct reg-
ularization methods are computationally expensive, and in problems in which a matrix
representation of the forward operator or an explicit representation of the inverse solution
are not available. However, their use is not limited to these cases; they can be used as
an alternative approach to direct regularization approaches. Most iterative methods can
be represented in terms of filter factors such as those already discussed for Tikhonov and
TSVD approaches [202], which demonstrates the similarity between iterative methods and
direct methods in their filtering of the small singular values of the forward matrix. In
regularized iterative methods, the solution converges to the lower frequency modes of the
right singular vectors of A in the earlier iterations, and thus stopping the iteration filters
out the effect of the otherwise amplified higher frequency modes.
The most commonly used iterative methods in this context are in the class of Krylov
subspace methods, for which the connection between iteration number and modes of A is
most clear. Brooks et al. [207] reported an early attempt to use this approach, in which the
Conjugate Gradient (CG) iterative method was combined with regularization constraints.
More recently, Ramanathan et al. [208] have reported using another Krylov subspace
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method, the Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRes) method, with significant success.
In this present study, a novel iterative conjugate gradient approach is investigated. This
method is the Conjugate gradient for the normal equations (CGNE) via Lanczos bidiago-
nalization reorthogonalization algorithm proposed by Delillo [209].

It is noticed that under quite general conditions the linear versions of these three approaches
can be shown to be closely related, somewhat surprising given the difference in their conceptual
underpinnings [206].

3.2.3.3 Statistical regularization approaches

In statistical approaches x and ey (the noise in y) are considered as random vectors with
given probability models. In particular, the probability model for x encodes our belief about
how a reasonable, or physical, solution should behave. One Bayesian solution is the posterior
mean of x [210], meaning that it is the statistical average, or expected value, of the probability
distribution of the solution given the data. Applications of this approach to inverse acoustics to
date have tended to use a simplified version of this general model with the following assumptions:

1. a linear forward matrix A,

2. Gaussian statistical models for both x and ey.

Under these assumptions, the Bayesian solution becomes identical to the maximum of the
posterior probability distribution of x given the measurements y, and this solution is commonly
called the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) solution. With non-Gaussian models, the MAP solution
is the best linear mean square error solution for x but not necessarily the posterior mean [210].

Independent of the assumption of probability models, there are a number of ways one can
treat the temporal variation of x statistically. For simplicity, we discuss the possibilities in the
context of Gaussian distributions for both the unknowns and the noise, which means that we
need only to specify the mean and the covariance. The simplest and most widely used model
assumes that each time instant is a vector drawn from a (second order) stationary distribution;
in the case of a Gaussian model this means that a constant mean (almost always taken to be
zero) and a fixed covariance matrix determine the model. One can also assume the covariance
matrix to be fixed over time but let the mean be time-varying, or one can assume a constant
mean but a general spatio-temporal covariance matrix, or one can let the mean vary in time
and have a spatial-temporal covariance matrix as well. In any of the zero-mean cases, the MAP
solution can be written as

xMAP =
(
AHC−1

ey A+C−1
x

)−1
AHC−1

ey y, (3.21)

where Cx and Cey are appropriate solution and noise covariance matrices, respectively.
If ey is assumed to be white noise (Cey = σ2

eyI, where σey is the noise variance), the solution
becomes

xMAP =
(
AHA+σ2

eyC
−1
x

)−1
AHy. (3.22)

Comparing this result to Equation (3.19), we note a parallel structure; the inverse of the
solution covariance matrix plays the role of the regularization term LHL in the Tikhonov solution
and the noise variance σ2

ey plays the role of the regularization parameter.
Within the scope of the present study, two types of statistical approaches were investigated.

The first method, proposed by Forget [27], concerns the use of Bayesian probability approach
for the m-iPTF method. The other method called DBKH-iPTF algorithm 1 is new developed
method we propose.

The relative strengths of the deterministic and statistical formulations lie in the ability to
specify constraint functions L or statistical priors as determined by the covariance matrix Cx.
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It will be seen in subsequent subsections how each has been used to capture and formulate
relevant assumptions about realistic solutions and to then solve the resulting version of the
inverse problem.

3.3 Techniques for obtaining solutions for inverse problems

By posing the inverse problem in terms of reconstructing source surface velocity x, the problem
is linear and the resulting solution depends on dimension and rank of A, as previously discussed.
[211]. However, as already noted, because the inverse problem is ill-posed, such a formulation
is inherently unstable; even extremely low levels of signal noise or very small geometric errors
can result in an unbounded solution. Hence, in order to stabilize the problem and to obtain a
reasonable solution, it is necessary to incorporate further constraints before attempting to solve
the equations.

Considering each individual column of the matrix system in A are independent and solving for
the vector y, to obtain the regularized solution, x of Equation (3.17), that is the reconstructed
source velocity

xreg = A†regy (3.23)

where A†reg is the regularized inverse matrix of A. In terms of the singular value decomposition,
the generalised inverse of A, which is A†reg can be defined as

A†reg =
min(m,n)∑
i=1

fiviσ−1
i uH

i (3.24)

where numbers fi are known as the filter factors. Therefore, when solving the matrix Equation
(3.4) in the ”regularized” least squares sense by minimising the solution can be written as

xreg = A†regy =
min(m,n)∑
i=1

fi
uH
i y
σi

vi (3.25)

These filter factors must have the important property that for decreasing values of σi, the
corresponding factor fi approaches zero in such a way that the contributions

(
uH
i y/σi

)
vi to the

solution from the smaller σi are effectively filtered out. In order to overcome the undesirable
behavior associated with the ill-posed nature of the problem, Equation (3.4) and for x to represent
a reasonable solution to Equation (3.4), the discrete Picard condition described in Section 3.2.2.2
must first be satisfied before applying any class of regularization technique. This condition
requires on the average that, the absolute values of the coefficients uH

i y decay to zero faster than
the singular values.

The difference between the various regularization methods lies essentially in the way in which
these filter factors are defined. Hence, the filter factors play an important role in connection
with the regularization theory, and it is worth to characterize these factors for the regularization
methods. One can noticed that by introducing the filter factors in Equation (3.24) the ill-
conditioned problem is replaced by a well-conditioned problem whose solution approximates the
desired unknown solution. The next section describes in detail the two of the most common
specific approaches to generate A†reg both of which are widely used in inverse acoustics.

3.3.1 Tikhonov Regularization (Tikh techniques)

The focus of this study will be zero-order Tikhonov regularization; thus objective function to
minimize becomes

xλ = min
{
‖Axλ−y‖22 +λ2‖xλ‖22

}
(3.26)
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and the solution for zero-order Tikhonov regularization becomes

xλ = A†y =
(
AHA+λ2I

)−1
AHy =

n∑
i=1

σ2
i

σ2
i +λ2

αi
σi

vi (3.27)

where αi = uH
i y.

It can be shown that the two terms in the zero-order Tikhonov functional (3.26) can be
written as [202],

ρ2(λ) := ‖Axλ−y‖22 =
n∑
i=1

λ2α2
i(

σ2
i +λ2)2 +‖r⊥‖22 (3.28)

and
η2(λ) := ‖xλ‖22 =

n∑
i=1

σ2
i α

2
i(

σ2
i +λ2)2 (3.29)

where ‖r⊥‖22 = ‖AxLSS−y‖22 is the residual from the least squares solution to Equation (3.4),
(that is where λ= 0).
Furthermore, after transformation to the standard form, the zero-order Tikhonov regularized
solution can be written conveniently in terms of filter factors in combination with the SVD of A
[53]:

xλ =
min(m,n)∑

i

fi
uH
i y
σi

vi (3.30)

where fi are the Tikhonov filter factors given by

fi = σ2
i

σ2
i +λ2

{
1 σi� λ
σ2
i /λ

2 σi� λ
(3.31)

These factors have the effect of filtering out contributions to the reconstructed xλ that
correspond to the small singular values while leaving the SVD components corresponding to
large singular values almost unaffected. The regularization parameter λ is usually chosen to lie
between the largest and smallest singular values. Evidently, all regularization methods act as
low-pass filters in the singular value spectrum [26].

The question remains how to select the optimum regularization parameter. The answer to
this is the subject content for Section 3.4.

3.3.2 Iterative Approaches (Itr techniques)

All methods discussed so far can be classified as direct methods, because they are based on
an explicit singular value decomposition. Although direct methods as described above are very
accurate they have the disadvantage that their computational effort increases excessively with the
number of unknowns N , typically proportional O

(
N3). For this reason they are only applicable

for models containing up to a few thousand unknowns [26].
Despite the fact that in practice the number of unknowns applied in acoustic source local-

ization methods is sufficiently small to use the SVD based regularization methods, it still can
be advantageous to apply an iterative approach [26]. As a result of the regularization process
only a limited number of the singular values and singular vectors effectively contribute to the
approximated solution. Moreover, as concluded in many studies [190, 212, 189], certain iterative
methods possess the interesting property that the low-frequency components of the solution tend
to converge faster than the high-frequency components. Hence, these iterative schemes have
some sort of inherent regularization effect in which the number of iterations plays the role of the
regularization parameter. A comprehensive explanation of this behaviour is given by Hansen
[190].
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Within the scope of the present study, an iterative conjugate gradient approach, namely
conjugate gradient for the normal equations (CGNE) via Lanczos bidiagonalization reorthogonal-
ization algorithm proposed by Delillo [209] is investigated. For the sake of completeness it is
mentioned here that the minimization problem solved by the iterative approaches concerned with
either the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm applied to the normal equations AHAx = AHy
and/or the other methods based on Lanczos bidiagonalization algorithm of Paige and Saunders
[212] can be written as

min
x
‖Ax−y‖2 subject to Lx ∈ K

(
AHA,AHy

)
, (3.32)

where K
(
AHA,AHy

)
is the Krylov subspace (to be defined in Equation (3.35) associated with

the normal equations).
Regarding the application of the iterative methods, it is interesting to realize that only a few

iteration steps are required to obtain a physically meaningful regularized solution because the
low frequency components of the solution vector converge faster then the high frequency ones.
As a result, the iterative approaches are commonly faster than the regularization methods based
on a direct solution procedure. Furthermore, the optimum number of iterations can be found
with the same technique as employed to find optimum regularization parameters for the direct
solution procedure [26].

The main idea of the modified Delillo algorithm presented below is derived from Delillo [209]
algorithm based on Conjugate gradient for the normal equations via Lanczos bidiagonalization
reothorgonalization (CGNE-LBR).

The conjugate gradient algorithm applied to the normal equations (CGNE)

AHAx = AHy, (3.33)

at the ith iteration step minimizes the AHA–norm error

‖x−xi‖AHA = ‖A(x−xi)‖22 = ‖y−Axi‖22 , (3.34)

over the ith Krylov subspace,

Ki
(
AHA,AHy

)
= span

(
AHy,

(
AHA

)
AHy, . . . ,

(
AHA

)i−1
AHy

)
, (3.35)

where i ∈ (1,2, . . . , r) and r is the maximum iteration number. It is well-known, that the CGNE
algorithm can be implemented via the Lanczos bidiagonalization process, see [191] as shown in
Appendix A.
The approach is to seek regularized solutions within the Krylov subspaces of AHA. It uses the
SVD of the bidiagonal matrix Bi generated by the Lanczos process to construct a new basis for
Ki
(
AHA,y

)
which plays the role of the right singular vectors of A. Next is to compute the

expansion coefficients of xi in this basis and apply the stopping method. Mostly i is chosen such
as that it minimizes the magnitude of the ith coefficient of xi. A formal description follows.

Considering the iPTF problem of Equation (3.4), the conjugate gradient algorithm to the
normal equations AHAx = AHy is applied to it. As described in Delilo [209], the next step is to
use the Lanczos bidiagonalization process to construct a lower bidiagonal matrix Bi and two
rectangular matrices Ui+1 and Vi with orthonormal columns such that

AVi = Ui+1Bi, (3.36)

and y/‖y‖2 is the first column of Ui+1. Let

Bi = ÛiΣ̂iV̂H
i (3.37)
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be the singular value decomposition of Bi. The columns ui1,ui2, . . . ,uii of UiÛi form an or-
thonormal basis of the Krylov subspace Ki

(
AHA,y

)
while the columns vi1,vi2, . . . ,vii of ViV̂i

an orthonormal basis of the Krylov subspace Ki
(
AHA,AHy

)
. The parameter selection is finally

described by computing the coefficients of the approximate solution xi as represented in the basis
vi1,vi2, . . . ,vii of ViV̂i . According to [209],

xi = ‖y‖2 ViV̂iΣ̂−1
i Ûi(1, :)H = ‖y‖2

i∑
j=1

Ûi(1, j)
Σ̂r(j,j)

vij (3.38)

Up to a constant factor, the magnitude of the ith coefficient is given by the formula

ψi =

∣∣∣Ûi(1, i)
∣∣∣

Σ̂i(i, i)
. (3.39)

the value of i= iopt where the sequence {ψi} has a global minimum is then sought for and the
vector xiopt is chosen as the approximation to x. The algorithm 2 in Appendix A is used in
generating the sequence for {ψi} and {x}.

In order to successfully apply the Dellilo algorithm to iPTF problem, the following should
be taken into accounts:

• The conjugated gradient normal Equation (3.33) must be first be normalized with a weight
of
∥∥∥AHA

∥∥∥
2
and

∥∥∥AHy
∥∥∥

2
and the obtained solution should be weighted (multiplied by a

weighting factor) as seen in algorithm 2 of Appendix A. The purpose of the normalization
is to avoid running into computational numeric difficulties such as precision and round-off
errors associated with floating point representation.

• The choice of the optimum xiopt from the sequence X in Algorithm 2 can be obtained using
either Itr_ZERO of Equation (A.3) or Itr_MINP of Equation (A.2).

3.3.3 Statistical Approaches (Bay techniques)

Although some of the original reports on inverse acoustics for source identification were
based on the statistical model in Equation (3.21), the main challenge of this approach remains
specifying the model (that is determining appropriate parameters of the mean and covariance of
the desired solution and the noise). The simplest technique, which was adopted by these early
investigators, is to assume that not only is the noise white and uncorrelated, as in Equation
(3.21), but that the solution has the same structure, with zero mean and variance σ2

x. In this
case the relevant equation becomes

xMAP =
(

AHA+
σ2
ey

σ2
x

I
)−1

AHy. (3.40)

This is the same as Tikhonov regularization with an identity matrix as the regularizer (that is,
zero-order Tikhonov) and with a statistical model for picking the regularization parameter. The
challenge for this statistical approach is to find a good model for the variance of the unknown
solution.

3.3.3.1 Bayesian framework for the m-iPTF method

This section offers a brief overview of how Bayesian concepts have been used in the m-iPTF
context to produce regularization formulations that solely deal with m-iPTF-related inverse
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problems. The technique is dubbed "Bayesian m-IPTF" in this thesis. It is to be reminded that
the originality of this concept is by Forget [27].

The Bayesian m-IPTF method is developed by Forget [27] basically made use of the Bayesian
formulation of Tikhonov regularization to solve m-iPTF problem.

Bayes’ theorem states that if p(y | x) is the probability density function for the random
variable y given x, which is determined by the model Equation (3.2), and p(x) is the assumed
probability density function for the unknown x, known as the prior probability density function,
then for a particular realization of the data y, the posterior probability density function p(x | y)
can be written as

p(x | y)∝ p(y | x)p(x) (3.41)

According to Forget [27], the noise structure for the m-iPTF problem is Cey = I+YYH (
the Y is the same as the Ymk as seen in Equation (2.29)). The likelihood function p(y | x) is a
probability which depends on the errors linked to the measurement noise and is given by

p(y | x)∝Nc

(
Ax,γ2

eyCey

)
= 1
πmγ2m

ey det
[
Cey

] exp

−‖y−Ax‖2Cey

γ2
ey

 (3.42)

where the notation Nc stands for “complex Normal” with γ2
ey as the average noise power,

det [B] is the determinant of the matrix B and Cey is the noise structure matrix (covariance
matrix whose coefficients are correlation coefficients which define the nature of the noise). In
addition, by notational convention ‖q‖2Cq = qHC−1

q q represents the squared norm of vector q
with metric Cey .

Also, Forget [27], assumed the sources to radiate like white noises of an acoustic power γ2
x

distributed according to a Gaussian complex law

p(x)∝Nc

(
0,γ2

xCx
)

= 1
πnγ2n

x det [Cx] exp
(
−
‖x‖2Cx

γ2
x

)
, (3.43)

with Cx = I.
At this point, the conventional technique from previously discussed inverse issues is to compute

the maximizer of p(x | y), which is aptly dubbed the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator.
Alternatively, one may minimize “− lnp(x | y)”, resulting in

xMAP = Argmax{p(x | y)}

= Argmax
{
Nc

(
Ax,γ2

eyCey

)
Nc

(
0,γ2

xCx
)}

= Argmin
{
− ln

(
Nc

(
Ax,γ2

eyCey

)
Nc

(
0,γ2

xCx
)}

= Argmin
{
m ln

(
γ2

ey

)
+n ln

(
γ2

x

)
+γ−2

ey ‖y−Ax‖2Cey
+γ−2

x ‖x‖2Cx

}
= Argmin

{
‖y−Ax‖2Cey

+λ2‖x‖22
}

(ignore terms independent of x),

(3.44)

with λ2 = γ2
ey/γ

2
x.

By considering the m field point pressure measurements, the regularization parameter is therefore
finally obtained by minimizing the following function MAP [213, 214]:

MAP
(
λ2
)

=m ln
(

yH
(
AAH +λ2Cey

)−1
y
)

+ ln
(∣∣∣AAH +λ2Cey

∣∣∣) (3.45)

The reader should referred to Forget’s PhD thesis [27] for further details on Bayesian m-iPTF
method.
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3.3.3.2 Proposed Algorithm to solve an inverse problem in iPTF context (DBKH-
iPTF algorithm)

At this point, a novel approach based on stochastic inverse problem formulation technique
is proposed to solve the iPTF problem of Equation (3.4). This approach is referred to as
the DBKH-iPTF algorithm. The letters in ’DBKH’ were drawn from the author’s surname
DaBanKaH.

The differences between the DBKH-iPTF algorithm and the Bayesian framework mentioned
in section 3.3.3.1 are detailed in the following paragraphs.

With DBKH-iPTF algorithm, C−1
ey is defined as C−1

ey = γ2
eyI and C−1

x as C−1
x = γ2

xLHL. γ2
x

and γ2
ey are a positive scale factors for tuning the degree of smoothness in x and determining the

precision level in y respectively. L ∈ Cn×n can be seen as a regularization operator which act
as the smoothing filter to lessen the effect of noise in the generated solution. L is obtained by
implementation of algorithm 3 in Appendix B on A, T RM(A).

The parameters γ2
ey and γ2

x are usually tuned empirically. The next paragraph presents a way
to determine them automatically.

The Bayesian inference approach

The data model of Equation (3.4) defines the likelihood function as

p
(
y | x,γ2

ey

)
∝ γ2n

ey exp
[
−γ2

ey ‖y−Ax‖22
]
. (3.46)

The uncertainty nature of the unknown x coupled with the prior information about some of
its properties are formulated in the prior probability density function as:

p
(
x | γ2

x

)
∝ γ2n

x exp
[
−γ2

x ‖Lx‖22
]
. (3.47)

The choice of a Gaussian prior p
(
x | γ2

x
)
results in a probability density p

(
y | x,γ2

ey

)
p
(
x | γ2

x
)

that is Gaussian in x, and hence p
(
x | γ2

x
)
is a conjugate prior [215, 216].

Furthermore, p(γ2
ey) and p(γ2

x) are assumed to be Gamma distributions, thus p
(
y | x,γ2

ey

)
p(γ2

ey)
and p

(
x | γ2

x
)
p(γ2

x) are also Gamma distributions in γ2
ey and γ2

x, respectively. As a results p(γ2
ey)

and p(γ2
x) are define as

p(γ2
ey)∝ γ

2
ey

(αey−1) exp
(
−βeyγ

2
ey

)
, (3.48)

p(γ2
x)∝ γ2

x
(αx−1) exp

(
−βxγ

2
x

)
, (3.49)

where αey > 0, αx > 0, βx > 0 and βey > 0 and their values are assigned according to Higdon
[217]. The hyper-priors might be considered "uninformative." These uninformative hyper-priors
are chosen to have a minimal impact on the sampled values. Note that the many situations for
which these parameter selections have been used required no adjusting at all [218]. Furthermore,
no further parameters need to be set. However, if one has a decent a priori idea of what γ2

ey
and/or γ2

x should be, the hyper-prior parameter selections might be adjusted appropriately.
Combining Equation (3.46) - (3.49) in hand, the posterior probability density can be defined

as
p(x,λ,δ | y)∝ p

(
y | x,γ2

ey

)
p(γ2

ey)p
(
x | γ2

x

)
p(γ2

x)

= γ2
ey

(n/2+αey−1)γ2
x

(n/2+αx−1)

exp
(
−γ2

ey‖Ax−y‖2−γ2
x ‖Lx‖22−βeyγ

2
ey −βxγ

2
x

) (3.50)

Samples from Equation 3.49 are computed taking into acccount the conjugacy relationships
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mentioned above.
The use of a Gaussian prior for x and Gamma hyper-priors for γ2

ey and γ2
x were formulated

on the basis of conjugacy relationships [215, 216], so that the full conditional densities have the
same form as the corresponding prior/hyper-prior. The full conditional densities are expressed
as follows: have the form

p(x | γ2
ey ,γ

2
x,y)∝ exp

(
−γ2

ey‖Ax−y‖22−γ2
x ‖Lx‖22

)
(3.51)

p(γ2
ey | x,γ

2
x,y)∝ γ2(n/2+αey−1)

ey exp
([
−1

2‖Ax−y‖22−βey

]
γ2

ey

)
, (3.52)

p(γ2
x | x,γ2

ey ,y)∝ γ2
x

(n/2+αx−1) exp
([
−1

2 ‖Lx‖22−βx

]
γ2

x

)
, (3.53)

and hence,

γ2
ey | x,γ

2
x,y∼ Γ

(
m/2 +αey ,

1
2‖Ax−y‖22 +βey

)
, (3.54)

γ2
x | x,γ2

ey ,y∼ Γ
(
n/2 +αx,

1
2 ‖Lx‖22 +βx

)
(3.55)

where " Γ " denotes Gamma distribution

x | γ2
ey ,γ

2
x,y∼Nc

(
x̂,Ĉx

)
, (3.56)

Thus the conditional posterior law of x is Gaussian with mean as

x̂ = ĈxAHCeyy, (3.57)

and covariance as
Ĉx = (AHC−1

ey A+γ2
xLHL)−1. (3.58)

By substitution
x̂ = γ2

ey

(
γeyAHA+γ2

xLHL
)−1

AHy

=
(
AHA+λ2LHL

)−1
AHy,

(3.59)

where λ2 = γ2
x/γ

2
ey .

At this point, it can be seen that the posterior mean estimator of Equation (3.59) is equivalent
to the standard Tikhonov Regularization as seen in Equation (3.19), with the regularization
parameter λ stochastically generated through hyperparameter simulation (iteratively sampling
of γ2

ey and γ2
x from their respective Gamma distribution).

Since x̂ of Equation (3.59) is solution that occurs at particular λ2, the challenge for selection
of the optimum λ2

opt is often encountered in this case. The MINP of Equation (3.81) is used for
selecting the λ2

opt as seen in Equation (3.62). An alternative approach is to use the Bay_MAD
algorithm 4 in Appendix B to estimate the mean as seen in Equation (3.64).

Finally, a summarized version of the all above discussion is presented in the DBKH-iPTF
algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 DBKH-iPTF algorithm for iPTF
1: Inputs:

A ∈ Cm×n and y ∈ Cm×1 of Equation (3.4)
L = T RM(A), L ∈ Cn×n

2: Output: x̂ ∈ Cn×1

3: Initialize:
αey = αx← 1
βey = βx← 10−4

γ
2(0)
x ← 1
γ

2(0)
ey ← 1

Λ(:)← 0, Λ ∈ Rr
J(:)← 0, J ∈ Rr
X(:, :)← 0, X ∈ Cn×r

4: for i= 1,2, . . . , r do
5: b← γ

2(i−1)
ey AHy

6: Q← γ
2(i−1)
ey AHA+γ

2(i−1)
x LHL

7: xi←Q−1b (Optimization)
8: X(:, i)← xi
9: γ

2(i)
ey ← Γ

(
m/2 +αey ,

1
2‖Ax−y‖22 +βey

)
(Hyperparameter simulation)

10: γ
2(i)
x ← Γ

(
n/2 +αx,

1
2 ‖Lx‖22 +βx

)
11: λ2

i ← γ
2(i)
x /γ

2(i)
ey

12: Λ(i)← λ2
i

13:
J(i)← (‖Axi−y‖2) · (‖Lxi‖2) (Bay_MINP Objective function value) (3.60)

14: end for
15: Estimation of x: x̂
16: Bay_MINP Estimation: Find x̂ as the xi in X that yields the minimum value in J :

x̂ = argmin J (3.61)

17: Alternatively, use the robust mean estimator from the algorithm 4 as follows:

µλ = Bay_MAD(Λ) (3.62)

X = [xi : λi 6 µλ for i= 1, . . . , r]
= [x1,x2 . . . ,xw] , k = 1, . . . ,w < r

(3.63)

x̂ =
[
xj = Bay_MAD(X(j, :)) for j = 1, . . . ,n

]
= [x1,x2 . . . ,xn]T

(3.64)
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3.3.4 Regularization with ’expected solution’ (Twomey technique)

Sometimes numerical simulation can provides an expected solution x which can be used in the
regularization process. In such situation, Equation (3.65) and (3.66) which represent a variant
form of Tikhonov regularization often referred to as Phillips-Twomey regularization method
[219, 220] can be used.

min
{
‖Ax−y‖22 +λ2‖x−x‖22

}
, λ > 0, (3.65)

and solution of Equation (3.65) reads

x̂ =
(
AHA+λ2I

)−1(
AHy+λ2x

)
. (3.66)

This regularization differs from the usual Tiknonov regularization in the sense that instead of
imposing constraints on the magnitude of the solution or on its derivatives, this method minimizes
the difference between the regularized solution x̂ and an expected solution x as the residual error
in the least square sense.

It should be noted that the accuracy of the estimated solution is highly dependent on the
authenticity of the prior information used. As a results the solution tends to be bias towards
the available input prior information. Thus these techniques should be used only when one is
sure of the prior information at hand. As stated by [219], the best choice of the regularization
parameter with these regularization techniques is still an open question.

3.4 Selecting a regularization parameter
One of the main difficulties in properly solving a discrete ill-posed problem is how to determine

a suitable regularization parameter. The choice of this parameter is a delicate subject: a small
value of λ, equivalent to a large value of i at a stopped criteria in iterative case, gives a good
approximation to the system of equations (low residual) but the influence of the data errors
causes instabilities. Conversely, a large value of λ, or a low value of i, suppresses the data errors
but increases the approximation error. This means that a trade-off between the two components
in the error vector of solution xλ has to be made

ex = xλ−x

=
∑
i

fi
uH
i · (y+ey)

σi
vi−

∑
i

uH
i y
σi

vi

=
∑
i

(fi−1) uH
i y
σi

vi+
∑
i

fi
uH
i ey
σi

vi.

(3.67)

Where x is the true solution and y is the unperturbed part of y. The error component
represented by the first summation in Equation (3.67) is solely caused by the regularization
method and is called the regularization error. The second summation which finds its origin
in the perturbation ey of the right-hand side vector y, is denoted as the perturbation error.
When no regularization is introduced, all filter factors equal unity and the error vector ex is fully
dominated by the perturbation error. In this case, the solution xλ is said to be under-regularized
or under-smoothed as it appears to be completely random due to the many sign changes of the
oscillatory singular vectors belonging to small singular values. On the other hand, a high degree
of regularization implies that most filter factors are small fi 6 1 and the error in xλ is dominated
by the regularization process. Because regularization acts as a low-pass filter in the singular
value spectrum, the oscillatory components are damped and hence an over-smoothed solution
remains. Obviously a regularization parameter must be found that yields a fair balance between
the regularization and the perturbation errors in the reconstructed solution.
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3.4.1 Methods for selecting the regularization parameter

Over the years different techniques for choosing regularization parameters have been proposed
in the literature. These methods can roughly be divided into two classes, based on the assumption
made about the perturbation of the right-hand side vector ‖ey‖2 and/or x:

• The a priori methods which rely on knowledge of noise statistics (such as ‖ey‖2) as
described in Section 3.3.3.1 or other prior knowledge (e.g. expected solution x) as presented
in section 3.4.1.3.

• The posteriori methods do not require any either ‖ey‖2, or x but instead try to extract
the necessary information from the given right-hand side vector y. Thus these methods try
many regularization parameters, test the results of each trial, and then select one of the
parameters based on some criteria as discussed in section 3.4.1.2.

Each of these regularization parameter estimation methods attempts to provide a balance between
the solution and regularization norm. An important tool that is often used as a guide in the
selection process of optimum regularization parameter is the L-curve plot [221].

3.4.1.1 The L-curve plot

The idea behind the L-curve is to plot the norm of the regularized solution:

η = ‖xλ‖2 , (3.68)

versus the corresponding residual norm:

ρ= ‖Axλ−y‖2 , (3.69)

for all valid regularization parameters. Such a plot, usually on a double logarithmic scaling,
clearly visualizes the compromise between minimization of these two quantities, which according
to Equation (3.67) is the essence of regularization. Under the assumption that the unperturbed
right-hand side y satisfies the discrete Picard condition of section 3.2.2.2, the noise ey has a zero
mean value and ‖ey‖2�‖y‖2 the generic shape of the L-curve is similar to the curve depicted
in the Figure 3.6(a).

For discrete ill-posed problems it turns out that the L-curve, hence its name, has a
characteristic L-shaped appearance with a distinct corner separating the vertical and horizontal
parts of the curve. Each of the regions can be connected with one of the two error components
expressed in Equation (3.67).
The horizontal part of the L-curve corresponds to solutions where the regularization error
dominates, that is at this level of filtering a very smooth solution is produced. In this region
the solution is said to be over-regularized because not only noise but also useful information
contained in the right-hand side vector y is suppressed.

In the vertical part of the curve insufficient filtering (under-regularization) is applied and xλ
is dominated by the effects of noise. Hence, in this region the solutions are characterized by
many oscillations resulting from higher order singular vectors.
The optimum level of regularization is found in the corner region of the L-curve since it provides
a value for the regularization parameter that minimizes both η and ρ. It is in this region that
the best balance is found between fitting the solution to data (minimization of the residue) and
the suppression of ill-conditioned behavior (minimization of the solution norm).

It is shown in references [26, 221, 222] that the location of the corner coincides with the
crossing of two separate extreme L-curves as illustrated in Figure 3.6(b). The horizontal L-curve
part is found for an exact, unperturbed right-hand side that satisfies the discrete Picard condition,
whereas the vertical part of the curve is retrieved for a right-hand side consisting of spatially
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(a) Generic shape of L-curve for partially noisy
y = y + ey.

(b) Limit situations for totally noisy y = ey and
a pure signal y = y (no noise)

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the generic L-curve form [26, 221, 222], assuming that the exact data
vector y satisfies the discrete Picard condition of Section 3.2.2.2.

white noise with a zero mean value.
Note that the L-curve is a continuous curve when the regularization parameter is continuous

as in general Tikhonov. For regularization methods with a discrete parameter, such as in TSVD,
iterative and statistical approaches, the L-curve reduces to a collection of discrete points.

3.4.1.2 Posterior methods of Choosing the regularization parameter

From practical standpoint, the behavior of the errors in the right-hand side is rarely known. In
other words, mostly, no prior knowledge about the solution sought or the level of contamination
y is available. Thus in general neither the norm nor the distribution of ey can be used as input
for a parameter-choice technique. Therefore this section presents some posterior methods that
are used to select the optimum regularization parameter without any prior knowledge such as
the noise or solution.

Generalised Cross-Validation method (GCV function)

The Generalised Cross-Validation (GCV) [223] method provides an estimate of the optimal
regularisation parameter by seeking to minimise the function

GCV(λ) = ρ2(λ)
[Tr(I−AA#)]2

, (3.70)

where A# =
(
AHA+λ2I

)−1
AH is the regularized inverse of A and Tr(B) is the trace of some

matrix B. The function GCV(λ) can be expressed as a linear combination of the prediction
errors yj−Ajx(j)

λ , where x(j)
λ is the regularised solution found by leaving out the jth data point,

j = 1, . . . ,min(m,n) and Aj is the jth row of A. In terms of the SVD, it can be shown that

GCV(λ) =

(
min(m,n)∑
i=1

λ4α2
i

(λ2+σ2
i )

2

)
+‖r⊥‖22(

m−
min(m,n)∑
i=1

σ2
i

λ2+σ2
i

)2 (3.71)
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The Robust Generalised Cross-Validation method (RGCV function)

The main drawback associated with the GCV method is that the curve GCV(λ) is often very
flat, with no discernible minimum [223], which is often the case for the inverse problem of
acoustics. To overcome this drawback, the Robust Generalised Cross-Validation (RGCV) method
was introduced [224]. The estimate of the optimal regularisation parameter λ is the one that
minimises the RGCV function

RGCV(λ) = {γ+ (1−γ)µ(λ)}GCV(λ), (3.72)

where µ(λ) is defined as

µ(λ) =
[
Tr
(
AA#

)]2
=

min(m,n)∑
i=1

σ4
i(

λ2 +σ2
i

)2 , (3.73)

using the SVD. The function µ(λ) is derived from the average influence
1

min(m,n)

min(m,n)∑
j=1

∥∥∥Axλ−Ax(j)
λ

∥∥∥2

2
, where

∥∥∥Axλ−Ax(j)
λ

∥∥∥2

2
is a measure of the influence of the jth

data point on the regularized solution. This function has the properties that µ(0) = min(m,n)
and µ(λ)→ 0 as λ→∞. A consequence of this is that µ(λ) penalises smaller values of λ in the
minimisation problem.

Equation (3.73) also contains the so-called robustness parameter, γ, where γ ∈ [0,1]. It can
be seen that, for values of γ near 1, the RGCV function behaves like the GCV function and that

lim
γ→0

RGCV(λ) = µ(λ)GCV(λ). (3.74)

It would appear that the RGCV method has introduced another parameter, γ, which must
be estimated in order to find an optimum value of λ. The purpose of this in this thesis is to
demonstrate that for a particular problem, a fixed value of γ can be chosen a priori and near
optimal values of λ can be determined as a consequence.

The Zero-Crossing method (ZERO function)

The Zero-Crossing method ZERO [225, 226] seeks to find a balance between the solution norm and
the residual norm by estimating the optimal regularisation parameter as a zero of the function

ZERO(λ) = λ2η2(λ)−ρ2(λ) (3.75)

which, in terms of the SVD, can be rewritten as

ZERO(λ) =
n∑
i=1

λ2α2
i

(
σ2
i −λ2)(

σ2
i +λ2)2 −‖r⊥‖22 (3.76)

It can be shown [227] that when the DPC of section 3.2.2.2 is satisfied, the function ZERO(λ)
has only two zeros. In this case the smaller λ is chosen as the approximation to the optimal
regularisation parameter.

Point of Maximum Curvature Criteria (CURV function)

The appropriate regularisation parameter λ corresponds to the maximum curvature of the
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L-shaped appearance as defined by [226, 228].
Let revisit Equation (3.28) and (3.29). One can write in functional notation

ρ2(λ) := ‖Axλ−y‖22 =
n∑
i=1

λ4α2
i

(σ2
i+λ2)2 +‖r⊥‖22 , (3.77)

η2(λ) := ‖xλ‖22 =
n∑
i=1

σ2
i α

2
i(

λ2 +σ2
i

)2 . (3.78)

Hansen et al.’s [228] choice is the point on the L-curve

(ρ̂(λ), η̂(λ))≡ (log(ρ(λ)) , log(η(λ))) (3.79)

that has maximum curvature. Here, the curvature is defined as

CURV(λ) = ρ̂′(λ)η̂′′(λ)− ρ̂′′(λ)η̂′(λ)(
[ρ̂′(λ)]2 + [η̂′(λ)]2

)3/2 (3.80)

where differentiation is with respect to χ= λ2. The optimum parameter χopt = λ2
opt is obtained

as the extremum on the curve LLP(χ,CURV(χ)) that yields local maximum value of CURV(λ).
The operator name LLP(χ,W(χ)) introduced is a log-log scaled plot with W(χ) on the ordinate
and χ= λ2 as the abscissa. Where W(χ) represent any cost function to be optimized.

Minimum-Product Criterion for the Corner (MINP function)

This criterion proposed by Lian et al. [229] is a modification of the Regińska criterion [230] which
finds the value of the optimum parameter λopt that minimizes the product MINP(λ) given by

MINP(λ) = ρ(λ)η(λ)
= ‖Axλ−y‖2‖xλ‖2

(3.81)

Since MINP(λ) is always positive, alternatively, one can look for the value of λ2 that minimizes
the squared product denoted as P(λ):

P(λ) = ρ2(λ)η2(λ)
= ‖Axλ−y‖22‖xλ‖22

(3.82)

The required value of λ is obtained by differentiating P(λ) with the respect to χ= λ2, and setting
the derivative to zero. It follows that dP(λ)

dχ = 0 when

χ

min(m,n)∑
i=1

α2
i

(
σ2
i −χ

)(
χ+σ2

i

)2 −‖r⊥‖22 = 0 (3.83)

The Equation (3.83) can be written as finding the zeros of Equation (3.76) as ZERO(χ) = 0.
Thus, the zero-crossing approach and the minimum-product corner criterion are equivalent. In
most regularization problems, the difference lies in the way the optimum regularization parameter
is selected. In the case of zero-crossing approach, the optimum parameter χopt = λ2

opt can be
found either from the smallest zero of ZERO(χ) or, equivalently as an extremum on the curve
LLP(χ,MINP(χ)) that yields a local minimum value of ZERO(χ). For the MINP corner criteria,
the optimum parameter λopt is obtained as the extremum on the curve LLP(χ,MINP(χ)) that
yields global minimum value of MINP(χ).
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3.4.1.3 Choosing the regularization parameter when the ’expected solution’ is
already known (CHA function)

Without prior information, none of the regularization methods discussed above can produced
the same result as reference but they can only generate an approximate result. Thus for this
reason this section is dedicated to a test technique applied to the iPTF problem using prior
knowledge of the source. This technique is only applicable if prior knowledge about the source is
known and as such they can only be used to evaluate the best possible solution reachable with a
considered regularization technique.

This technique basically involves comparing regularized solution to the reference solution
and the concept of correlation criteria is significant here. Correlation criteria seek to analyze
the similarity and differences between two sets of results. Usual applications are the correlation
of test and analysis results and the comparison of various analysis results. Ideally, correlation
criteria should quantify the ability of two models to make the same predictions. Since, the
predictions of interest for a particular model can rarely be pinpointed precisely, one has to use
general qualities and select, from a list of possible criteria, the ones that can be computed and
do a good enough job for the intended purpose. In other words there is no best choice for a
correlation criterion unless you are very specific as to what you are trying to do with your model.

For these reasons, in this PhD work, the following criterion is considered. The criterion uses
the Cosine-Hermitian Angle (CHA) of Equation (C.9) as the correlation index. The reader
is informed that correlation indices of complex vectors are comprehensively treated in Appendix C.

CHA(λ) = CHA(xλ,x)

= |〈xλ,x〉|
‖xλ‖2 ‖x‖2

=

√√√√ ∣∣xH
λx
∣∣2[

xH
λxλ

][
xHx

]
(3.84)

where xλ is the outcome from the chosen regularization technique for a λ. The optimal
solution xλopt is the solution that yields the maximum CHA(λ) for all values of λ.

3.5 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter addressed theoretically how to handle issues of inverse problems, specifically,
the iPTF problem in determining an acoustic source’s particle velocity using field measurements
of acoustic pressures and/or particle velocities and FEM impedance transfer matrices. This
is an inverse problem since it entails estimating the acoustic source normal particle velocities
(unknown cause) using acoustic field measurements (observed effects) and FEM impedance
matrices (acoustic virtual cavity effect). Inverse problems, like as this one, have the general
property that every arbitrary little perturbation in the system’s input leads in an arbitrary huge
fluctuation in the output. A simple numerical experiment is used to demonstrate the properties
of discrete ill-posed issues. It was about estimating the acoustic source particle velocity of the
m-iPTF at a frequency of 100Hz. It was proved that by purposely polluting the observed data
with a little amount of noise, a normal inversion technique leads to a nonphysical solution that is
completely dominated by noise effects. A meaningful solution can be reached by applying some
type of regularization to the inversion of the impedance transfer matrix, which explicitly links
the cause (input) to the observed result (output).

In this process, the singular value decomposition of the matrix proved to be a very useful tool
as it provides a clear physical and mathematical understanding of the ill-conditioned behavior.
Furthermore the discrete Picard condition was introduced which, if satisfied, guarantees the
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existence of a physically meaningful regularized solution for a given right-hand side vector.
Various regularization methods were considered. The Regularization in general can be seen

as a form of optimization process that involves the generation of several solutions from which
the optimum solution should be chosen and the criteria for selecting the optimum solution
(through the use of regularization parameter) are an essential requirement. Based on the level of
information provided, two major classes of such strategies are addressed in this thesis study. In
the absence of prior knowledge, the following criteria can be applied: GCV, RGCV, ZERO, CURV and
MINP criteria. When prior information about the test problem is available, the CHA criterion is
utilized.

Essentially all of these regularization techniques involve a trade-off between the error component
related to amplification of the noise (perturbation error) and the error component introduced
by the regularization (regularization error). The amount of regularization is determined by the
regularization parameter which can be chosen with the help of the so-called L-curve plot. This
graphical tool visualizes the balance between the norm of the residue and the magnitude of the
regularized solution, measured according an appropriate norm.

So far, only the theoretical aspects of numerical methods for dealing with inverse problems
have been provided. Chapter 4 describes how to use these approaches to solve the iPTF problems.
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4
Numerical Application of the Regularization Strategies

The implementation of the various regularization strategies discussed in Chapter 3 on numerical
experiments is described in this part. The primary goal of this chapter is to investigate the
regularization strategies for both m-iPTF and u-iPTF problems. The usual procedure to obtain
the input measurement data is to perform a real experiment using acoustic sensors such as the
pU probes and/or microphones. In this study, no such physical experiment is done but rather a
numerical experiment is carried out in order to control each parameter.
To evaluate the capabilities of the regularization strategies, a numerical experiment consisting of
a simply supported rectangular plate excited by a point force and radiating in a semi-infinite
acoustic field is set up. Three configurations are used:

• CASE A - Ideal test case: it corresponds to simulations without adding noise on transfer
functions computed by ACTRAN Software. The errors only come from discretization in
elements and modal truncation. In addition, at this step, the number of identification
patches equals the number of field points taken in the virtual volume. As a consequence,
the system of equations is neither over-determined nor under-determined. This type of
system is referred to as an equal-determined system in the studies.

• CASE B - Noisy environment: in this case, additive and multiplicative noises are intro-
duced to simulate a noisy acoustic environment. Different SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio)
levels (3 dB, 10 dB, and 20 dB) are introduced into the iPTF problem and the influence of
noise is evaluated. An equally-determined system is considered here.

• CASE C - Under-determined configuration: it describes a scenario in which the number
of measurement field points is reduced from 600 to 60 (in accordance to the sequence [600,
480, 240, 60]). In that configuration the number of equations is lower than the number of
unknowns and the system of equations is under-determined.

4.1 Presentation of the numerical experiment

The aim of this section is to mimic, through numerical simulations, the measurement of
pressure pm and particle velocity vk as an input information for Equation (2.22) of the u-iPTF
and the measurements of pressure pk together with pm as an input data for Equation (2.30) in
the m-iPTF case. The source, shown in Figure 4.1, is chosen as a simply supported rectangular
plate excited by a harmonic point force. For this numerical experiment, the baffled plate radiates
in a semi-infinite free field.
The plate is 0.6 m long, 0.4 m wide, and 2 mm thick, and it is made of steel (Young’s modulus
E = 2.1×1011 Pa; density ρ= 7800 kg/m3; Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3; damping η = 0.02). The plate
is excited by a unit point force located at point (0.1; 0.1) m on the frequency band [100:1000] Hz
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Figure 4.1: Plate model for vibration computation.

(frequency step 2 Hz).
This system is solved using a finite/infinite element (FE/IE) model with ACTRAN software.

A finite acoustic volume that can be seen in Figure 4.2 is defined to discretize the acoustic
nearfield and a layer of infinite elements is added on the skin of this volume to ensure Sommerfeld
free field condition. A direct frequency response (DFR) with ACTRAN software was used for
the calculation of the acoustic radiation. The model takes into account air damping equal to
η = 0.5% and the infinite elements are interpolated to order 10 to ensure the convergence of
the solution. An example of the radiated pressure and velocity fields is given in Figure 4.3. In
Section 4.3 and 4.4, for reconstructing the velocity field of the plate, some pressures and velocities
will be picked from this radiated field exactly like it would be done in a real experiment with
microphones and pU probes respectively.
In addition, this numerical experiment will be used as a reference for comparing results obtained
from iPTF reconstructed fields, discretized by patches.

Figure 4.2: The Finite/Infinite element model of the acoustic domain for computation of
acoustic radiation of the plate in free field condition.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: A cut- section view of (a) the radiated pressure field (dB, ref: 2×10−5 Pa) and (b)
the radiated velocity field (dB, ref: 5×10−8 (m/s)) at a frequency of 900Hz
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4.2 Definition of the virtual volume for application of iPTF ap-
proaches

The aim of this section is to show how the acoustic impedance matrices Zmj and Zmk
of Equation (2.22) for u-iPTF and Zmj and Ymk matrices of Equation (2.30) for m-iPTF
are computed using a modal extraction analysis of the virtual volume with specific boundary
conditions. It is important to understand that the simulation used for this numerical step
for computing acoustic impedances is entirely different and independent from the numerical
experiment of previous Section 4.1. Indeed, computations in Section 4.1 are performed to mimic
a real experiment and give inputs to Equation (3.3). In this section, acoustic impedances involved
in Equation (3.3) are obtained numerically: this is a mandatory step for applying iPTF even in
case of real experiments.

As the shape of the virtual volume is completely arbitrary, a simple rectangular box surrounding
the plate is chosen as can be seen in Figure 4.4. This volume is delimited by three surfaces: the
virtual surface, the rigid baffle and the plate surface itself. As explained in Sections 2.1.1 and
2.1.2 and as formulated in Equation (2.11) for u-iPTF and Equation (2.14) for m-iPTF, some
specific boundary conditions must be defined on this virtual volume. In the case of the u-iPTF
the velocity has to be null on all the surfaces delimiting the virtual volume (uniform Neumann’s
boundary condition). In the case of the m-iPTF the velocity has to be null on the source surface
and the baffle plane and the pressure has to be null on the virtual surface (mixed Neumann’s
and Dirichlet’s boundary conditions). These boundary conditions are obviously not the real one
but are defined for sake of mathematical resolution [180].

Due to the problem of discretization and the modal truncation, several parameters may

(a) u-iPTF (b) m-iPTF

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.4: Virtual cavity model. Definition of the surfaces delimiting the virtual acoustic cavity
and the associated boundary conditions for (a) u-iPTF and (b) m-iPTF. (c) FE mesh of the

virtual volume; (d) identification patch mesh of the plate; (e) "measurement" patch mesh of the
virtual acoustic volume.

have an impact on the reconstruction of the source velocity field by the iPTF methods. One of
such parameters is the size of the patches discretizing the virtual surface. For both m-iPTF and
u-iPTF methods, the virtual surface is involved in determining the conditioning of the modal
matrix Zmj to be inverted. Forget [180] established that the identification convergence is ensured
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with a maximum patch size of the virtual surface respecting the criterion λair/4 (where λair is
the acoustic wavelength) at the maximum study frequency.

It is important to know that the number of field points in the virtual volume affects the
determination (over-determine or under-determine) of the problem and in turn the fineness of
the patch mesh used to discretize the reconstructed source field. As studied by Forget [180],
at a given frequency (or the acoustic wavelength), the quality of reconstruction of the field is
dependent on the number of pressure points taken in the virtual volume. Thus, a minimal number
of these points are needed to ensure a good estimation of the velocity source field distribution.
This minimal number Nm of points can be set using a criterion [180] linking the volume Vv of
the virtual closed domain to the maximum identification frequency f :

Nm = Vv(
λair

4

)3 = Vv(
c

4f

)3 (4.1)

where c is the speed of sound. This criterion should be used as a first-order indicator as it does
not take into account any distribution or repartition of the chosen points.

Finally, modal truncation imposed on modal summation in Equation (2.20) of u-iPTF and
Equation (2.28) of m-iPTF might also introduce reconstruction errors. The number of modes
used in the computation of matrices Zmj , Zmk and Ymk has an influence on their rank as already
noticed by Totaro et al. [231, 185]. Indeed, the rank of these matrices is driven either by the
number of points inside the volume or by the number of modes used in the computation (the
rank is equal to the lowest value of both). And they noticed that if the number of modes is
lower than the number of measurement points taken inside the volume, the condition number
suddenly highly increases. Thus, as a rule, the number of modes has to be higher than the
number of measurement points. The mode extraction analysis performed in this study is carried
out up to the frequency of 6500 Hz for which 2905 modes are extracted. With 600 measurement
points in virtual acoustic volume, it is evident to ensure independence of linear equations of the
system. It should be noted that the FE model of virtual acoustic volume of Figure 4.4 respects
the standard recommendations in terms of mesh for such a calculation, namely a criterion λair/6
to 6500 Hz. The modal data (pressure) calculated at the nodes of the FE model of the acoustic
volume are averaged over the plate patches and virtual surface patch models, while the nodal
value (pressure) is used for the volume points. The virtual surface has been optimally discretized
with a patch size of Lmax = 50 mm (i.e. Lmax < λair/4 at 1000 Hz). The virtual cavity volume
is 0.8 m long, 0.6 m wide, and 0.2 m high.

4.3 CASE A - Ideal test case

In this section an iPTF problem which is created from an equally-determined and unperturbed
system is the chosen as the test case under study. The main aim of this section is to demonstrate
how the regularization techniques presented in Chapter 3 have been used to solve the above
problem.

In this section, how the various regularization parameter selection criteria presented in Section
3.4.1 yield their corresponding optimum value for the both m-iPTF and u-iPTF problems is
investigated. These results are essential to have a better understanding about the behaviour of
how the function values of the selection-criteria vary with regularization parameter, λ2.

4.3.1 Deterministic approaches

The deterministic approaches presented in Chapter 3 fall in three different categories:

• Tikh regularization techniques (zeroth-order Tikhonov approach, Section 3.3.1). The
optimum regularization parameter λ2

opt can be defined using different selection criteria
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minimizing associated cost functions. In the following, CURV of Equation (3.80), ZERO of
Equation (3.75), GCV of Equation (3.67), RGCV of Equation (3.73) and MINP of Equation
(3.81) selection criteria will be investigated. In the following, these strategies will be referred
as Tikh_CURV, Tikh_ZERO, Tikh_GCV, Tikh_RGCV and Tikh_MINP respectively.

• itr regularization techniques (Iterative approaches of Delilo, Section 3.3.2). In that case,
two stopping criteria are used: MINP of Equation (A.2) or ZERO of Equation (A.3). In the
following, these strategies will be referred as Itr_MINP and Itr_ZERO respectively.

• Bay regularization techniques (Bayesian approach, Section 3.3.3.1). In that case, the MAP
is used to define the optimum regularization parameter as in Equation (3.45). Though it
has statistical origin, Bay_MAP can be regarded as Tikhonov kind as it has similar formula
structure. The technique is utilized for m-iPTF problem scenarios only because, unlike in
the case of u-iPTF, it is much easier to formulate the noise variance using only pressure
measurements (which are made up of cavity and virtual surface pressure measurements).
In the following, this strategy will be referred as Bay_MAP.

Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) present the λ2 selection-criteria function value plot for the different
deterministic regularization techniques respectively for m-iPTF and u-iPTF for the frequency
of 100 Hz. The different markers on the various curves of Figure 4.5 indicate the position of
optimum regularization parameter λ2

opt.
Let focus first on Tikhonov approaches. One can see in Figure 4.5 that Tikh_GCV, Tikh_CURV,

Tikh_MINP and Tikh_ZERO lead to approximately the same optimum regularization parameter
λ2
opt, and this for m-iPTF or u-iPTF. Tikh_RGCV indicates a higher λ2

opt in both cases (even if
the difference is much important for u-iPTF) leading to slightly more regularized results and so
to smoother identification maps. On the contrary, Bay_MAP tends to indicate a lower λ2

opt leading
to sharper identification maps.

The iterative approaches are compared in Figures 4.5(c) and 4.5(d). At this frequency,
Itr_ZERO convergences faster than Itr_MINP for m-iPTF (6 iterations vs. 20) but the opposite
is observed for u-iPTF (42 iterations vs. 6). In any case, the number of iterations needed for
iterative approaches is much lower than the number of loops needed to evaluate the cost functions
for Tikhonov regularization (the regularization parameter scale is divided into 100 steps).

It is noticed from Figure 4.6 that the L-curve plots for both m-iPTF and u-iPTF have a
L-shape as expected. This indication implies that both the m-iPTF and u-iPTF problems at 100
Hz satisfy the discrete Picard condition of Section 3.2.2.2 and as such all the λ2 selection-criteria
introduced will generate a satisfactory regularized solution. It can be noticed that the Itr_ZERO
used on the m-iPTF problem and Tikh_RGCV of the u-iPTF case do not have their optimum
value located exactly at the corner of their L-curve plots. As a result, their identified source
velocities will be more regularized (smoother) than the L-curve solution.
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Figure 4.5: The λ2 selection-criteria function value plot for the different deterministic
regularization techniques for m-iPTF and u-iPTF problem carried out at 100 Hz.
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Figure 4.6: The L-curve plot for the different deterministic regularization techniques for m-iPTF
and u-iPTF problem carried out at 100 Hz.
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Since these plots are performed at a specific frequency of 100Hz, it is thus difficult to make a
generic conclusion from a single observation. For this reason colormap representation of all the
results for the frequency spectra of study is considered. The colormaps of Figure 4.7 plot the
function values generated from the selection-criterion as a function of frequency and regularization
parameter λ2 for Tikhonov approaches.

To obtain good images that will reveal the some intrinsic behaviour of selection-criteria across
the frequency spectrum of study, the function values of the colormaps for each frequency are
normalized using the their respective L2 norm. Also the vertical dashlines on the colormaps
represent the eigen-frequencies of the modes of the virtual acoustic cavity. The dotted-points
in cyan color on the plots represent the optimum function values (Figure 4.7). Again for easy
generation of the plot the λ2 index was used instead of the real λ2 values.
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(e) m-iPTF Tikh_CURV
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(f) u-iPTF Tikh_CURV
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(h) u-iPTF Tikh_MINP
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(i) m-iPTF Tikh_ZERO
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(j) u-iPTF Tikh_ZERO
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Figure 4.7: Colormap plot for the various zero-order Tikhnov-based regularization parameter
selection-criteria for iPTF problem as a function of frequency and regularization parameter.

It is observed from Figure 4.7 that the optimum values form a "wave-like" curve with the
anti-nodes coinciding mostly with the eigen-frequencies of the virtual acoustic cavity. The use
of Tikh_CURV reveals a behavior already noticed by Totaro et. al [185] for u-iPTF: at some
frequencies, the chosen λ2 values jumps or drops to much higher or much lower values. This is
due to the fact that, at this particular frequencies the L-shape curve is rather more a W-shape
curve and exhibits two corners. Tikh_CURV strategy applied to u-iPTF has a high level of disperse
points deviating away from the wave-like curve pattern. However, applying this strategy to
m-iPTF also generates this kind of artifact but it is much less pronounced as the virtual modes
(which are mainly responsible of this) are less numerous. To a lesser degree, this effect appears
also for Tikh_MINP and Tikh_ZERO strategies applied on m-iPTF.
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Tikh_GCV exhibits, as explained in Chapter 3, a flattened curve on a large frequency band
which makes difficult the choice of the optimal λ2

opt value (it is one of its known issue). On the
opposite, the Bay_MAP strategy (only applied to m-iPTF) shows at each frequency a cost function
with a sharp peak making obvious the choice of the λ2

opt value.
Figure 4.8 plots in the same graph the chosen λ2

opt values as a function of frequency for each
Tikhonov strategy. What was noticed for a single frequency in Figure 4.5 can be generalized on
the whole frequency range: all the Tikhonov’s strategies used so far lead to approximately the
same λ2

opt values, except Bay_MAP which systematically provides a lower regularization parameter
leading to sharper identified maps on the whole frequency range. Conversely, the Tikh_RGCV
strategy leads to the highest regularization parameter producing smoother identified maps. In
addition, the jumps and drops already observed in Figure 4.7 are clearly visible for both iPTF
approaches when using Tikh_CURV and Tikh_ZERO strategies.
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Figure 4.8: Optimum regularization parameter λ2 spectra of the deterministic regularization
techniques for m-iPTF and u-iPTF method.

The condition number as defined in Equation (3.8) is a measure the instability of the impedance
matrix Zmj using the singular values. It can be observed from the condition number spectrum of
Figure 4.9 that the peak values coincide with the eigen-frequencies (shown as vertical dashed
lines) of the acoustic modes of the virtual cavity. This is an indication that the singular values
tend to fall quickly to smaller values. Thus the higher the condition number, the more ill-posed
Zmj is. There is great link between the Figure 4.9(a) and Figure 4.8(a) for the m-iPTF case
and between Figure 4.9(b) and Figure 4.8(b) the u-iPTF case. The jumps and drops observed
in Figure 4.8 appear for peaks of the condition number spectra of Figure 4.9. This happens
because regularizing using the Tikhonov technique, constraints are set according to Equation
(3.26) which aims at the smoothness properties of the solution and thus ignoring contributions
related to small singular values (according to Equation (3.30)) to yield smoother solution with
a reasonable L2 norm ‖x‖2. This validates the fact that Tikhonov regularization methods act
as low-pass filters in the singular value spectrum from which the regularization parameters are
generated from.
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Figure 4.9: Condition number spectrum of the 600×600 impedance transfer matrix A of
Equation (3.3).

Figure 4.10 compares the number of iterations needed to reach the optimal solution for
Itr_MINP and Itr_ZERO strategies as a function of frequency. From Figure 4.10, one can remark
that the number of iterations increases with frequency. If, on the whole, Itr_MINP necessitates
less iterations than Itr_ZERO for m-iPTF, it is the opposite for u-iPTF.
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Figure 4.10: Optimum iteration index spectra of the iterative regularization techniques for
m-iPTF and u-iPTF method.

4.3.2 Stochastic approach

What has been presented so far are the results of functional behavioural results of the
deterministic regularization approaches. At this juncture, the behavioural results of the DBKH-
iPTF algorithm 1, the statistical strategies named as Bay_MAD and Bay_MINP in Section 3.3.3.2
are presented.

Just as in any other regularization strategy, the regularization parameter λ2 values needs to
be generated. The λ2 values are generated using the Algorithm 1 which involves the stochastic
sampling of the hyper-parameters γ2

x and γ2
y . Figure 4.11 shows results of how this hyper-

simulation is done for iPTF problem at 100 Hz. In all, a total of 200 iterative runs were
performed to obtain the λ2 samples.
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Figure 4.11: Regularization parameter λ2 generated according to the hyper-parameter simulation
of Algorithm 1 for the iPTF problem carried out 100 Hz. Green line depict the mean µλ

according to Equation (3.62) and the red spot indicate the λ2
opt computed from Equation (3.61).
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Figure 4.12: Results of using Bay_MINP of Equation (3.60) for the iPTF problem carried out 100
Hz. The red spot indicate the λ2

opt computed from Equation (3.61).

As already presented, the Bay_MINP cost function has the same formula structure as the
regular Tikhonov function and as a result a criteria for selection of the optimum regularization
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parameter λ2
opt is required and for this example, the MINP criteria is used, thus the reason for the

acronym Bay_MINP. The other solution abbreviated as Bay_MAD, basically consists of finding the
mean of all the sampled solutions which have their equivalent λ2 below the µλ using Equation
(3.62).

The green dashed horizontal lines and the red diamond-shaped marker in Figure 4.11 repre-
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Figure 4.13: Plots of the λ2
opt regularization parameter obtained from Bay_MINP strategy for the

frequency spectrum of study.

sent the mean and the index of the optimum solution based on the Bay_MINP of Equation (3.60)
respectively. It is seen from the u-iPTF case of Figure 4.11(b) that the distribution patterns
obtained after 200 iterative runs for the regularization parameter λ2 is entirely different from
that of the m-iPTF case of Figure 4.11(a). This disparity between these observations is linked
to the inherent characteristics of their respective iPTF problem make up. The Bay_MINP cost
function of Equation (3.60) indicated in Figures 4.12 deal with the product of the perturbation
error and the regularization error. Thus, high values of MINP function indicate an erroneous
and noisy regularized solution. The Bay_MINP regularization parameters λ2

opt as a function of
frequency are plotted in Figure 4.13. The u-iPTF of Figure 4.13(b) exhibits larger regularization
parameter values than the m-iPTF case of 4.13(b). As a result, the u-iPTF with Bay_MINP
strategy requires more filtering during the regularization process than the m-iPTF counterpart
in order to reach an optimal solution.

At it this point, the numerical results describing the functional behaviour of all the regulariza-
tion techniques have been presented. In next section, the results of the regularization processes
is analyzed using objective metrics.

4.3.3 Objective quantification of the identified maps quality

In general, the validation involves comparison of two data sets and one/more criteria used as
a means of judgment. In this thesis the two data sets used are the iPTF identification results
xid and a reference data, xref , where variable x represent any acoustic indicator on the surface
of the plate. The comparison criteria indices used are treated comprehensively in Appendix C.
The chosen criteria indices are CHA of Equation (C.9), CI of Equation (C.12), CEA of Equation
(C.5) and SEA of Equation (C.8).

4.3.3.1 Properties of the considered Reference

Firstly, the reference source data used in this work is purely numerical experiment data, which
was obtained by performing a direct forward radiation analysis using the ACTRAN software.
An example of corresponding retrieved acoustic information are depicted in Figure 4.14. It is
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important for the reader to be informed that this forward radiation analysis performed with
ACTRAN only uses nodal information from the source for computing its acoustic quantities
whilst the iPTF requires elemental information in solving its inversion problem. As a result there
is a conversion of nodal information to elemental information. The conversion irrespective of
the numerical techniques used that is either interpolation or spatial averaging methods results
in loss of information. In the following, a simple spatial averaging technique is performed to
compute quantities on patches from values at nodes constituting the patches (elements). Thus
the nodal acoustic information from ACTRAN is the "true" reference source we are seeking for.
An example of these "true" reference is shown in Figures 4.14(a) for velocity field. However, the
expected reference is the one for which the "true" reference is averaged on patches. An example
of these "expected" results is shown in Figure 4.14(b). In the following, the comparison between
iPTF results and a reference will be done using these "expected" results in the validation process.

(a) ACTRAN Node Velocity
(m/s)

(b) Patch Velocity (m/s)

Figure 4.14: Colormaps of the velocity field obtained from ACTRAN at 1000Hz. (a): "True"
reference expressed at nodes; (b): "Expected" reference expressed on patches.

4.3.3.2 Evaluation of objective correlation metrics

At this juncture, all the available information required for the validation process are available.
The iPTF identified results for each of the acoustic indicators are compared with the reference
using comparison metrics detailed in Appendix C. The validation process here is to check
correlation between two vectors of acoustic quantities at specific frequencies across the full spatial
domain of the plate. These two vectors to compare are namely; the iPTF identified vector xid
and "expected" reference computed vector xref . The term vectors used here are basically the
set of scalar values (complex or real) of the acoustic quantities carried by each patch of the
discretized plate (source patches) stacked together to form 600×1 column-set.

The CHA is a metric for correlating two vectors. It indicates the collinearity of the two
vectors. The CHA assumes a value between zero and unity. If the two vectors lie on the same
straight line, the CHA value is 1 which indicates perfect correlation. If the value of CHA is less
than 1, then the two vectors do not lie on the same straight line and indicates weak correlation.
A zero value indicate no correlation, which implies that the two compared vectors are orthogonal
to, or linearly independent of one another.

The CHA is only useful for a qualitative comparison and thus, it is incapable to detect scaling
errors and discrepancies that exist between the compared vector components. The CI is used to
detect such discrepancies between the levels of the two vectors and thus acts as form of relative
error measure. The CI correlation measure is a more stringent type and it is unity only when
the compared vectors are equally the same. It values range between 1 and -1. For instance
a CI value of 1 indicates that the iPTF vector and the reference vector have the same values
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between their matching degree of freedoms (dofs) and as such they are identical in both phase
and amplitude. A CI value of -1 indicates that the two compaired vectors have the same values
in magnitude but opposite in sign. If abs(CI)< 1, the iPTF vector and the reference vector have
different values between their matching dofs that is they have different vector components. The
CI can be used for any data type of the compared vectors, be it vectors or single scalar values of
either complex or real number types.

Although CI offers information about the differences in the components of the two vectors
compared, it does not reveal the cause origin of the difference. For example, for complex
quantities, it is intriguing to know which part dominates, that is the real or the imaginary parts
of the vector. And this information is not explicitly revealed by CI metric. The CEA and the
SEA are the best known to use in this case.

The CEA criterion varies between -1 and 1, the absolute value indicating the amount of
correlation and the sign indicating the relative phase between the acoustic indicators that are
being correlated. For instance a value of -1 indicates correlation with opposite sign in their real
components. A value of 1 indicates correlation with the same sign in their real components and
0 value indicates no correlation. Likewise, the SEA also varies between -1 and 1, its absolute
value indicates the amount of orthogonality and the sign indicating the relative phase between
the acoustic indicators being compared. A SEA value of -1 indicates orthogonality with opposite
phase in their imaginary components. A value of 1 indicates orthogonality with the same phase
in their imaginary components. A SEA value of 0 implies that the two vectors are not orthogonal
to each other but parallel (collinear).

Figure 4.15 shows the metrics described above applied to the velocity fields on the surface of
the plate for both iPTF methods.
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(a) m-iPTF CHA
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(b) u-iPTF CHA
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(c) m-iPTF CI
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(d) u-iPTF CI
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(e) m-iPTF CEA
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(f) u-iPTF CEA
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(g) m-iPTF SEA
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(h) u-iPTF SEA

Figure 4.15: Plots of correlation metrics used in the comparison of the source velocity identified
by iPTF and source velocity computed on the plate (reference) for the full frequency spectrum

of study.

The results presented in Figure 4.15 exhibit some "drop-spikes" at frequencies which happens
to be at eigen-frequencies of the acoustic cavity modes. These noticed "drop-spikes" manifest
themselves in the CI plots of Figures 4.15(c) and (d) and CEA plots of Figures 4.15(e) and (f) for
both u-iPTF and m-iPTF cases. The situation is different with SEA plots of Figures 4.15(g) and
(h), where there are virtually no ’drop-spikes’. This implies that all the identified velocity from
each of the regularization techniques have their imaginary component more strongly correlated
to the reference than their corresponding real parts counterpart.
Therefore, when comparing all the available metrics one can conclude that CI is the most
meaningful metric. Indeed, as SEA does not exhibit major differences between regularization
approaches, CEA is highly comparable to CI. Compared to CHA, CI gives more information
about sign and level. For all these reasons, only CI will be used in the following to compare
identified maps to reference.

4.3.3.3 Analysis of CI metric

The CI metric is plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 4.16 for the three kinds of
identified maps (velocity, pressure and intensity) for each regularization approach and for both
m-iPTF and u-iPTF. The "drop-spikes" previously noticed are visible whatever the kind of maps
and for both m-iPTF and u-iPTF, but only for Tikh_ZERO, Tikh_MINP, Tikh_CURV, Itr_MINP
and Itr_ZERO regularization strategies. At these frequencies, these approaches fail to produce a
good regularized solution. As pressure and intensity maps are obtained from identified velocity
maps the presence of these "drop-spikes" are expected for all kinds of maps.

The "drop-spikes" phenomenon has already been observed and explained by Totaro et.
al. [185] in case of Tikh_CURV. In that case, they occur at the eigen-frequencies of the virtual
cavity. Depending on the chosen virtual boundary conditions, the number of eigen-frequencies
changes and so the number of "drop-spikes". This is why more "drop-spikes" can be observed
for u-iPTF than for m-iPTF. However, even more "drop-spikes" are visible for Tikh_ZERO,
Tikh_MINP, Itr_MINP and Itr_ZERO regularization approaches. These particular frequencies are
not explained by eigen-frequencies of the virtual cavity or the plate nor by a high condition
number as shown in Figure 4.9. They evidence some instabilities of the iterative approaches
compared to the deterministic or stochastic approaches.
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(a) m-iPTF - Velocity field
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(b) u-iPTF - Velocity field
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(c) m-iPTF - Pressure field
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(d) u-iPTF - Pressure field
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(e) m-iPTF - Intensity field
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(f) u-iPTF - Intensity field

Figure 4.16: CI correlation metric used in the comparison of identified field (velocity, pressure or
intensity) and the reference computed on the plate as a function of frequency for each

regularization approach.
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Figure 4.16 shows that CI metric slightly decreases with frequency as expected (meshing is
frequency dependent). However, what is less expected is the fact that the identified pressure fields
are more correlated to the reference than the velocity fields. The reason behind this observation
is that these identified pressures obtained according to Equations (2.31) and (2.23) are made of
two pressure vectors. The identified velocity only appears in one of them and is multiplied by
the computed impedance matrix Zij . This matrix acts as a filter that smooths the identified
velocities to yield such identified pressure. The intensity maps, for their part, are the most
difficult maps to retrieve. This is due to the fact that they are the last maps to be computable,
from the product of the velocity and the pressure maps. In that sense, the errors committed for
the velocity and the pressure maps sum up.

Lastly, it can be observed in Figure 4.16 that m-iPTF tends to have better results than
u-iPTF. This is not a clear result and it depends on the regularization approach. To have a
better understanding of the capabilities of the proposed regularization approaches, results of the
correlation analysis performed on the u-iPTF and m-iPTF problems are summarized in Table 4.1.
These results were obtained by averaging the CI correlation metric from the acoustic quantities
over the full frequency spectrum for each regularization parameter-selection-criteria used.

Regularization Parameter Selection Criteria
Acoustic
quantity Metrics Tikh

_GCV
Tikh
_RGCV

Tikh
_CURV

Tikh
_MINP

Tikh
_ZERO

Bay
_MAP

itr
_MINP

itr
_ZERO

Bay
_MAD

Bay
_MINP

Velocity m-iPTF 0.93 0.96 0.92 0.91 0.90 0.81 0.70 0.84 0.96 0.96
Pressure m-iPTF 0.99 0.98 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.99 0.79 0.95 0.99 0.99
Intensity m-iPTF 0.79 0.91 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.50 0.71 0.77 0.91 0.92
Velocity u-iPTF 0.79 0.92 0.72 0.82 0.81 / 0.77 0.86 0.81 0.82
Pressure u-iPTF 0.98 0.98 0.87 0.98 0.98 / 0.88 0.96 0.98 0.98
Intensity u-iPTF 0.73 0.89 0.68 0.77 0.76 / 0.76 0.84 0.76 0.78

Table 4.1: Frequency averaged CI correlation metric for each regularization approach and for
both m-iPTF and u-iPTF. Bold font shows values higher than 0.9.

It is clear from Table 4.1 that m-iPTF globally provides better results than u-iPTF. Also, as
already noticed, the pressure fields are almost perfectly retrieved whatever the regularization
approach (except Itr_MINP) whereas the quality of the identified intensity field strongly depends
on the regularization approach. Analyzing Table 4.1, three approaches stand out from others in
terms of quality of their results: Tikh_RGCV, Bay_MAD and Bay_MINP.

Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show respectively the evolution of CI metric as a function of
frequency and examples of identified maps (for velocity, pressure or intensity) compared to the
corresponding expected references at 300 Hz for the three selected regularization approaches and
both m-iPTF and u-iPTF.
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(c) Intensity field

Figure 4.17: CI correlation metric for the three selected regularization approaches (Tikh_RGCV,
Bay_MAD and Bay_MINP) for both m-iPTF and u-iPTF as a function of frequency.
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Figure 4.18: Spatial colormap distribution of local acoustic indicators identified by both m-iPTF
and u-iPTF with Tikh_RGCV Bay_MINP and Bay_MAD at the and the reference computed result

at a frequency of 300 Hz.

It can be noticed from Figure 4.18 that except for the pressure identification results, the
u-iPTF identified velocity and intensity results are both noisier than the m-iPTF results. Also,
the results identified with the Tikh_RGCV criteria are more correlated to the reference than the
Bay_MINP, Bay_MAD results. This observation is also confirmed by correlation metric results
displayed in Figure 4.17 and global indicators shown in Figure 4.19.

In conclusion, a thorough study of the results from the numerical validation using the
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Figure 4.19: Plots of global acoustic indicators identified by m-iPTF with Tikh_RGCV, Bay_MINP
and Bay_MAD at the and the reference computed result for the full frequency spectrum of study.
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correlation metrics CHA, CEA, CI and SEA has revealed minor differences in the regularization
selection criteria considered. The selection criteria Tikh_RGCV, Bay_MINP and Bay_MAD have
emerged as the best strategies to be used in regularization for both m-iPTF and u-iPTF methods
but m-iPTF provides systematically better results than u-iPTF. It is to be noticed that the
computation involved in Bay_MINP and Bay_MAD results were highly costly. Based on these reasons
the zeroth-order Tikhonov method with RGCV (Tikh_RGCV) as the strategy for choosing the
optimum regularization parameter is selected, at this stage, as the most suitable regularization
technique for the iPTF method in solving this idealistic problem case. Therefore, this approach
is further explored in other realistic cases as presented in Section 4.4 and 4.5.

4.4 CASE B - noisy environment
In real experiments, measurements are carried out in a noisy environment characterized by a

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). As for any inverse approaches, this background noise can highly
affect the quality of the iPTF results. The aim of this section is to explore the use of the
zeroth-order-Tikhonov-RGCV based regularization technique (Tikh_RGCV of Equation (3.73))
to solve a iPTF problem in presence of a disturbing noise. As in Section 4.3, no such real
experiment was carried out but numerical experiment conducted. As explained in [232], the noisy
measurements are computed using an additive and a multiplicative perturbation described by
two zero-mean Gaussian random variables. The level of perturbations is set according to a SNR.
A mathematical description of how to simulate the noise is presented in Algorithm 5. Three
different situations are used in the following: good measurements (SNR=20 dB), acceptable
measurements (SNR=10 dB) and poor quality measurements (SNR=3 dB).

Figure 4.20 shows an example of noisy pressure for SNR values of 3 dB, 10 dB and 20 dB
respectively. The multiplicative perturbation, representing an error due to the acquisition of the
signal, is computed from the pressure level measured for a particular microphone at a particular
frequency. This why the multiplicative perturbation exhibits almost the same evolution than
the noise-free pressure but shifted according to the SNR value. The additive perturbation,
representing the background noise, is expected to have the same level, whatever the frequency or
the sensor. The additive perturbation is then defined with respect to the "noise-free" median
value of the quantity under interest (pressure or velocity) computed from all the sensors and
all the frequencies. This is why the additive perturbation is parallel to the median value but
shifted according to the SNR value. This process is repeated for all the positions of the sensors
(pressure and/or velocity) used as an input for the application of the iPTF methods.

As was done in Section 4.3, the Tikh_RGCV behavioural process is shown using the function
plots and the L-curve plot. It can be seen from the function plot of Figure 4.21 that optimum
regularization parameter is located at the corner at the local minima of the RGCV curve as
expected. Also as the noise level increases (decrease in the SNR value) the Tikh_RGCV curve
becomes less convex and the chosen regularization parameter value increases as well.

As already mentioned, the regularization acts as a buffer system which regulates the noise in
the measurement and the solution smoothness. Thus, the noisier the measurement data y the
more the filtering (which means the higher value of regularization parameter λ2) and vice-versa
to obtain a satisfactory solution. This effect is manifested in the L-curve plot of Figure 4.21(b).
The residual norm which signifies the level of noise in the y increases as SNR value decreases but
the difference in the smoothening level of noise in the regularized solution is small.
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(a) SNR=20 dB: good measurements
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(b) SNR=10 dB: acceptable measurements
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(c) SNR=3 dB: poor quality measurements

Figure 4.20: Root-mean-square (rms) spectra of the noisified acoustic measurement according to
[232]
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Figure 4.21: Process results at 500 Hz

In order to have a clear picture for the Tikh_RGCV function behaviour, the full frequency
representation of the results is displayed in Figure 4.22.

From Figure 4.22(a) and (b) it is observed that the optimum value of λ2 increases as the
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Figure 4.22: Optimum regularization parameter λ2
opt spectra for m-iPTF and u-iPTF method

level of noise increases (or SNR decreases) across the full frequency spectra. This is a typical
of regularizing with Tikhonov technique that is the noise in the measurement y implies more
filtering (higher values of λ2).

It is to be noticed that the condition number spectrum as shown in Figure 4.9 is the same for
all the noise configurations. The reason is that the noise was added only to the measurement data
(p̂k, p̂m and v̂k of Equation (3.3)) and not to the impedance transfer matrix Zmj of Equation
(3.3) and as a result the matrix A of Equation (3.3) remains the same whilst y changes.
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The quantification of the quality of the results for these different noise configurations is in-line
with the validation process already introduced in Section 4.3.3. Also, the reference and the
correlation metrics are the same as previously presented. The evolution of the CI metric as a
function of frequency and for both m-iPTF and u-iPTF is shown in 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Correlation metric CI used in the comparison of the source fields identified by
iPTF and the ones computed on the plate (reference) for different SNR values and for both

m-iPTF and u-iPTF as a function of frequency.
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It can be noticed from Figure 4.23 that the correlation metric CI using the velocity as the
acoustic indicator is "noisier" and lower as the SNR level decreases. This was an expected result
as the optimum regularization parameter λ2

opt increases with the SNR, as shown in Figure 4.22.
However, both the iPTF approaches are robust and can be used with satisfactory results with a
classical SNR of 10 dB. As already observed in the previous section, the pressure field is more
correlated to the reference field than the velocity field and the intensity field is the most difficult
quantity to retrieve.

In terms of regularization numerics, the DPC analysis of Section 3.2.2.2 about the iPTF
problem must be diagnosed. The level of satisfaction of the DPC determines the state of
regularization results. So basically, what the DPC is saying is that for the Tikh_RGCV strategy
to produce a satisfactory results for any problem, on the average the rate at which the Fourier
coefficients

∣∣∣uH
i y
∣∣∣ decay to asymptotic value along the increasing indices i must be faster than the

singular values σi. And also the number of σi involved in the satisfaction of the above condition
is a measure of the posednesss of the iPTF problem. The ill-posedness level defined according to
the DPC (see Section 3.2.2.2) is plotted in Figure 4.24 as a function of frequency.
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Figure 4.24: ill-posedness level µc as a function of frequency for the different noise configurations.

Figure 4.24(a) and (b) depict clearly that the error in
∣∣∣uH
i y
∣∣∣ increases as measurement data y

becomes noisier (SNR value reduces) just as expected. It should be noted that though in the
’Noiseless’ configuration contains only pure signal, the observed error is numerical in nature (a
combination of discretization, modelling and approximation errors) whilst the other configurations
have measurement noise in addition to these numerical errors. The ill-posedness level as shown in
Figure 4.24(a) and (b) increases in accordance with the SNR values. Furthermore, the generated
ill-posedness level from each of the noise configurations have their peak value occurring at the
eigenfrequencies of the plate. This implies that close to the resonance frequencies of the plate the
influence of the noise is highly amplified. With these observations, it can be concluded that the
noisier the measurement data the more ill-posed the iPTF problem becomes and the regularized
solution might be far from the reference.

The identification results for the different configurations are visually displayed in Figure 4.25
as colormaps on the spatial domain of the source along with the references.
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Figure 4.25: Spatial colormap distribution of local acoustic indicators identified by both m-iPTF
and u-iPTF with Tikh_RGCV and the reference computed result at a frequency of 300 Hz for

different noise configuration considered.

As the noise level is increased (from noiseless to SNR=3 dB) it can be noticed that in relation
to the reference the detailed information on some region of interest of the plate is deteriorated
and finally lost in the case of SNR=3 dB. Global quantities (Mean Square Velocity, Mean Square
Pressure, Acoustic Power and Radiation Efficiency) for the full frequency range of study are
depicted in Figure 4.26. It should be noted that the spectra from both the m-iPTF and u-iPTF
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were found to be identical, hence only the m-iPTF spectra is presented.
It is observed that the global indicator aside Acoutic Power of Figure 4.26(c) revealed dif-
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Figure 4.26: Plots of global acoustic indicators identified by m-iPTF with Tikh_RGCV and the
reference computed result for the different noise configuration.

ferences between the reference and the noisy configurations. The estimated levels of Mean
Square Velocity and Pressure are underestimated when the SNR is decreased. Conversely, the
Radiation Efficiency is overestimated. However, a common SNR=10 dB leads to acceptable
estimation of all the global indicators. The frequency zones where the differences are dominant
of Figure 4.26(a), (b) and (d) are the same as those of ill-posedness spectra of Figure 4.24(a)
and (b). This conforms exactly to what is expected, that is if the DPC condition is not fulfilled
an unsatisfactory regularized result might be attained with Tikhonov technique.

In summary, the robustness nature of zeroth-order-Tikhonov-RGCV regularization (Tikh_RGCV)
was tested using different noisy configurations. The analysis commenced with the functional
behaviour of the Tikh_RGCV method about how it operates on noisy problems during its regular-
ization process. The generated identified results are validated in a similar manner as in previous
section using the correlation metrics. The differences in the obtained correlation results were
explained using the DPC analysis. It is to be noticed that the satisfaction of DPC is paramount
to the perfection level of the regularized solution. In overall, the obtained identified results for
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quantifying the acoustic source are in fair agreement with the reference for the different noise
configurations considered.

4.5 CASE C - under-determined configuration
The second realistic case study considered to check the robustness of Tikh_RGCV as the

regularization tool for solving the iPTF problems is the under-determined problem. In these
configurations the number of microphones inside the virtual cavity (referred here as field-points
fp onwards) are varied in the following reduced order: 600, 480, 240 and 60. They are thus
representing 100%, 80%, 40% and 10% of the number of identification patches. The numerical sets
for these configurations are schematically illustrated in Figure 4.27. The rectangular wire-frame
box represents the virtual cavity, the rectangular plate indicates source and the black disperse
spots are the field-points.

As already presented in the previous subsections, to better understand the process involved

(a) fp= 600 (b) fp= 480

(c) fp= 240 (d) fp= 60

Figure 4.27: Settings of the different field-point configurations considered.

in Tikh_RGCV to arrive at its identification results, its functional behaviour needs to be known.
The L-curve plot and the function plot of Figure 4.28 are example of process results of Tikh_RGCV
applied to the different field-point configurations considered.

From Figure 4.28, the amplitude of the values in λ2 spectrum increases as the number of
field-points are decreased. This reflects exactly on the amplitude level of their singular values σi
spectrum (as depicted in the condition number plots of Figure 4.31) which varies in accordance. It
can be seen from the function plot of Figure 4.28 that optimum λ2 is located at the corner L-curve
of Figure 4.28(b) and at the local minima of the RGCV curve of Figure 4.28(a) as expected but
there is no traceable link between the number of field points and the nature of the plots at 500 Hz.
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Figure 4.28: Tikh_RGCV behavioural results for the different field-point configurations at 500 Hz

A better perspective is to use a λ2
opt spectra representation of the results as shown in Figure

4.29 for the full frequency range of study. The corresponding regularization parameter for
both iPTF situations increases as the frequency increases, as can be observed. Also, there is
a significant variance between the configuration chosenfp600 (equal-determined case) spectra
and the others (under-determined cases). This early observation indicates that the u-iPTF
and m-iPTF identified findings using Tikh_RGCV for the under-determined instances may be
suspicious, and that additional investigation is required. However, at this point, there is currently
insufficient evidence to support this claim.

The methodology used to determine the accuracy of the identified iPTF results for these
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Figure 4.29: Optimum regularization parameter λ2 spectra for for the various field-point
under-determined configurations using the Tikh_RGCV technique.

various field-point configurations follows the validation process described in Section 4.3.3. The
reference and correlation measures are also the same as in the previous example. Figure 4.30
shows the initial set of numerical results.
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Figure 4.30: CI correlation results using the reference DFR velocity field and iPTF velocity field
computed from the Tikh_RGCV considered for the various field-point configurations.

From Figure 4.30 in general the correlation metric values for the velocity quantity decreases
along the frequency spectrum and as the number of field-points decreases. In general the identified
iPTF velocity fields are poorly correlated to the reference for the under-determined cases. The
causes for these observations can be better explained using the DPC analysis of Section 3.2.2.2.
The first step is to examine the condition number of the transfer matrix A of Equation (3.4)
of each of the field-point configurations as shown in Figure 4.31. It can be seen from Figure
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Figure 4.31: Condition number spectrum of the fp×600 impedance transfer matrix A of
Equation (3.3) for the different field-point configurations

4.31 that the more the field-points number is reduced the better the transfer matrix A is well
conditioned. At the first glance at Figure 4.31 the observations contradict the already seen
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results from Figure 4.30. Linking these results, the question that one is prompted to ask is: "Is
it possible for a well conditioned matrix to produced a worse identification result than the badly
conditioned one?" The answer is emphatically "Yes", this is because regularizing with Tikhonov
technique takes into account two sets of data as input namely: the matrix A and the vector y of
Equation (3.4). Based on this, the nature of the identification result is highly dependent both on
how well A is conditioned and the error level in y. This implies that for an ideal case, where
the identification result is perfect, then A should be well-conditioned and y should be error-free
and authentic (true representation of the phenomena). In any situation other than this, the
identification results will not be as the reference. Now, that the condition nature of A is known,
the ill-posedness level and the authenticity nature of y is examined, then the combined effect of
A and y defines the ill-posedness nature of the iPTF problem. Thus it is the posedness nature
of the iPTF problem that determines the identification results and not only the characteristics of
A (how well condition is A). This ill-posedness level is shown in Figure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32: Ill-posedness level µc as a function of frequency for the different field-point
configurations.

From Figure 4.32, it can be observed that there is a clear disparity in the ill-posedness levels
as the number of field-points decreases from the equally-determined level (600) to the under-
determine levels (480, 240, 60). This finding indicates that when utilizing Tikh_RGCV, which is
Tikhonov in nature, the regularized findings from the equally-determined and under-determined
situations (Figures 4.32 (c) and (d)) will be far apart. Also, when just the under-determined
cases are considered, the spectra are essentially the same in pattern, with a little rise in error
level when the number of field points is lowered from 480 to 60. What the above observations
mean practically is that, in terms of data y, decreasing the number of field-points implies that
the y has insufficient acoustic information to produce meaningful analysis which makes the error
in y to be large and thus the physical relation of the underlying exact iPTF problem is not
reasonable.

In Section 4.5.1, the difficulties for the Tikh_RGCV to generate solutions for these under-
determined problems is investigated further.

4.5.1 A close examination of the under-determined case

As shown in Figure 4.30, there is a significant difference between the CI results of fully-
determined instances, which are extremely good, and the bad results of under-determined
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cases. These discrepancies, as well as the disappointing outcomes produced, have prompted
more research into the under-determined circumstances, which is the subject of this section.
Alternative regularization strategies are being sought as a result of these factors. The techniques
under consideration include Twomey_CHA, Tikh_CHA and Itr_CHA (see Equation (3.84)), all of
which are part of the preceding regularization technique described in Section 3.4.1.3.

It should be emphasized that using these prior regularization techniques necessitates the
usage of the references that are being looked for, which is not the typical approach for solving an
inverse problem. These approaches are shown here just to demonstrate that good results can still
be obtained for problems that are under-determined and that difficulties main arise from the
regularization strategies which often fail to provide an optimal λ2

opt value. The three approaches
using the CHA metric are used here to evaluate the inherent capacity of the considered strategy
by finding the best possible solution comparing each time to the reference.

The reference (vref ) utilized in the Tikh_CHA and Itr_CHA strategies is solely used as a
guide in selecting the best regularization parameter λ2

opt and iopt, respectively, and does not
constitute part of their solution functions as shown in Equation (3.27) and Equation (A.1). The
reference (vref ) is part of the objective function in the Twomey_CHA, as it is in Equations (3.66),
and it is also used in the regularization parameter selection procedure (CHA). As a result, the
Twomey_CHA findings are heavily skewed toward that specific reference indicator. The interest
of using the CHA cost function (which performs a comparison to the reference for all the λ2

values at each frequency) is only employed here to understand if the difficulties arising from
the under-determination of the problem come from the regularization process or from the iPTF
formalism itself.

Figure 4.33 depicts the behavioural results of the regularization procedure for the above-
mentioned strategies. It can be seen that the associated regularization parameter value grows as
the frequency increases for the Itr_CHA and Tikh_CHA approaches in all of the regularization
techniques presented, as anticipated. With the exception of the completely determined case
(fp= 600), the regularization parameter spectra increases in value as the number of field points
increases in the Tikh_CHA technique. This pattern is identical to that exhibited in the spectra
of Figure 4.29 obtained by Tikh_RGCV. As a consequence, it should come as no surprise that
the detected results for Tikh_CHA and Tikh_RGCV are similar at some frequencies. It’s worth
noting that when the number of field points reduces, Itr_CHA takes less iterations to reach
the best solution. The under-determined instances and fully determined cases are still clearly
distinguished in the iteration index spectrum. This will be reflected strongly in the identification
findings.
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Figure 4.33: Optimum regularization parameter λ2 spectra for the different prior regularization
techniques considered for the various field-point under-determined configurations.
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Surprisingly, the regularization parameter spectra in the Twomey_CHA strategy follow the
same pattern as the condition number spectra in Figure 4.31, with peak values appearing at
the virtual acoustic cavity’s eigenmode frequencies. This means that the Twomey_CHA method
is strongly dependent on the virtual cavity’s eigenmodes, and that special attention should
be paid to identification results that are near to the eigenmode frequencies. It’s also worth
noting that there’s no discernible difference in spectra pattern between under-determined and
fully-determined situations, as shown in the Itr_CHA and Tikh_CHA techniques.

For evaluating if the difficulties coming from the under-determination of the problem come
from the regularization process or from the iPTF formalism, the CI metric is used to evaluate
the performance of the Tikh_RGCV strategy already analyzed (see Figure 4.30) in regards with
the best possible solution that can be reachable with Tikh regularization technique. This best
possible solution is obtained with the Tikh_CHA strategy.
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(b) u-iPTF CI fp= 600
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(c) m-iPTF CI fp= 480
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(f) u-iPTF CI fp= 240
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Figure 4.34: CI correlation results using the reference DFR velocity field and iPTF velocity field
computed from the different regularization techniques considered for the various field-point

configurations.

When comparing Tick_RGCV and Tikh_CHA in Figure 4.34, it is worth noting that the perfor-
mances are really similar even if for the heavily under-determined problem (fp = 60), Tikh_CHA
exhibits slightly better reconstructions. This means that the Tikh_RGCV strategy leads to re-
construction fields really close to the best possible reconstruction fields that can be reachable
with any Tikh regularization technique. Thus, the quality of the reconstruction seems to be
limited here by the regularization process. This is confirmed when comparing to the results
obtained by Itr_CHA and Twomey_CHA. The Itr_CHA provides with the best possible solution
using an iterative (Itr) regularization technique. The performances of this strategy are identical
to the Tikh_RGCV for the equally-determined case (fp = 600) but are significantly better for
under-determined cases. It is a hint that confirms that Tikh regularization underperfoms for
under-determined problems. Finally, as can be seen in Figure 4.34, the Twomey_CHA strategy
leads to almost perfect results even for heavily under-determined problems. This is obviously
due to the fact that it necessitates the knowledge of the field one wants to retrieve as a part of
its objective function. However, it also clearly demonstrates that with a perfect regularization
technique, the iPTF approaches are able to handle under-determined problems.

4.6 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter’s main objective was to search from a number of regularization techniques
presented in Chapter 3 which is most appropriate for both m-iPTF and u-iPTF methods. The
approach includes conducting numerical experiments with numerous scenarios to create set of
test cases to defined the iPTF problems. The section begun with the description of the numerical
experiments carried for the different test cases considered.

Two sets of different independent numerical experiments were carried out to provide input
data for the both u-iPTF and m-iPTF methods. The first numerical simulation provided the
acoustic field measurement data (dual pressure measurement for m-iPTF and pressure and
particle velocity measurement for the u-iPTF) which is usually obtained through performing
real laboratory test. This numerical experiment was achieved using the direct frequency analysis
module of ACTRAN to compute the radiate acoustic field information. The second numerical
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simulation was carried out to compute the matrices (Z and Y) needed for application of The
iPTF process. The two simulations are completely independent.

The defined iPTF problem is solved using the regularization techniques. The first test case
scenario is the the idealistic case, on which all the regularization techniques (deterministic and
statistical approach) were deployed. The identified results from each of the techniques are
validated using a set of correlation metrics. The zeroth-order-Tikhonov-RGCV (Tikh_RGCV)
based technique emerged as most suitable regularization technique for the iPTF methods in
solving the idealistic problem case.

The Tikh_RGCV was further explored in two realistic cases to test for its robustness. These
realistic test cases are the perturbed (noisy) and underdetermined iPTF test cases. The perturbed
cases described the situation where various noise levels were added to the measurement data
whereas the reduction of the number of field points in relation to the number of identification
patches defines the under-determined case. The generated identified results for the realistic test
case were validated in a similar manner as in idealistic test case. The differences in the obtained
correlation results were explained using the DPC analysis. The acquired identified findings from
the varied perturbed configurations for quantifying the acoustic source are generally in good
agreement with the reference.

As a whole, for the various under-determined configurations investigated, the resulting
identified findings for quantifying the acoustic source are not always in reasonable agreement with
the reference. A detailed study of the validation data indicated that the Tikh_RGCV and Tikhonov
in general are not the best appropriate techniques to apply for this rigorously under-determined
issue. As a result, alternative innovative strategies, such as iteration, statistical, and sparse-based
approaches, should be pursued rather than Tikhonov methods.
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5
Source field reconstruction in presence of masking objects

Performing acoustic measurements in cluttered and complex environment such as the engine
test-bench shown in Figure 5.1 is often challenging especially if one is interested in obtaining
detailed acoustic information from a specific part. The difficulties often arise from the presence
of different structures, frames or obstacles. Indeed, this kind of bench prevents classical NAH
approaches to be used as:

• masking objects produce an "acoustic shadow" on microphone arrays ;

• the presence of masking objects can affect the radiated acoustic field so that the "free field"
condition is far to be fulfilled ;

• such a cluttered environment makes difficult to place a necessarily large microphone array
at the suitable positions ;

• it is difficult to define back-propagated plane fields on such a complicated source shape.

Mounting frame

Mounting frame

Mounting frame

Drive shaftDrive shaft

Exhaust

Frame

Figure 5.1: Engine test-bench with various masking structures [27].

In this chapter, how iPTF approaches can be used in this kind of situation will be explained.
The concept of virtual acoustic volume around the source is the key-point that allows taking into
account the presence of masking (rigid) objects. In combination with features already presented
in Chapter 2, iPTF approaches become powerful tools to characterise real industrial systems or
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structures.
The main aim of this chapter is to use the iPTF method in the presence of masking objects:

this situation will be called "blind reconstruction" in this context. The term "blind reconstruction"
used here means retrieving the acoustic properties of the source (in other words fully characterising
a source) which is partially masked by an obstacle.

The chosen approach to illustrate the above problem is numerical which involves creating
different configurations depicting the possible situations often encountered in real-world. As a
result, parametric studies are undertaken which consist of different test case scenarios, all based
on the reconstruction of the velocity field on the surface of a rectangular plate masked by a rigid
parallelepiped obstacle. The first test case deals with the influence of the obstacle distance (how
far or close) from the source on its identification as presented in Section 5.3. Thus the obstacle
is varied for a distance of 1 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm and 15 cm from the source. The second test case
as addressed in Section 5.4, deals with how widening the obstacle to increase its surface area
with respect to the source area affects the identified source characteristics. The obstacle width
is varied in the order of 10 cm, 30 cm and 50 cm. It should be noted that all of the text cases
in sections 5.3 and 5.4 were conducted without any noise in the measurement data (noiseless
equal-determined system).

In this chapter, for sake of conciseness, only the u-iPTF with the Tikh_RGCV regularization
strategy will be used for illustrating the effect of the masking object on the quality of the
reconstructed fields.
In this section, the challenging case where the source field to reconstruct is partially masked by
the presence of an object is addressed. This situation is very common in real life: the system
under study can be partially masked by a supporting frame or a cable or some zones of the
radiated field might not be accessible due to the presence of a wall or the surface of another (non
studied) part. For many methods, this challenging situation can not be considered. The aim of
this section is to show that iPTF can, thanks to its formulation, treat these situations in a quite
straightforward way. In fact, a masking rigid object can be treated exactly like the rigid baffle
in the example of Chapter 2. In the case of the rigid baffle, no information was needed on this
surface. This is due to the correspondence between the real boundary condition (rigid surface)
and the virtual boundary condition (Neumann’s boundary condition) on this surface. In that
way, the real problem is already represented by the virtual mode shapes used in the mathematical
formulation. The presence of a rigid object is treated in the same way. To do that, the virtual
volume defined in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 has to be modified to take into account the shape of the
object by removing the volume corresponding to the “footprint” of the object in the virtual
volume. On the created surface (inside the virtual volume), a Neumann’s boundary condition is
imposed. As a consequence, to respect the correspondence between boundary conditions, the real
object has to be perfectly rigid and not moving. This is the main assumption of the proposed
approach.

5.1 Presentation of the numerical experiment
In the example presented in Figure 5.2, the masking object is considered to be a parallelepiped.

It is 70 cm long and 1 cm thick. Its width will vary between 10 and 50 cm (10 cm, 30 cm and 50
cm). This object is longer than the plate and the distance to the plate will vary between 1 cm
and 15 cm (1 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm and 15 cm).

Compared to the process described in section 4.1, the difference lies in the fact that the
“footprint” of the rigid masking object is taken into account in the FE/IE model for the direct
computation and as such the radiated acoustic field is highly modified by the presence of the
masking object as can be seen in Figure 5.3. This new field will be used as an input for Equation
(3.3).
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Figure 5.2: Model plate for vibration computation in the presence of masking object

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: A cut- section view of the acoustic radiation from the excited plate in the presence of
masking object positioned 10 cm away from the plate at 900 Hz. (a) The radiated pressure field

(dB, ref: 2×10−5 Pa) and (b) the radiated velocity field (dB, ref: 5×10−8 (m/s)).

5.2 Definition of the virtual volume and acoustic impedance
computation

Compared to section 4.2, the virtual volume is modified to take into account the footprint
of the masking object as presented in Figure 5.4(a) and Figure 5.4(b). A Neumann’s boundary
condition is considered on this internal surface. In this example, the masking object is completely
included in the virtual volume: it is not mandatory. The masking object could be partially
in and partially out the virtual volume. And as a result, only the part in the virtual volume
will affect the iPTF modelling. In that case, there is no need to model the rest of the masking
object: it will be taken into account by the measurement of the radiated field. Compared to case
presented in section 4.2, the size of the matrices remains unchanged. Indeed, as one knows that
the velocity field is null on the surface of the masking object, there is no need to discretize it into
new patches. As the consequence, the number of measurement points remains unchanged too.

5.3 Test case I: Influence of masking object distance from the
source

This section is the first part of the configuration examination for the blind reconstruction
parametric investigation, as previously stated. The masking object is set at a specified distance
away from the vibrating plate (source surface) for numerical investigations, as shown in Figure
5.5. The distances considered for numerical studies are 0 cm, 1 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm.
For simplicity sake, the letters ′′d′′ and ′′w′′ used here indicate the distance to the source and
the width of the masking object, respectively. As a result, numerical studies for the set-ups
d0cm_w0cm, d1cm_w15cm, d5cm_w15cm, d10cm_w15cm and d15cm_w15cm were carried
out. The set-up d0cm_w0cm represents a scenario in which there is no masking object present,
whereas d1cm_w15cm, d5cm_w15cm, d10cm_w15cm and d15cm_w15cm denote instances in
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.4: Virtual cavity model. (a) Definition of the surfaces delimiting the virtual acoustic
cavity and the associated boundary conditions (b) Mesh model of the virtual acoustic volume.
Only the virtual surface and the plate surface are divided into patches, (c) source patches and

(d) virtual patches.

which there is a 15 cm wide masking object positioned at a distance of 1 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, and
15 cm away from the source surface.
Each image of Figure 5.5 consists of 3D XYZ view and upper left cornered 2D YZ schematic

(a) d0cm_w0cm

(b) d1cm_w15cm (c) d5cm_w15cm

(d) d10cm_w15cm (e) d15cm_w15cm

Figure 5.5: Geometric model of the different set-ups.
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view. In the 3D XYZ view, the blue rectangular wire-framed box represents the virtual cavity,
the black disperse spots are the field-points (positions of the measurement sensors) whereas the
olive and gray rectangular plates indicate source and masking object respectively. In the 2D YZ
schematic view, the blue shaded area: measurement zone, white shaded zone: no-measurement
zone, red bar: masking object, green bar: plate. It is to be noted that in all the cases shown in
Figure 5.5, no measurement sensors were located between the masking object and the plate (the
masked-zone).

The procedures used to determine the authenticity of the identified iPTF results for the various
test set-ups is consistent with the validation process described in section 4.3.3. In addition, the
reference and correlation measures are the same as before. The objective here is to compare the
source fields (velocity, pressure and intensity) identified in the presence of the masking object
to those obtained without masking object. It is here expected to have a good correlation if the
source fields are not affected by the presence of the object. However, two different choices are
possible for placing sensors in the virtual volume:

• choice 1: no microphone position is chosen in the masked zone, that is to say in between
the masking object and the plate.

• choice 2: some microphones are located in the masked zone.

For both choices, the total number of microphones is constant (600). Choice 1 is obviously the
most convenient choice for experiment as it does not need to place microphones in a hard to
reach area. However, it is still important to evaluate if adding some microphones in the masked
zone could increase significantly the quality of the results.

Figure 5.6 presents the correlation metric CI for the velocity (5.6a, 5.6b), pressure (5.6c, 5.6d)
and intensity (5.6e, 5.6f) fields. For each correlation analysis, the difference between choice 1 and
2 is presented to evaluate if there is a gain adding microphones in the masked zone.
Figure 5.6 permits to draw some conclusions:

• correlation metric values higher than 0.75 for all the test set-ups (except d1cm_w15cm)
demonstrate that even in the presence of masking objects, the iPTF approach is able to
reconstruct the field behind the object. The masking object here is neither small nor far
from the plate and the quality of the reconstruction is still acceptable.

• the presence of microphones in the masked zone slightly increases the correlation metric
values but it is not as significant as expected. However, the number of microphones in this
masked zone is not negligible (7%, 8.8%, 11.3%, 16.2% respectively for cases d1cm_w15cm,
d5cm_w15cm, d10cm_w15cm and d15cm_w15cm). Considering the difficulty to put some
microphones in the masked zone, the gain is too small to worth it. This is a good news
when considering experimental measurements.

• the identified intensity fields are more difficult to reconstruct accurately as they are
the product between the pressure and the velocity fields and so any inaccuracies in the
velocity and/or pressure are magnified throughout the multiplication process. However, the
produced correlation values are still acceptable even if the quality of the results decreases
with the proximity of the masking object and with frequency.

• case d1cm_w15cm exhibits some falls of the correlation metric values at the eigen-
frequencies of the structural modes of the plate. This is because, at these frequencies, the
acoustic fluid trapped in the masked zone creates a strong structure-fluid coupling when
the masking object gets closer to the source surface producing a two-way sided effect, in
which the fluid and plate vibrations influence each other. As a result, for these particular
frequencies and for a such small distance (1 cm) between the masking object and the plate,
the comparison of the results to the case without obstacle is meaningless as the vibratory
field has changed. This point has to be kept in mind in the following results.
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(c) No measurement in masked-zone ; pressure field
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(e) No measurement in masked-zone ; intensity field
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Figure 5.6: Plots of CI correlation metric used in the comparison of the source acoustic
indicators identified by iPTF and that computed on the plate (reference) for the full frequency
spectrum of the different masking object distance test set-ups. The vertical lines indicate the

positions of the plate eigen frequencies.
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From all the results shown so far, test set-up d1cm_w15cm (and to a lesser degree d5cm_w15cm)
has outlier values compared to the rest of the data. As said before, it is expected that the presence
of the masking object at such a small distance modifies the vibratory fields. As a consequence,
the comparison to the case with no obstacle would be meaningless. The next paragraph aims
at proving that even with a strong coupling between the vibration of the structure and the
sound pressure in the acoustic volume trapped between the plate and the masking object, iPTF
approach can still produce reasonable results.

Figure 5.7 shows the correlation metric CI computed between the identified velocity fields and
the d1cm_w15cm (presence of the masking object at a distance of 1cm) and d0cm_w0cm (no
masking object) cases taken as a reference. It is clear that the CI computed with d1cm_w15cm
case does not exhibit falls as it has been observed with d0cm_w0cm case. Figure 5.7 proves two
things: (i) the vibratory field is modified by the presence of a too close masking object and (ii)
iPTF approach is still able to reconstruct the modified field with a reasonable accuracy.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Correlation metric CI between the identified velocity fields and the d1cm_w15cm
(presence of the masking object at a distance of 1cm) and d0cm_w0cm (no masking object)

cases as a reference. (b) Illustration of the strong coupling between the vibratory field and the
pressure field in the volume trapped between the plate and the masking object at 332 Hz.

Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 present respectively the identified velocity, pressure and intensity
fields at the frequency of 332 Hz. These figures show really good comparison between identified
and reference fields. The same conclusions as those observed previously still hold: (i) the presence
of a masking object does not affect too much the quality of the identification, (ii) adding some
microphones in the masked zone does not improve significantly the results (and can sometimes
worsen them) and (iii) the increase of pressure in the trapped acoustic volume is well represented
in d1cm_w15cm case (see Figure 5.9(iii)).
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(xi) MiMZ
d15cm_w15cm

Figure 5.8: Spatial colormap of the amplitude of the acoustic velocity field on the surface of the
plate identified with u-iPTF using Tikh_RGCV and the reference computed results at a frequency
of 332 Hz for different masking object distance test set-ups. Outline position of the masking

object is shown by the cyan-colored rectangle and the acronym MiMZ indicates ’Measurement in
Masked-Zone’.
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Pressure (Pa) (i) Reference

(ii) d0cm_w0cm (iii) d1cm_w15cm (iv) d5cm_w15cm (v) d10cm_w15cm (vi) d15cm_w15cm

(vii) d0cm_w0cm (viii) MiMZ
d1cm_w15cm

(ix) MiMZ
d5cm_w15cm

(x) MiMZ
d10cm_w15cm

(xi) MiMZ
d15cm_w15cm

Figure 5.9: Spatial colormap of the amplitude of the acoustic pressure field on the surface of the
plate identified with u-iPTF using Tikh_RGCV and the reference computed results at a frequency
of 332 Hz for different masking object distance test set-ups. Outline position of the masking

object is shown by the cyan-colored rectangle and the acronym MiMZ indicates ’Measurement in
Masked-Zone’.
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Intensity (W/m2) (i) Reference

(ii) d0cm_w0cm (iii) d1cm_w15cm (iv) d5cm_w15cm (v) d10cm_w15cm (vi) d15cm_w15cm

(vii) d0cm_w0cm (viii) MiMZ
d1cm_w15cm

(ix) MiMZ
d5cm_w15cm

(x) MiMZ
d10cm_w15cm

(xi) MiMZ
d15cm_w15cm

Figure 5.10: Spatial colormap of the amplitude of the acoustic intensity field on the surface of
the plate identified with u-iPTF using Tikh_RGCV and the reference computed results at a

frequency of 332 Hz for different masking object distance test set-ups. Outline position of the
masking object is shown by the cyan-colored rectangle and the acronym MiMZ indicates

’Measurement in Masked-Zone’.

Figure 5.11 plots the acoustic radiated pressure and the radiation efficiency to evaluate the
quality of global results as a function of frequency. The presence of the masking object at a
distance of 10 cm and 15 cm from the plate does not alter the estimation of the radiated pressure
and the radiation efficiency on the whole frequency band. The influence of the presence of the
masking object begins to be noticeable for small distances like 1 cm or 5 cm. With such small
distances, the identified intensity field is less comparable to the reference (see Figure 5.10(iii)) and
so the radiated power and the radiation efficiency are more difficult to estimate. The addition of
microphones in the masked zone does not change the estimation of the radiated pressure but
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slightly improves the estimation of the radiation efficiency for frequencies higher than 900 Hz
but again it’s not a significant improvement.
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Figure 5.11: Plots of global acoustic indicators identified by u-iPTF with Tikh_RGCV and the
reference computed result for the different masking object distance test set-ups. The vertical

lines indicate the positions of the plate eigen frequencies.

The near-field information on the source surface is the subject of all of the above-mentioned
results. These source fields, especially intensity fields, are useful to locate zones responsible of
the radiated sound pressure. But they can also be used as an input for computation of radiated
sound. As such, the velocity field, expressed on patches can be converted on source mesh nodes
and can serve as the Boundary condition (BC) in an ACTRAN DFR analysis (or any other
acoustic solver). In the following, the directivity is computed using the reference vibratory fields
(the ones obtained from the coupled fluid-structure case) or the identified velocity fields (without
or with masking object). For the latter case, the computation is purely acoustic, imposing a
velocity field on a zone of the fluid (boundary condition). If the presence of the masking object
does not affect the identified fields the directivity plots should be identical to the directivity
computed without masking object. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 shows respectively the directivity
plots in ZX and ZY planes. In both cases, a 101-field-point semi-circular array with a radius
of r = 50 cm and an elevated look angle θ measured from the main X-axis and Y-axis of the
source plane are used to compute the directivity plots. These discrete field-points are arranged
in such a way that they follow a hypothetical path on the ZX ans ZY planes in space, the centre
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of which coincides with the geometrical centre of the source.
First, one has to remark that the directivity plots computed from the reference cases visible in

Figure 5.12(b) and 5.13(b) are highly affected by the presence of the masking object (especially
in the ZX plane). This is obviously an expected results: the presence of the masking object alter
the radiated pressure field and so the directivity. Second, the directivity computed from the
identified velocity fields are all similar whether the identified fields were obtained without or with
the presence of the masking object. This is a powerful feature of iPTF: iPTF approach is able to
"cancel" the influence of a masking object and is a tool to estimate the directivity of a source
even in a non conventional acoustic environment (no anechoic chamber). The d1cm_w15cm case
still presents some discrepancies (especially in the ZY plane, see Figure 5.13(c)). This is due
to a too close masking object that makes difficult the reconstruction and modify the vibratory
field of the plate. Finally, adding some microphones in the masked zone slightly improves the
results but not in a significant manner as the results without microphones in the masked zone
were already good.
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(c) DFR from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
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(d) DFR from BC mesh using iPTF velocity of MiMZ

Figure 5.12: Settings and polar pressure radiation pattern of the ZX semi-circular array recorded
at a frequency of 636 Hz for the different masking object distance test set-ups.
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(e) DFR from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
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(f) DFR from BC mesh using iPTF velocity of MiMZ

Figure 5.13: Settings and polar pressure radiation pattern of the ZY semi-circular array recorded
at a frequency of 636 Hz for the different masking object distance test set-ups.
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5.4 Test case II: Influence of masking object width across the
source

As previously established, this section is the second phase of the configuration examination
for the blind reconstruction parametric investigation. For numerical experiments, the masking
object widths across the source surface are adjusted, as illustrated in Figure 5.14. The widths
examined for numerical studies for a masking object location 10 cm away from the source surface
are 0 cm, 15 cm, 30cm and 50 cm. The letters "d" and "w," have the same meaning as previously
introduced in section 5.3, denoting the distance and width of the masking object, respectively.
As a result, numerical studies for the set-ups d0cm_w0cm, d10cm_w15cm, d10cm_w30cm
and d10cm_w50cm were carried out. The set-up d0cm_w0cm represents a scenario in which
there is no masking object present, whereas d10cm_w15cm, d10cm_w30cm and d10cm_w50cm
denote instances in which there is a masking object positioned at a distance of 10 cm away
from the source surface with widths of 15 cm,30 cm, and 50 cm across the from the source
surface. The masking objects d0cm_w0cm, d10cm_w15cm, d10cm_w30cm and d10cm_w50cm
approximately cover 0%, 37.5%, 75% and 100% of the source surface area respectively.

Figure 5.14 shows a 3D XYZ view and a 2D YZ schematic view in the upper left corner

(a) d0cm_w0cm (b) d10cm_w15cm

(c) d10cm_w30cm (d) d10cm_w50cm

Figure 5.14: Geometric model of the different test set-ups with varying widths.

of each scene. The virtual cavity is represented by the blue rectangular wire-framed box in
the 3D XYZ view, the field-points (positions of the measurement sensors) are represented by
the black disperse spots, and the source and masking object are represented by the olive and
gray rectangular plates, respectively. The blue shaded region represents the measurement zone,
the white shaded area represents the no-measurement masked-zone, the red bar represents the
masking barrier, and the green bar represents the plate in the 2D YZ schematic view. It’s worth
noting that there were no measuring sensors between the masking object and the plate in any
of these circumstances but, as previously done, these cases will be compared to cases where
microphones are put in the masked zone.

Figure 5.15 shows the correlation metric CI used to evaluate the quality of the reconstruction
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as done in the previous section. For each width of the masking object, a comparison is done to
the d0cm_w0cm case (no masking object) and to configurations for which microphones are also
put in the masked zone.
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(c) No measurement in masked-zone: pressure field
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(d) Measurements in masked-zone: pressure field
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(e) No measurement in masked-zone: intensity field
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(f) Measurements in masked-zone: intensity field

Figure 5.15: Plots of CI correlation metric used in the comparison of the source acoustic
indicators identified by iPTF and that computed on the plate (reference) for the full frequency
spectrum of the different masking object width test set-ups. The vertical lines indicate the

positions of the plate eigen frequencies.
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It is clear from Figure 5.15 that the quality of the reconstruction worsens with the size of the
masking object and so with the percentage of source surface masked by the object. On the whole
frequency range, the CI averaged values are approximately 0.95 for the case with no masking
object (0% of the source surface), 0.85 for the case with a 15 cm width object (37.5%), 0.75 with
a 30 cm width object (75%) and 0.5 with a 50 cm width object (100%), and this roughly for all
the field types (velocity, pressure or intensity). However, one has to remind from Figure 5.14
that all the microphones used are excluded of the masked zone. Therefore, for the extreme case
of a masking object bigger than the source to identify itself, no information is captured in the
vicinity of the source and most of the microphones are almost isolated from the source. But
even for this extreme case, the identified maps are not meaningless as can be seen in Figures
5.16, 5.17 and 5.18. Indeed, the fields are somehow distorted, producing a low CI value, but the
spots and the maximum values of velocity, pressure and intensity are still located in the same
zones. Such interesting results were not expected when setting up this test case. This shows how
iPTF approach is robust and it can be used in configurations for which no other method can be
applied.

Velocity (m/s)

(i) Reference (ii) d0cm_w0cm (iii) d10cm_w15cm (iv) d10cm_w30cm (v) d10cm_w50cm

(vi) Reference (vii) d0cm_w0cm (viii) MiMZ
d10cm_w15cm

(ix) MiMZ
d10cm_w30cm

(x) MiMZ
d10cm_w50cm

Figure 5.16: Spatial colormap distribution of the amplitude of the velocity on the surface of the
source identified with u-iPTF using Tikh_RGCV and the reference computed results at a

frequency of 332 Hz for different masking object width test set-ups. The outline position of the
masking object is shown by the cyan-colored rectangle and the acronym MiMZ indicates

’Measurement in Masked-Zone’.
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Pressure (Pa)

(xi) Reference (xii) d0cm_w0cm (xiii) d10cm_w15cm (xiv) d10cm_w30cm (xv) d10cm_w50cm

(xvi) Reference (xvii) d0cm_w0cm (xviii) MiMZ
d10cm_w15cm

(xix) MiMZ
d10cm_w30cm

(xx) MiMZ
d10cm_w50cm

Figure 5.17: Spatial colormap distribution of the amplitude of the pressure field on the surface
of the source identified with u-iPTF using Tikh_RGCV and the reference computed results at a
frequency of 332 Hz for different masking object width test set-ups. The outline position of the

masking object is shown by the cyan-colored rectangle and the acronym MiMZ indicates
’Measurement in Masked-Zone’.
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Intensity (W/m2)

(xxi) Reference (xxii) d0cm_w0cm (xxiii)
d10cm_w15cm

(xxiv) d10cm_w30cm (xxv) d10cm_w50cm

(xxvi) Reference (xxvii) d0cm_w0cm (xxviii) MiMZ
d10cm_w15cm

(xxix) MiMZ
d10cm_w30cm

(xxx) MiMZ
d10cm_w50cm

Figure 5.18: Spatial color-map distribution of the amplitude of the intensity field on the surface
of the source identified with u-iPTF using Tikh_RGCV and the reference computed results at a
frequency of 332 Hz for different masking object width test set-ups. The outline position of the

masking object is shown by the cyan-colored rectangle and the acronym MiMZ indicates
’Measurement in Masked-Zone’.

Putting microphones in the masked zone clearly improves the quality of the reconstruction of
the velocity fields as can be seen in Figure 5.15. This is due to the fact that these microphones
are in the vicinity of the plate, in the masked zone where the two-facing-walls effect is dominant.
The effect of putting microphones in the masked zone is clearly beneficial but not mandatory
which paves the way to an experimental applicability of the iPTF approach even in a presence of
large masking objects.

As can be seen in Figures 5.19, the main effect of the presence of the masking object is on the
estimation of the radiation efficiency of the plate which is overestimated by iPTF approach. If
the size of the masking object is small enough (here for 37.5% of the source surface), the effect
is negligible and the radiation efficiency is well estimated. However, when the covered surface
is too significant, the estimation of the radiation efficiency produces wrong results. Putting
microphones in the masked zone has a significant effect on this estimation as d0cm_w0cm case
is comparable to the case without obstacle on the whole frequency range. The radiated acoustic
power is slightly overestimated by approximately 2-3 dB mainly for the biggest masking object
that cover 100% of the source surface.

The approach for validating the identified far field pressure response is identical to that
described earlier. Figures 5.20 and 5.21 present the directivity plots in ZX and ZY planes
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Figure 5.19: Plots of global acoustic indicators identified by u-iPTF with Tikh_RGCV and the
reference computed result for the different masking object width test set-ups.

respectively, for two frequencies: 478 Hz and 1000 Hz.
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(a) Set-up of the semi-circular array
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(c) DFR at 478 Hz from excited plate with masking
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(d) DFR at 1000 Hz from excited plate with masking
object
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(e) DFR at 478 Hz from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
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(f) DFR at 1000 Hz from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
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(g) DFR at 478 Hz from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
of MiMZ
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(h) DFR at 1000 Hz from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
of MiMZ

Figure 5.20: Settings and polar pressure radiation pattern of the ZX semi-circular array recorded
at a frequency of 478 Hz and 1000 Hz for the different masking object distance test set-ups.
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(c) DFR at 478 Hz from excited plate with masking
object
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(d) DFR at 1000 Hz from excited plate with masking
object
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(e) DFR at 478 Hz from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
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(f) DFR at 1000 Hz from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
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(g) DFR at 478 Hz from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
of MiMZ
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(h) DFR at 1000 Hz from BC mesh using iPTF velocity
of MiMZ

Figure 5.21: Settings and polar pressure radiation pattern of the ZY semi-circular array recorded
at a frequency of 478 Hz and 1000 Hz for the different masking object distance test set-ups.

Figures 5.20(c)-(d) and 5.21(c)-(d) shows the directivity plots that would be measured in the
presence of the masking object in the ZX and ZY planes respectively for two frequencies: 478 Hz
and 1000 Hz. The influence of the presence of the masking object clearly changes the directivity
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patterns in both planes and for the two frequencies even if the effect is more pronounced at 1000
Hz. This results are compared to the directivity plots computed using the identified velocity fields
as boundary conditions for a DFR analysis with masking object: the objective is here to evaluate
if the iPTF approach is able to "cancel" the influence of the masking object on the estimation
of the directivity plots of the source itself. When using microphones only outside the masked
zone, the results are plotted in Figures 5.20(e)-(f) and 5.21(e)-(f). When using microphones
everywhere in the virtual volume, the results are plotted in Figures 5.20(g)-(h) and 5.21(g)-(h).
At low frequency, 478 Hz here, the results are really good, a residual effect of the presence of the
masking object being only visible for the d10cm_w50cm case even if no microphone is placed in
the masked zone. Again, this is a remarkable result for iPTF approach. At higher frequency, here
1000 Hz, the influence of the masking object is more pronounced and the presence of the object
is not completely "canceled". To reach this "cancelling effect", one needs to put microphones
in the masked zone. By doing this, the estimated directivity plots are really similar to those
computed directly without masking object.

To evaluate objectively the estimation of the directivity plots on the whole frequency range,
the CI metric is used to compute the similarity between two directivity patterns. In Figure 5.22,
three different types of directivity patterns are compared to the same case: a direct computation
without masking object. The three categories of directivity patterns are the following:

• directivity patterns obtained from direct computation in the presence of the masking
object. These patterns are denoted direct_w15cm, direct_w30cm and direct_w50cm. For
this category of patterns, the CI metric indicates that the directivity patterns are highly
affected by the presence of the masking object, as expected. Obviously, the larger the
masking object, the more different the directivity pattern compared to the case without
masking object.

• directivity patterns using velocity fields identified using iPTF without microphones in the
masked zone. These patterns are denoted iPTF_w0cm, iPTF_w15cm, iPTF_w30cm and
iPTF_w50cm. The results plotted in Figure 5.22 for this category illustrate the "cancelling
effect" of iPTF approach. For all the object widths, the CI metric is higher than 0.9 (except
for the d10cm_w50cm above 800 Hz) showing a high similarity between the directivity
patterns computed from iPTF results with a masking object and the directiviy pattern
obtained with a direct computation without masking object.

• directivity patterns using velocity fields identified using iPTF with microphones in the
masked zone. These patterns are denoted iPTF_MiMZ_w0cm, iPTF_MiMZ_w15cm,
iPTF_MiMZ_w30cm and iPTF_MiMZ_w50cm. This category clearly shows that putting
microphones in the masked zone is beneficial as the produced directivity patterns are almost
identical to the one without masking object.
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Figure 5.22: Evaluation of the similarities of different directivity patterns compared to the
directivity pattern computed without masking object. The CI metric is used to evaluate the

similarity on the 101 points of the semi-circular array. "direct" means that the directivity to be
compared to is computed with the presence of the masking object and without the use of iPTF

results. "MiMZ" means "Measurement in the masked zone".

5.5 Summary and Conclusion
The requirement to complete the overall aims of the PhD thesis work in regard to the detection

and description of acoustic sources drove this investigation. One of the expectations is the blind
reconstruction of sources utilizing the iPTF approach provided in this chapter. Dealing with
the existence of a masking object is rather uncomplicated thanks to its formulation and the FE
modelling of the virtual volume. It simply entails taking into consideration the masking obstacle’s
"footprint" in the virtual volume and computing the acoustic impedance matrices appropriately.
This is a very useful feature for dealing with mounting frames, wires, and reflecting walls in
industrial applications.

A comprehensive parametric investigation of blindly identifying an acoustic source was
conducted, taking into account the effect of the masked object distance from the source and its
width across the source.

The very-nearfield information and radiated far-field information are used to validate the
results. The very-nearfield information on the source surface is objectively evaluated by performing
a correlation analysis utilizing the CI metrics between the reference and identified acoustic fields.
Then the directivity patterns of the radiated pressure response computed from the velocity fields
identified by iPTF using data collected in the presence of the masking object were compared to
those obtained from data without masking object. It was shown that both produce the same
directivity patterns, indicating that iPTF is able to "cancel" the influence of a masking object.

It is critical to emphasize to the reader that the goal of these investigations is to prove that
these various test set-up scenarios with the masking object present provide nearly the same
identification results as when the masking object is absent. Even in severe test set-up scenarios,
good correlations were achieved.
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6
Industrial Application

The major goal of this chapter is to test the suggested iPTF blind reconstruction method
in an experimental setting. As a result, an experimental campaign was carried out using the
Siemens XiL test rig that operates a SimRod e-motor. The Simrod e-motor, as the name suggests,
is an electric motor that operates on the induction principle and is often used in fully electric
or hybrid electric vehicles (FEV/HEV). The induction motor has the benefit of being basic in
design, resulting in a low-cost build. The Noise, Vibration, and Harshness (NVH) characteristics
of an induction motor are influenced by a variety of factors, including machine size, material
qualities, and electromagnetic design. In terms of ride and acoustic comforts within the car, an
NVH study is crucial.

The chapter proceeds with a description of the test setup under investigation, followed by
a presentation of the selected SimRod e-motor driving cycle. The application of the m-iPTF
method (the choice of m-iPTF was driven by the available sensors) to reconstruct the acoustic
fields on the surface of the e-motor is described afterwards. Two methods are used to verify
the m-iPTF results. The first method of validation is to compare the m-iPTF findings to the
Acoustic imaging results computed using the Bayesian Focusing technique [233]. The other form
involves a masking object made of a wooden panel, placed near the SimRod e-motor used to
evaluate the blind reconstruction with m-iPTF method.

6.1 e-Drive motor: setup description and operational conditions
The XiL test rig is shown in Figure 6.1. It consists of the SimRod e-motor, which is the part

under investigation in this chapter, mounted on a coupling unit. A load is applied to the SimRod
e-motor using a "load motor". The system is rigidly mounted on a heavy frame uncoupled from
the rest of the workshop. The acoustic environment is not anechoic and also integrates noise
generated by electric cabinets (one of them is visible in Figure 6.1).
A typical operational trajectory of the SimRod e-motor is shown in Figure 6.2. During the

test, the speed is increased during 5 seconds from 0 to 2500 rpm and then is kept constant
for approximately 17 seconds. During this constant speed step, the corresponding torque is in
between 10 and 14 Nm. Then, the speed is decreased to 0 in 5 seconds. In all the runs, the
cooling fan visible on the SimRod e-motor in Figures 6.1 and 6.3 was off (not in operation).
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Figure 6.1: XiL test rig setup from Siemens lab.

Current

Voltage

Figure 6.2: Test conditions and e-motor response

For the application of the m-iPTF approach, only the phase with a constant speed will be
considered. As a results, the following operational conditions are:

• the E-drive was run in Eco-mode

• a speed of 2500 rpm was set

• a torque of 10-14 Nm was applied on the motor

6.2 Description of the application of iPTF approach

6.2.1 Definition of the virtual acoustic volume

Identification patch mesh
The aim of the present experiment is to reconstruct the acoustic fields directly on the surface
of the SimRod e-motor in the [0...2000] Hz frequency range. To find a trade-off between the
maximum frequency to reach and the complexity of the geometry to discretize, an average size
of 30 mm has been defined for the identification patches. Therefore, 716 patches are used to
discretize the surface of the SimRod e-motor as can be seen in Figure 6.3.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6.3: SimRod e-motor set-up representation : (a)-(c) real and (d)-(e) Identification patch
mesh
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Virtual surface patch mesh
The virtual surface surrounding the SimRod e-motor is composed of 4 planar measurement

surfaces on the right, left, front and top sides. The four surfaces are composed by square patches
of dimensions 40×40 mm as can be seen in Figure 6.4. This patch size allows applying m-iPTF
up to 2 kHz with a λ/4 criterion. The left, right and front surfaces are divided into 10 (horizontal)
by 9 (vertical) patches. The top surface is divided into 10 by 10 patches. The total number
of patches is 370 (see Table 6.1 for FEM model description). The ground and the surface of
the coupling unit will be considered as two physically rigid surfaces and as such will not be
discretized into patches.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: Virtual surfaces delimiting the virtual acoustic volume. (a) virtual surface patch
mesh and (b) rigid surfaces not discretized into patches. The transparent shape of the e-motor is

drawn to see the layout of the surfaces in relation to the e-motor.

Patch model Field-point model
FEM parameters Source patches Virtual surface

patches
Cavity

field-points
Virtual surface
field-points

Element geometries Triangular Quadrangular point point
Mean element

edge length [mm] 30.8 40 - -

Number of nodes 363 370 694 370
Mean aspect ratio 1.2697 1 - -
Number of elements 706 370 - -

Interpolation Linear Linear Linear Linear

Table 6.1: FEM topology used in the computation of the modal transfer (impedance) matrices
Ymk and Zmk of Equation (3.3).
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Virtual volume mesh
The virtual volume is defined as the acoustic volume surrounded by the union of the 4 planar
measurements surfaces composing the virtual surface described previously and 2 physically rigid
surfaces (ground and surface of the coupling unit). The virtual volume consists then of a box
with the footprint of the SimRod e-motor whose shape is described by the virtual surface patch
mesh as can be seen in Figure 6.5 (see table 6.2 for FEM model description). The orange wires,
visible in Figure 6.3 (b) were not taken into account in the virtual volume and, as such, their
influence is assumed to be negligible.

To be able to compute natural frequencies and mode shapes of the virtual volume up to 8000
Hz, the average size of the tetrahedral elements is set to 8 mm approximately as presented in
Table 6.2. Up to 8000 Hz, 2102 mode shapes are extracted for the virtual volume and will be
used in Equation (3.3) to compute the impedance matrices. A total number of 694 field points is
positioned inside the virtual volume (see Table 6.1). The description of their respective positions
will be detailed in Section 6.2.2.

(a) Unmesh model (b) XY cut section

Figure 6.5: Virtual cavity FEM model used in the modal extraction analysis. Definition of the
surfaces delimiting the virtual acoustic cavity and the associated boundary conditions (b.c)).

FEM parameters Virtual cavity mesh model
Element geometries Tetrahedral

Mean element
edge length [mm] 8.3

Number of nodes 143649
Mean aspect ratio 1.6024
Number of elements 787942

Interpolation Linear
Spatial dimension
Lx×Ly×Lz [mm] 400×400×360

Table 6.2: FEM topology used in the modal extraction analysis simulation performed with
ACTRAN
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6.2.2 Acoustic measurements

In this section, the choice of applying only the m-iPTF approach was driven by the fact that
only microphones were available. A specific array of 5×10 microphones with a spacing of 4 cm
in both directions has been designed. The array has been used to measure the acoustic pressure
on the centroids of the virtual surface patches by moving it sequentially (2 positions per face).
To describe the whole virtual surface, 8 positions of the array were necessary as shown in Figure
6.7. As the measurements were sequential, some fixed references were defined: 5 microphones
located close to the SimRod e-motor and 2 triaxial accelerometers glued directly on the e-motor
as shown in Figure 6.6.

To measure the acoustic pressure at the 694 field points inside the virtual cavity, the array
was moved toward the center of the virtual volume at two different positions spaced by 2 cm.
One can see the slots used to put the array in position in Figure 6.8.

(a) Fixed Sensors: mic1, mic2, mic4
and accel1

(b) Fixed Sensors: mic5 and accel2 (c) Fixed Sensors: mic3

(d) Accelerometer accel1 (e) Fixed microphone mic1

Figure 6.6: (a)-(c) settings of Reference sensors and (d)-(e) time domain signals for accel1 and
mic1.

The signals of the sensors have been recorded during the whole run (see Figure 6.6) but only
10 seconds in the steady state were kept. The signals were recorded with a sampling frequency of
40.960 kHz. The signals acquired for the different positions of the array have been synchronized
on the same event analyzing the signal of microphone as a fixed reference. The signals were then
cut in 10 windows of 1 second, weighted by a Hanning window. Then a temporal-to-frequency
conversion was done using a fast Fourier transform. Finally, a phase reference was chosen for
all the positions of the array and the spectra were averaged. It results 370 spectra for the
measurements on the virtual surface and 694 spectra for the measurements at the field points
inside the volume. Each spectrum has a frequency range from 0 to 2000 Hz with a frequency
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step of 0.5 Hz. An example of them (accelerometers accel1 and accel2) is plotted in Figure 6.9.

Right side

A B

Front side

C D

Top side

G H

Left side

E F

(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: (a) Steps involved in the pressure measurement on the virtual surface and (b) detail
of the position of the microphones.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: (a) Steps involved in the pressure measurement inside the virtual cavity and (b)
detail of the position of the microphones.
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Figure 6.9: Converted acceleration spectra in frequency domain.

6.3 iPTF reconstruction without masking object and compari-
son to Acoustic Imaging results

At this point, the findings of the m-iPTF approach with Itr_MINP regularization strategy of
Equation (A.2) for an obstacle-free situation are compared to the results of an Acoustic imaging
method developed by Antoni [233] and marketed under the name "Bayesian Focusing approach"
by MicrodB. In these noisy under-determined experimental studies, Itr_MINP of Equation (A.2)
was chosen above Itr_RGCV of Equation (3.72) as the preferred regularization technique. This is
due to the fact that, as stated in Section 4.5.1, Itr_RGCV and Tikhonov techniques in general
perform poorly for under-determined systems.

The operating settings of the SimRod e-motor employed for the Bayesian methodology are
the same as those stated previously for the m-iPTF method. Acoustic imaging measurements are
made up of three circular microphone arrays carefully placed in three different places as shown
in Figure 6.10. The objective for choosing these placements was to have a large field of view in
order to capture the whole region of interest (SimRod e-motor). The array is placed at a distance
of 0.3m from a "source plane". The "source plane" is a planar surface where it is assumed that
the sought acoustic sources are located. The results produced by the Bayesian Focusing approach
consist then in frequency averaged intensity maps back-propagated on a plane close to the source
of interest. Therefore, the Bayesian Focusing approach will be used as a qualitative comparison
with m-iPTF results which provides 3D mapping of the acoustic fields at one single frequency.

Figure 6.10 shows the localization maps identified by the Bayesian Focusing approach in the
[570...700] Hz, [710...890] Hz and [1790...2240] Hz frequency bands. These maps are compared to
the 3D mappings identified by m-iPTF approach at the frequencies 588.5 Hz, 719.5 Hz and 1992
Hz respectively. The plotted elemental power (intensity per unit patch area) fields and the color
scales are defined to render the comparison easier. The so-called "dynamic range" for the Bayesian
Focusing approach was set to 4 dB meaning that side-lobes and ghost images are neglected if
their level is 4 dB lower than the maximum value in the map. The same "dynamic range" is set
for iPTF 3D maps for sake of comparison. By analyzing Figure 6.10, some conclusions can be
drawn:

• the main sources are located in the same zones for both methods. This is particularly
visible for maps at 719.5 Hz and 1992 Hz. For example, the small source spot on the front
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(a) 588.5 Hz (b) 719.5Hz (c) 1992Hz

Figure 6.10: Comparison of iPTF results to Bayesian Focusing results. Top: positions of the
circular array for identifying maps with the Bayesian Focusing approach; Middle: maps

identified with Bayesian Focusing approach. Bottom: 3D maps identified using m-iPTF and
Itr_MINP regularization strategy.

side of the SimRod e-motor at 1992 Hz is to be located at the same position for both
methods.

• the iPTF estimated levels are a little bit higher than those estimated by the Bayesian
Focusing approach. This is due to the fact that in iPTF context, the values are estimated
directly on the surface of the SimRod e-motor and not on a close plane as done by the
Bayesian Focusing approach.

• On the surface of the SimRod motor, the iPTF displays very-nearfield power results thank
to 3D mapping contrary to the Bayesian Focusing approach which only displays planar
projections. This is true for most acoustic imaging techniques. The 3D maps of iPTF
approach allows identifying easily which part of the system is the main source. It’s more
difficult using the Bayesian Focusing approach, for example at 588.5 Hz.
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6.4 iPTF reconstruction in the presence of a masking object

6.4.1 Experimental and numerical setups

In the previous section, a first application of iPTF was compared to a Bayesian Focusing
approach. The good comparison between these two methods is a proof of the applicability of the
iPTF approach in an industrial context. Even if the rigid surfaces of the previous experiment
(the ground and the surface of the coupling unit) can, per se, be considered as obstacles as they
act as acoustic reflectors, they are not masking the SimRod e-motor itself. Therefore, to prove
that the iPTF can be used even in the presence of a masking object, a new experiment has been
designed.

This new experiment is identical to the previous one, except that a thick wooden panel has
been inserted in the virtual acoustic volume. As can be seen in Figure 6.11, this thick wooden
panel completely masks a part of the SimRod e-motor: almost two thirds of the side with the
fan. To handle this case, the virtual acoustic volume has been modified accordingly, to take into
account the footprint of the panel, see Figure 6.12. The measurements conditions were the same,
except that one position of the array was not reachable any more. The corresponding field points
have simply been suppressed in the iPTF process.

At this stage, one could argue that a masking object that is modifying only roughly a quarter
of the pressure field is not enough to validate the approach. However, one has to keep in mind
that the objective is to reconstruct the source fields directly on the 3D shape of the SimRod
e-motor, including the part in between the SimRod e-motor itself and the masking object. In
that zone, the source field is completely masked for all the microphones and for this reason, for
some vibration patterns, the test case is, on the contrary, very challenging.

In addition, but this point is not due to the presence of the masking object, a small frequency
shift has been observed between the two configurations: the characteristic peaks were not exactly
the same between the two runs. This is due to the fact that the two runs were performed during
two different days and the operational conditions always slightly change from one run to another,
especially if there were not performed during the same day. However, this frequency shift was
very small, only some Hertz up to 2000 Hz.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g)

Figure 6.11: Simrod e-motor representation for set-up with obstacle: (a)-(c) real and (d)-(f)
FEM model. (h): positions of the microphones on the virtual surface.

(a) Unmesh model (b) Mesh model (c) XY cut section

Figure 6.12: Virtual acoustic volume FEM model used in the modal extraction analysis.
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6.4.2 Reconstruction and far-field results

The very-near field results represent the acoustic fields in close contact with the SimRod
motors’ enveloping-skin. The amplitude level of the acoustic intensity is the acoustic indicator
used in the comparison. Figure 6.13 depicts intensity fields for the two configurations (with and
without the presence of the masking object) evaluated at various frequencies.

It is expected that the intensity fields are not modified by the presence of the masking object.

(d) 453 Hz (e) 546.5Hz (e) 1992Hz

(a) 453 Hz (b) 544Hz (c) 1992Hz

Figure 6.13: Comparison of Intensity field (W/m2) identified with iPTF method for
configuration with and without obstacle

Therefore, the intensity maps with and without masking object are supposed to be identical.
The maps at 453 Hz and 1992 Hz are really similar in their distributions as well as in their levels.
However, for this two frequencies, even if the masking object surely acts like an acoustic reflector,
the "meaningful" pressure field might not have been modified a lot as the masking object is not
actually masking these zones of the SimRod e-motor. This is not the case for frequency 544
Hz. The intensity field to be identified is mostly in front of the masking object so that almost
no microphone is directly "seeing" this zone. This configuration is very challenging and, at our
knowledge, no other method is able to reconstruct any field on such a masked zone. Figure
6.13(e) is proving that the iPTF approach has this powerful feature as the reconstructed field is
really similar to the one obtained without masking object.

The far-field information from the two setups, with and without obstacle, is compared here. As
is customary, the approach begins by translating iPTF velocity on source mesh patches to velocity
fields on source mesh nodes, which serve as the Boundary condition (BC) in the subsequent
ACTRAN DFR analysis. Figures 6.14 and 6.15 respectively depict the radiated pressure field
in the XY-plane and the directivity diagrams in XY-plane for two diffent frequencies. Both of
them are comparing the radiated fields computed from the two identified velocity fields, with
and without the masking object.
As explained in Chapter 5, if the iPTF approach is able to "cancel" the influence of a masking
object, the radiated pressure fields and the directivity diagrams should be the same when using
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(a) 544 Hz (without masking obstacle) (b) 546.5 Hz (with masking obstacle)

Figure 6.14: XY cutview section of the radiated pressure map for the configuration considered.
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Figure 6.15: Directivity plot for 201 microphones positioned in the XY plane at 50cm from the
centroid of the simrod e-motor. (a) settings ; (b) directivity diagram at 545 Hz ; (c) directivity

diagram at 1992 Hz.

the velocity field identified without masking object or using the velocity field identified with the
presence of the masking object. Figures 6.14 and 6.15(a) clearly show that this feature is still
valid in experiment. Indeed, the radiated pressure field has a lobe directly in front of the masking
object at 545 Hz. In the presence of the masking object this lobe should be highly modified:
this is not the case as can be seen in Figures 6.14 and 6.15(a). This proves that iPTF approach
is able to "cancel" the influence of a masking object on the radiated fields computed from the
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velocity field identified with iPTF from measurements in the presence of the masking object.

To objectively evaluate this feature on the whole frequency band, the CHA correlation metric
of Equation (C.9) is computed by comparing the directivity diagrams obtained from the two
identified fields: the velocity fields with and without the masking object. The result is plotted in
Figure 6.16(a). In addition, the corresponding radiated acoustic powers are compared in Figure
6.16(b).
Figure 6.16 shows a good correlation between the two computations. Figure 6.16(a) demonstrates
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the characterizations of the SimRod e-motor without and with the
masking object. (a) CHA correlation metric computed by comparing the directivity diagrams
obtained from the velocity fields identified from measurements with and without the presence of
the masking object and (b) radiated acoustic power spectra computed from fields identified from

measurements with and without the presence of the masking object.

that the directivity diagrams are highly comparable, especially at the radiated power peaks.

6.5 Summary and Conclusion
The suggested iPTF blind reconstruction method was put to the test in this chapter in an

industrial setting. As a consequence, an experimental campaign was conducted utilizing the
Siemens XiL test rig operating a SimRod e-motor.
This industrial application was performed with two main objectives: validating the iPTF approach
in an industrial setting by comparing it to a commercial system based on the Bayesian Focusing
approach and proving that the iPTF approach is able to handle the presence of a masking object.
Even if subjective, the comparison to the Bayesian Focusing approach clearly shows comparable
identified maps. This comparison demonstrates the applicability of the iPTF approach in an
industrial context in a non anechoic acoustic environment.
In the second experiment, a masking object was put in the previously defined virtual acoustic
volume. The FEM model for virtual acoustic volume has been modified accordingly. The
identified maps appear to not be modified by the presence of the masking object even for zones
not directly "visible" by sensors. To prove that the iPTF approach is able to "cancel" the influence
of the masking object, the directivity diagrams are computed in a direct response computation
using the identified velocity fields. Again, the directivity diagrams obtained from the velocity
field identified from measurements without and with the masking object are similar. The results
thus demonstrate that the iPTF approach is able to handle the presence of a masking object.
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7
Blind Source Separation in iPTF context

The goal of this chapter is to show how to use spatial information from the iPTF perspective
to separate incoherent sound sources that do not spatially overlap in frequency domain. This is
useful in acoustical applications that need the identification and ranking of sound sources with
various physical origins. The proposed approach, abbreviated as BSS-iPTF, follows a two-step
process, the first of which is related to blind separation applied on the radiated acoustic fields
and the second linked to source reconstruction with the iPTF method for each of the separated
fields. The source mixture is expanded first into a linear combination of spatial basis functions,
the coefficients of which are determined by back-propagating the pressures and/or velocities
measured by an array of sensors to the source domain.

This results in a formulation that seems to be similar to blind source separation already
published by Dong [234] but not identical. The coefficients are then blindly separated into
uncorrelated latent variables, referred to as incoherent "virtual sources" in the second step.
These are proven to be defined up to a rotation of any degree. Finally, a distinct set of sound
sources is found by looking for the rotation that minimizes some spatial criteria such like spatial
orthogonality or spatial disjointness. As a result, three separation criteria have been proposed:
"decorrelation", "orthogonality" and "spatial disjointness". Moreover, the thorough derivation of
the condition under which classical decorrelation (principal component analysis) can solve the
problem is developed.

Numerical data is used to validate the proposed approach.

7.1 Introduction

In general, the iPTF approach can detect a radiated acoustic field based on the phenomena
that cause it to exist. Separating the component contributions of the many phenomena that
contribute to the total radiated acoustic field is of importance. In this case, the phenomenon is
related to the various sound sources (the mechanisms that lead to the excitation). The engine
noise in an automobile is a realistic industrial example. This radiating engine noise is the
consequence of a complicated blend of sounds created by different sources, including combustion,
injection, compression, and exhaustion. The phenomena are what we call them. Blind source
separation (BSS) strategies are the class of methods for dealing with such issues.

BSS entails ’blindly’ retrieving a collection of unknown signals, referred to as sources, from their
observed mixes, with little to no prior knowledge of the source characteristics or mixing structure
[235]. The purpose of BSS is to use a multi-sensors setup to analyze multi-sensory observations
of a set of signals in a way that discloses their unique (and original) nature by incorporating the
spatial and temporal variability [236]. The following particular matrix factorization may be used
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to represent most linear BSS models algebraically as [237],

X = A∗S, (7.1)

where X is the sensor matrix, A is the mixing matrix, ’*’ is the mixing operation and S is the
source matrix. Using input data from the iPTF problem Equation (3.4) and additional source
prior knowledge, the proposed algorithm BSS-iPTF tries to extract the numerous sources that
make up S of Equation (7.1). The prior source information determines the coupling level and
location of the source. The present sources are assumed to be spatially non-overlapping and
uncoupled (uncorrelated).

Spatial and temporal signal information are particularly important in most BSS separation
processes, as previously stated. According to Dong [234], the usual procedure to obtain these
uncorrelated radiated fields is to conduct a real-world physical experiment in the time domain
and then convert the time signal to its frequency counterpart using the Short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) snapshot sampling technique. The current work is numerical in nature, and
no physical experiment was conducted, hence access to temporal signal spectra was not possible.
An alternate method of getting the mixing matrix is devised and discussed in Section 7.3.1.
This entails performing a series of DFR analyses to acquire a set of uncorrelated radiated field
information in the frequency domain, followed by stochastically sampling the frequency field
signal using a randomization approach. In some ways, the randomizing process may be viewed
as a replacement for the snapshot sampling technique used on the time signal.

It is worth noting that the BSS-iPTF algorithm can only be initiated after the mixing matrix
A of Equation (7.1) has been obtained, therefore any other procedure that leads to the mixing
matrix is completely unrelated to the BSS-iPTF technique. The BSS-iPTF technique’s first
steps include an inverse method that incorporates back-propagation from measurements to the
source domain of interest, and hence a regularization procedure utilizing Tikh_RGCV technique.
At this step of the process, the resulting decorrelated virtual sources do not always correspond
to the genuine sources. This is because a rotation matrix is absent and must be found. Other
separation criteria such as "orthogonality" and "spatial disjointness" are enforced in the search
for this rotation matrix.

7.2 Theory and Concept

7.2.1 Problem statement

The starting point is the iPTF equations, as given in Equation (3.4). For the sake of simplicity,
the subscript and other characters attached to the variables will be ignored, thus Equation (3.4)
will be rewritten as

Zv = p̂ with
{

p̂ = p− Z̄v̄ for u-iPTF
p̂ = p+ Ȳp̄ for m-iPTF (7.2)

The aim is not only to recover the vector of velocities v on the source surface, but also to
separate it into “independent” contributions (represented by ”independent” source fields).
In order to properly define the problem, the quantities of interest are seen as random variables.
Given an event $ in the universe Ω,

p : Ω 7→ CM ,$→ p($) (7.3)
v : Ω 7→ CN ,$→ v($) (7.4)
v̄ : Ω 7→ CL,$→ v̄($) (7.5)
p̄ : Ω 7→ CL,$→ p̄($). (7.6)
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More specifically, v($) is assumed to be generated by K “sources”, each of them being
characterized by a field vk,

v($) =
K∑
k=1

vkεk($) (7.7)

where the εk($) are zero-mean independent scalar random variables with unit variance (this is
without loss of generality since any scaling factor can be absorbed in vk). The aim is to recover
the contributions vk.

In the absence of other sources than the one of interest, the pressures p and velocities v̄ (in
case of u-iPTF) or p̄ (in case of m-iPTF) are entirely due to v. Therefore, one has

p($) =
K∑
k=1

pkεk($) (7.8)

v̄($) =
K∑
k=1

v̄kεk($) (7.9)

p̄($) =
K∑
k=1

p̄kεk($) (7.10)

with εk($) being the same zero-mean independent scalar random variables with unit variance
than the one introduced in Eq. (7.7) and with pk, v̄k and p̄k the contributions coming from
each "source" k. These contributions must verify Eq. (7.2):

pk = Zvk + Z̄v̄k for u-iPTF, (7.11)

pk = Zvk− Ȳp̄k for m-iPTF . (7.12)

In the following, the two iPTF problems (Equation (7.2)) will be reformulated as

v($) = Z−1p̂($) (7.13)

with

p̂($) =
K∑
k=1

p̂kεk($) (7.14)

Therefore, the objective is here to find the separation operator Πk allowing to extract the
contribution p̂k of the kth sources from the measured field p̂($)

p̂k($) = Πkp̂($) (7.15)

It should be noted that, the above notation p̂k($) = p̂kεk($). Then, the contribution of the kth

source of the velocity field on the surface of the structure is computed by

vk = Z−1p̂k. (7.16)

7.2.1.1 Decorrelation

A first condition to achieve the separation of independent sources is decorrelation. This
suggests the form of the separation operator Πk. From Equation (7.14) and the independence of
the εk($), the correlation matrix of p̂($) is

Cp̂p̂ = E{p̂($)p̂($)H}= 1
K

K∑
k=1

p̂kp̂Hk . (7.17)
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One wants to separate sources to fulfill the two conditions of decorrelation and of conservation
of “energy”,

E{p̂k($)p̂l($)H}= 0,k 6= l ⇔ ΠkCp̂p̂Πl = 0,k 6= l (7.18)
K∑
k=1

E{p̂k($)p̂k($)H}= Cp̂p̂ ⇔
K∑
k=1

ΠkCp̂p̂Πk = Cp̂p̂. (7.19)

In addition, since E{p̂k($)p̂k($)H}= p̂kp̂Hk is a rank-one matrix, it comes that the separation
operators Πk necessarily has the diadic form

Πk = rkwH
k (7.20)

where rk and wk are two column vectors.
Let us now consider the eigenvalue decomposition of the correlation matrix, Cp̂p̂ =

∑K
k=1 ukuHk σ2

k,
with σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ...≥ σN ≥ 0 and uHk ul = δkl. Condition (7.18) is satisfied if wk = αkuk for any
non-zero scalar αk. Without loss of generality, let us set αk = 1/σk (any unknown scaling
coefficient is now assigned to vk). Then, condition (7.19) becomes

K∑
k=1

rkrHk = Cp̂p̂, (7.21)

which means that the inverse of matrix R = (r1, ...,rk) must diagonalize Cp̂p̂ to identity, i.e.
R−1Cp̂p̂R−H = I. Therefore, one necessarily has R−1 = ΦHΣ−1UH with U = (u1, ...,uK),
Σ = diag(σ1, ...,σK) and Φ an arbitrary unitary matrix such that ΦHΦ = I. Finally,

Πk = UΣφkσ−1
k uHk . (7.22)

Substituting Πk for the above expression into Equation (7.15) then yields

p̂k($) = UΣφkεk($) (7.23)

with εk($) = σ−1
k uHk p̂($). It is easily checked that the variance of εk($) is the unity. Thus, by

identification with Equation (7.14), it holds that

p̂k = UΣφk, (7.24)

and the decorrelated virtual sources fields are obtained from

vk = Z−1p̂k = Z−1UΣφk. (7.25)

Since U and Σ are returned by the eigenvalue decomposition of Cp̂p̂, one still has to proceed
with the estimation of a “good” rotation matrix Φ.
Note that Equation (7.24) correctly satisfies Equation (7.17) with any unitary matrix Φ, even
though a popular but incomplete choice is to take Φ = I in the so-called PCA solution. In that
case, for Φ = I, the decorrelated virtual sources can be obtained using

vk = Z−1p̂k = Z−1ukσk. (7.26)

7.2.1.2 Choice of a rotation matrix Φ

Different criteria are possible depending on the properties one wants to enforce. For instance,
one may want the sources to be orthogonal on the source surface, that is

vHk vl = 0 for any k 6= l. (7.27)
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Therefore, from Equation (7.25), Φ is the unitary matrix that diagonalizes

A = ΣUHZ−HZ−1UΣ. (7.28)

Another possibility is to enforce the source support sets to be disjoint on the source surface.
Therefore for any diagonal matrix D,

vHk Dvl = 0 for any k 6= l. (7.29)

Then, Φ is the unitary matrix that diagonalizes

A = ΣUHZ−HDZ−1UΣ, (7.30)

possibly for different choices of matrix D [234, 238].

7.3 Numerical validation of BSS-iPTF method

In this section, a numerical experiment consisting of the radiation of two uncorrelated vibration
fields is carried out in a noiseless environment. The objective here is to extract the two fields S1
and S2 from the same experiment with the BSS-iPTF method described previously as illustrated
in Figure 7.1.

Source domain field Source 1 Source 2
BSS technique

iPTF method

Figure 7.1: Schematic description of the iPTF-BSS objective

However, contrary to real experiments, it is not straightforward to generate an acoustic field
radiated by two uncorrelated vibration fields by using numerical tools like finite element methods.
As deterministic, when applying two forces at the same time in numerical simulations, they are
implicitly correlated. For setting up a numerical experiment to validate the proposed BSS-iPTF
method, a process to generate the acoustic radiation of uncorrelated vibration fields is explained
in next section. It is important to underline here that all the procedure described in Section 7.3.1
is not necessary in the BSS-iPTF framework. It’s just a way to set up a numerical experiments
suitable to highlight the main results of BSS-iPTF.

7.3.1 Process to simulate the acoustic radiation of uncorrelated vibration
fields

The objective here is to try to mimic an experiment consisting in two radiating disjoint plates
excited each by uncorrelated point force as illustrated in Figure 7.1. In experiments, this is
simply done by feeding two electrodynamic shakers with uncorrelated signals generated by two
separated signal generators. In contrary, simulating this experiment with numerical tools like
finite element methods is not straightforward. The process described here to generate a sound
field due to two (or more) uncorrelated fields (here the vibrations of the plates) is based on
the combination of two (or more) computations, each of them characterizing the acoustic field
radiated by each plate, as illustrated in Figure 7.2.
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Force 1N

(a) Excited source 1 S1

Force 1N

(b) Excited source 2 S2

Figure 7.2: Schematic description of the process

In the present case described in Figure 7.2, the setup consists in two simply supported plates
radiating noise in a semi-infinite free field. To enforce uncorrelation between vibration fields
one needs to combine two independent Direct Frequency Response (DRF), as shown in Figures
7.2. These DFR are solved with ACTRAN software as already presented in section 4.1. The
first DFR is computed by exciting S1 while keeping S2 as part of the rigid baffle floor. The
second DFR is carried out by exciting S2 while keeping S1 rigid. The radiated field generated
by S1 will be different and independent from that generated by S2 in these two configurations.
The objective is now to combine these radiated fields in such a way that the produced field is
equivalent to the one that would be due to the radiation of the two uncorrelated vibratory fields
acting together. This generated field will serve in Section 7.3.2 as input data for the validation
of the BSS-iPTF approach.

The mixing phase

According to iPTF formulation of Equation (3.4), we can write, for each source field Si (i= 1,2)
acting independently

Zvi = p̂i with
{

p̂i = pi−Zvi for u-iPTF
p̂i = pi+Ypi for m-iPTF

(7.31)

where pi, pi and vi are respectively vectors of pressures at points inside the virtual volume and
pressures and velocities on the virtual surface as depicted in Figure 7.2.

This mixing technique involves performing several independent random realizations runs on
the pressure field p̂1 and p̂2. The mixing process is mathematically formulated below for M
realizations:

For m-iPTF we have:

p̂1 =
[
p1ε

1
1 +p2ε

1
2
]
+Y

[
p1ε

1
1 +p2ε

1
2
]

p̂2 =
[
p1ε

2
1 +p2ε

2
2
]
+Y

[
p1ε

2
1 +p2ε

2
2
]

...
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...
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...
p̂M =
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p1ε

M
1 +p2ε

M
2

]
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[
p1ε

M
1 +p2ε

M
2

] (7.32)
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for u-iPTF we have:

p̂1 =
[
p1ε

1
1 +p2ε

1
2
]
−Z

[
v1ε

1
1 +v2ε

1
2
]

p̂2 =
[
p1ε

2
1 +p2ε

2
2
]
−Z

[
v1ε

2
1 +v2ε

2
2
]

...
...

...
...

...
p̂M =

[
p1ε

M
1 +p2ε

M
2

]
−Z

[
v1ε

M
1 +v2ε

M
2

] (7.33)

where m= 1,2, . . .M and εmi ∈C is a scalar complex number sampled from a zero means complex
Gaussian distribution with unit variance with characteristics detailed in Appendix E. After
several runs, a realization matrix G ∈ CJ×M is obtained and is defined as

G =
[
p̂1, p̂2 . . . , p̂M

]

=


p̂1,1 p̂1,2 · · · · · · p̂1,M
p̂2,1 p̂2,2 · · · · · · p̂2,M
...

...
...

...
...

p̂J,1 p̂J,2 · · · · · · p̂J,M


(7.34)

It should be noted that the realization matrix G is composed of mixed pressure fields from the
two uncorrelated sources S1 and S2, thus G can be seen as a matrix that contains uncorrelated
pressure information.
The correlation matrix Cp̂p̂ ∈ CJ×J of the realization matrix G which is given by

Cp̂p̂ = 1
MGGH

=


c1,1 c1,2 · · · · · · c1,J
c2,1 c2,2 · · · · · · c2,J
...

...
...

...
...

cJ,1 cJ,2 · · · · · · cJ,J

 , (7.35)

is computed then. At this step, the decorrelation process can be applied as described in Section
7.2.1.1.

7.3.2 Validation test case

As shown in Figure 7.3, each plate of the validation test case is 0.25 m long, 0.3 m wide and
2 mm thick, and is made of aluminium (Young’s modulus E = 7.0×1010 Pa; density ρ= 2400
kg/m3; Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.25). The plates, spatially disjointed at a distance of 10 cm, are
excited by unit point forces (red upward arrow) located at point (0.39;0.05;0) m and (0.12;0.15;0)
m for plate 1 and 2 respectively on the frequency band [100 : 2000] Hz (frequency step 1 Hz).

The case study considered here is idealistic in the sense that performing acoustic measure-
ments with no noise in the data is uncommon in real life. However, it is a useful case to start
with in order to investigate the capabilities of the proposed BSS-iPTF approach. The results of
the various steps of the BSS-iPTF procedure are described in the subsequent paragraphs.

A radiated acoustic field due to the vibration fields of plates S1 and S2 excited by uncorrelated
point forces was first simulated using the process described in Section 7.3.1. Random variable
simulation and signal mixing are the two fundamental aspects of the creation process. During
the mixing phase (as indicated by Equations (7.32) and (7.33)), 1000 independent random
realizations runs were performed to obtain a radiated acoustic field equivalent to the one that
would have been measured in the presence of the two uncorrelated vibratory fields. These data
(radiated pressure and/or velocity) are then used as an input for the BSS-iPTF approach.
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(a) Plate 1 (S1) and plate 2 (S1) are excited
simultaneously with uncorrelated point

forces: the radiated sound field is due to two
uncorrelated vibration fields.

(b) Only plate 1 (S1) excited : the radiated
sound field is due to a coherent vibration

field.

(c) Only plate 2 (S2) excited : the radiated
sound field is due to a coherent vibration field

Figure 7.3: (a) depiction of an acoustic radiated field due to two uncorrelated vibration fields
(classically done in experiments using to uncorrelated signals feeding two electrodynamic

shakers). (b) and (c) are the computed independent simulations combined to mimic the pressure
field depicted in (a). The randomly dispersed blues points represent a total of 390 field points.

7.3.2.1 The BSS step: blind separation of radiated acoustic fields

As explained in 7.2 As shown in Equation (7.35), the covariance matrix Cp̂p̂ ∈ C390×390 is
decomposed using Eigen-Value Decomposition (EVD) to generate the unitary matrix U∈C390×390

and eigenvalues matrix Σ2 ∈ R390×390. Figure 7.4 shows the set of eigenvalues produced for the
result at 816 Hz.

As can be seen in Figure 7.4, only two of the 390 eigenvalues are dominating for both u-iPTF
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Figure 7.4: Plot of the 390 eigenvalues the covariance matrix Cp̂p̂ obtained at 816 Hz.

and m-iPTF, indicating two possible sources.
For each frequency of study, the amplitudes of the first two higher singular values σ1,σ2 and
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Figure 7.5: Spectra of the first two singular values of Cp̂p̂ of Equation (7.35) (where σ1 ≥ σ2)
and the DN for m-iPTF and u-iPTF method

their corresponding ratio σ2/σ1 is computed and is depicted in Figure 7.5. This ratio will be
referred to as "Dominance Number", DN . A DN value of 0 indicates that the second source
does not exist and thus only one source is present. A low DN basically signifies that first source
is substantially dominating the second source, to the point where second source’s existence is
overshadowed. A DN value of 1 indicates that both sources are equally dominant.

Analyzing Figure 7.5(a), one can remark that two different sets of peaks appear: some peaks
are at the same frequencies for both the u-iPTF and the m-iPTF methods while some other peaks
have frequencies that differ from one approach to another. The first set of peaks corresponds to
the plates eigenfrequencies (both plates have the same eigenfrequencies as they are identical)
while the second corresponds to the virtual cavity eigenfrequencies (the boundary conditions of
the virtual cavities are different from one method to another). Observing peaks for the plates
eigenfrequencies was expected on σ1 and σ2 spectra as they are the actual sources of the radiation
problem. Observing peaks for the virtual cavity eigenfrequencies was less obvious. Considering
the appearance of these peaks, one could expect to obtain maps perturbed by the eigenmodes of
the virtual cavity. This point will be checked later on.

7.3.2.2 How the matrices Φ and D are computed and used

Let consider per se that for the two sources, the obtained decorrelated virtual sources
Vdcl ∈ C390×2 are given by

Vdcl = [v1,v2] (7.36)

where vk with k = 1,2 is defined according to Equation (7.26).
In order to use the disjointness property of Equation (7.29) to compute the virtual sources,

the use of D is required. According to Dong et al. [238], the use of harmonic functions are
recommended and as a results in this study, the sinusoidal function is used to generate D, defined
as

B =
[
di = cos

(10πi
390

)
for i= 1, . . . ,390

]
= [d1,d2 . . . ,d390] .

(7.37)

A diagonal matrix D ∈ R390×390 as seen in Equation (7.29) is generated from the sequence
element of B as
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D =


d1 0 0 0
0 d2 0 0

0 0 . . . ...
0 0 · · · d390

 (7.38)

Thus the A ∈ C2×2 of Equation (7.30) is given by

A = VH
dclDVdcl (7.39)

performing eigen-value decomposition on A, then the unitary rotation matrix of section 7.2.1.2
which is Φ ∈ C2×2 is computed as

EVD(A) = ΦHΛ2Φ (7.40)

where the diagonal matrix Λ2 are the eigen-values of A.
As a results, the virtual sources Vdjt ∈ C390×2, obtained by imposing spatial disjointness

characteristics on Vdcl is given by

Vdjt = VdclΦ (7.41)

Similarly, by enforcing the orthogonality property on Vdcl, the virtual sources Votg ∈ C390×2,
is computed in the same way as Vdjt except the diagonal matrix D is identity (that is D = I).
The decorrelation, spatial disjointness and orthogonality properties are denoted by the subscripts
"dcl", "djt" and "otg" respectively.

7.3.2.3 The iPTF step: reconstruction of velocity fields

The next stage is to reconstruct the virtual sources, which leads to an inverse problem
(Equation (7.26)) to be solved from the extracted uncorrelated radiated fields. The inverse Z−1

can be computed with a variety of methods. However, due to the ill-conditioned character of Z
and the ill-posed nature of Equation (7.26), it is preferable to employ the Tikhonov regularization
approach, as detailed in section 3.3.1. As a result, the virtual source reconstruction is done with
the Tikh_RGCV. At this step, the first virtual source with higher σ will be referred to as ’source
A’ (denoted as SA), while the second virtual source with low σ will be referred to as ’source B’
(denoted as SB) as it is impossible to know if they actually correspond to vibratory field S1 or
S2.
Figure 7.6 shows the optimal λ2 parameter spectra, which demonstrates the functional behavior
of the Tikh_RGCV approach. Figure 7.6 shows that the optimal λ2 value increases as the frequency
increases for both the u-iPTF and the m-iPTF, with the m-iPTF displaying some anomalies
at lower frequencies. The regularization parameter λ2 for the m-iPTF approach is also larger
than for the u-iPTF equivalent. This is due to the fact that the m-iPTF problem statement
(Equation (7.26)) contains more noise (instabilities and inaccuracies in its Z and p̂k) than the
u-PTF problem statement. As previously stated in section 4.5, the Tikhonov regularization acts
as a buffer system, regulating measurement noise and solution smoothness. As a result, the
noisier p̂k is, the more filtering is required (which means a higher value of the regularization
parameter λ2) to produce a good solution, and vice versa.

The condition number spectra for the u-iPTF has greater values in general than the m-iPTF,
as seen in Figure 7.7(a). This is an indication that the impedance matrix Z associated to u-iPTF
is more unstable and ill-conditioned than that of the m-iPTF. However, the ill-posedness level
defined by the discrete Picard condition (see Section 3.2.2.2) shown in Figure 7.7(b) and (c)
demonstrates the opposite: the ill-posedness level of u-iPTF is lower than that of m-iPTF. The
reason for this is that the error computed is a combined effect of Z and p̂k, which defines the
iPTF’s ill-posedness. In contrast to u-iPTF case, the anomalies in p̂k, are so large in the m-iPTF
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Figure 7.6: Optimum regularization parameter λ2 spectra for m-iPTF and u-iPTF method
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Equation (7.26)
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Figure 7.7: Ill-posedness level µc for identified fields (b) SA and (c) SB. The condition number
spectra (a) is the same for the two sources.
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case such that their combined effect with Z accentuates the problem’s ill-posedness. The good
news is that the Tikh_RGCV regularization is used to adjust for all of these anomalies and still
produce a regularized solution that is reasonable. Figure 7.8 shows a visual representation of one
such solution.

(a) Reference : S1 + S2

(b) Reference : S1 (c) Reference : S2

(d) m-iPTF with Decorrelation : SB (e) m-iPTF with Decorrelation : SA

(f) u-iPTF with Decorrelation : SB (g) u-iPTF with Decorrelation : SA
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(h) m-iPTF with Orthogonality : SB (i) m-iPTF with Orthogonality : SA

(j) u-iPTF with Orthogonality : SB (k) u-iPTF with Orthogonality : SA

(l) m-iPTF with Spatially Disjoint : SB (m) m-iPTF with Spatially Disjoint : SA

(n) u-iPTF with Spatially Disjointness : SB (o) u-iPTF with Spatially Disjointness : SA

Figure 7.8: Results of source velocity fields (m/s) at 816 Hz. (a)-(c) are the references directly
computed with ACTRAN whereas (d)-(o) are identified separated source fields computed using

the proposed BSS-iPTF approach.

The amplitude of the normal component of the fluid particle velocity field in direct contact
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with the plate is represented by the reference results of Figure 7.8(a)-(c). When the magnitudes
of S1 and S2 are compared to the magnitudes of S1 +S2, it is clear that S2 is the most dominating
source. In the identification result, it is equivalent to SA.

The source identification patches utilized do not contain baffle floor mesh, therefore S1, S2,
and their union (S1 +S2) all have 390 patches. In addition, the floor baffle was not considered
in the separation process. The rationale for this was to avoid the problem becoming highly
under-determined, which would degrade the outcomes and make the main goal to prove impossible
to achieve. It was solely included in the identification results (Figure 7.8(d)-(o)) for the sake of
illustration.

It’s worth noting that decorrelation alone (use of Equation (7.26)) failed to distinguish the
source from its components SA and SB. In the velocity field source SA (Figure 7.8(e) and (g)),
a ghost image of SB was discovered, however the complete velocity field of SA was detected in
the velocity field that was supposed to be for SB (that is Figure 7.8(d) and (f) exhibit a false
call). As can be observed, separating the sources by decorrelation at 816 Hz resulted in artifacts
of false calls and ghost images in the separated velocity fields. The detected artefact impact
was suppressed to some extent by enforcing the orthogonality properties using Equations (7.27),
and (7.28) (Figure 7.8(h) - (k)) and spatial disjoint properties with Equations (7.29) and (7.30)
(Figure 7.8(l) - (o)). The suppression was more pronounced in the u-iPTF case than in the
m-iPTF instance, with the u-iPTF’s separated velocity field of orthogonality nature appearing
as the most closely correlated results to the reference.

Again, visually comparing the identified results to the reference is a subjective method of
validation that does not convey much information. As a result, an objective means is computed
for the entire frequency range using the CHA correlation metric (see Appendix C). Figure 7.9
depicts the results of the correlation analysis.

The use of eigenvalue decomposition in the process of producing rotation matrix for the
orthogonality and spatially disjointness requirements is indicated by the EVD in the legend of
the plots in Figure 7.9. Figure 7.9 shows that, on average, the CHA spectra for the various
criteria reduces as the frequency increases. The CHA spectra from imposing spatially disjointness
condition showed anomalies at certain noticeable frequencies, but the situation was more worse for
the decorrelation criteria, notably during SB separation (which happens to be the less dominant
source). It is clear that the worst CHA outcomes happened frequently when the DN values
were very different from one iPTF method to another. When it comes to artefact phenomena
(false calls and/or ghost pictures), this suggests that the criteria, particularly decorrelation, are
unable to distinguish between the sources. And the artefact effect is far more obvious in the less
dominant source, which happens to be SB, than in the very dominant source, which happens to
be SA. The orthogonality criteria was enforced, resulting in high CHA values for both sources.
Also, the separated sources resulting from the u-iPTF approach have higher CHA values on
average than the m-iPTF equivalent.
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Figure 7.9: Plots of CHA correlation metric used in the comparison of the separated sources’
velocity identified by BSS-iPTF and source velocity computed on the plate (reference) for the

full frequency spectrum of study.
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7.4 Summary and Conclusion
A variety of peculiarities are revealed by the blind separation of sources coupled to the iPTF

technique (BSS-iPTF). One significant concern is that it incorporates a spatial component that
is not included in traditional BSS. This is both a disadvantage (since it corresponds to an extra
convolution over space) and a benefit (because it allows for the definition of new separation
criteria). This chapter shows that enforcing the spatial disjointing or spatial orthogonality of the
separated sources, two assumptions that are very plausible in many instances, leads to a unique
solution to blind source separation. The search for spatially disjoint sources yielded the "spatial
disjointness" criterion, whereas the search for orthogonal sources yielded the "orthogonality"
criterion. BSS-iPTF’s solutions are totally new and have been proven to work in numerical
scenarios.

The initial phase of the BSS-iPTF technique is an inverse approach based on back-propagation
from measurements to the source domain of interest, which is where regularization iPTF
(Tikh_RGCV) comes into play. The obtained decorrelated virtual sources do not at all times
coincide with the true sources at this stage of the method. The reason for this is that there is a
missing rotation matrix that must be found, demonstrating that decorrelation is not a necessary
requirement for separating the sources in general.

The BSS-iPTF approach appears to be promising based on the validation findings. Despite
the fact that the outcomes are numerical in nature and stem from a simple academic structure,
the approach will be further modified in order to be applied to complicated industrial problems
in future studies. The proposed approach might be expanded to separate (partially) coherent
sound sources, and also to separate sound sources emanating from rotating machinery, to name
a few of the issues already noted.
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8
General Conclusions and Perspectives

8.1 Conclusion

Green’s identification and the idea of a virtual acoustic volume underpin the iPTF method.
This closed volume is a virtual controlled zone that surrounds the source and may be arbitrarily
built to provide measurement flexibility even when the source is saturated around with other
structures. Green’s identity is employed as a field separation method, allowing the technique to
be independent of the measurement environment. The entire idea and attraction of the approach
is centered on using the modal behavior of the virtual acoustic cavity as a Green’s function.
A choice of this sort allows one to substitute a virtual problem for the real one, avoiding any
assumptions about the true nature of the field outside the virtual volume and therefore avoiding
any measurement. As a corollary of its formulation and the FE modeling of the virtual volume,
dealing with the existence of a masking object is rather simple. It merely includes taking into
account the masking object’s "footprint" in the virtual volume and accordingly calculating the
acoustic impedance matrices. This is a highly significant aspect in industrial applications when
dealing with mounting frames, wiring, and reflecting walls.

The PhD thesis goals were developed based on these unique characteristics of the iPTF
approach. The iPTF technique is expected to be used for blind identification and blind sepa-
ration of acoustic sources. All of these are aimed at identifying and characterizing acoustic sources.

Because the iPTF method is an inverse technique, it necessitates the inversion of the impedance
matrix to obtain solution, necessitating extensive work in regularizing inverse issues. Thus,
conceptually, how to deal with inverse difficulties were examined in the present work. The iPTF is
an inverse problem because it involves calculating the acoustic source normal velocities (unknown
cause) using acoustic field measurements (seen effects) and FEM impedance matrices (propagation
operator). Inverse problems, just as this, have the common drawback that every arbitrarily slight
disturbance in the system’s input causes an arbitrary large oscillation in the output. To show the
characteristics of discrete ill-posed problems, a simple numerical experiment is conducted. It was
demonstrated that by purposefully contaminating the existing data with a little quantity of noise,
a typical inversion procedure yields an intangible solution dominated entirely by noise effects. A
reasonable solution can be found by adding some kind of regularization to the inversion of the
impedance transfer matrix, which clearly connects the cause (input) to the observed outcome
(output). The singular value decomposition of the matrix proved to be a very important tool in
the regularization process since it gives an explicit physical and mathematical explanation of the
ill-conditioned behavior. In addition, the discrete Picard condition was used, which assures the
existence of a physically meaningful regularized solution for a given right-hand side vector if met.
Several regularization approaches were investigated. With no prior knowledge, the technique
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applied in the traditional approach can be either deterministic (Zero-Order Tikhonov, iterative
CGNE-LBR) or statistical (Bayesian m-iPTF method and the proposed DBKH-iPTF method).
Regularization, in broad sense, may be viewed as a type of optimization process that involves
the development of numerous solutions from which the best solution should be chosen, and the
criteria for picking the best solution (by the use of regularization parameters) are a must. This
thesis study addresses two broad kinds of such tactics based on the degree of information offered.
The following criteria can be used in the absence of prior knowledge: GCV, RGCV, ZERO, CURV
and MINP criteria. When prior knowledge about the test problem is available, the CHA criteria is
used. All of these regularization procedures, in essence, require a trade-off between the error
component attributable to noise amplification (perturbation error) and the error component
imposed by the regularization (regularization error). The quantity of regularization is dictated
by the regularization parameter, which may be selected using the L-curve plot. This graphical
tool depicts the equilibrium between the residue’s norm and the size of the regularized solution,
as determined by an acceptable norm.

The best suitable regularization approach for both m-iPTF and u-iPTF procedures was
searched among the regularization techniques presented. The method entailed doing numerical
experiments using a variety of situations to build a set of test cases that characterized the iPTF
problems. Using regularization techniques, the described iPTF problem was addressed. The
idealized situation was used as the initial test case scenario, in which all regularization approaches
(deterministic and statistical) were used. A set of correlation measurements were used to validate
the identified findings from each of the strategies. In handling the idealistic issue scenario, the
zeroth-order-Tikhonov-RGCV (Tikh_RGCV) based strategy emerged as the most appropriate
regularization technique for the iPTF techniques. The DBKH-iPTF approach’s Bay_MAD and
Bay_MINP techniques, developed specifically during the thesis work, were the next two to per-
form well. These two strategies were not pursued further since they are computationally costly
and have been formulated to treat perturbed and/or equally-determined systems, not under-
determined problem instances. The robustness of the Tikh_RGCV was investigated further on two
realistic scenarios: perturbed (noisy) equally-determined and unperturbed under-determined
iPTF test cases. The perturbed cases indicated the circumstance in which various noise levels
were introduced to the measurement data, whilst the under-determined case is defined by a
reduction in the number of field points with respect to the number of identification patches.
The obtained identified findings for estimating the acoustic source from the various perturbed
(noisy) equal-determined configurations were in excellent agreement with the reference. The
scenario was completely different in the unperturbed under-determined situations, where each
configuration’s identified iPTF velocity field was poorly correlated to the reference. As the ratio
of field points to source patches decreased, the identified velocity values were less correlated to
the reference. The DPC sensitivity analysis was used to explain the disparities in the obtained
correlation data. It’s worth noting that DPC satisfaction is crucial to the regularized solution’s
degree of perfection. The Tikh_RGCV challenges in generating solutions for these unperturbed
under-determined problems were then examined further. Prior regularization techniques such
as Twomey_CHA, Tikh_CHA, and Itr_CHA were used in the investigation. The studies’ results
reveal that, Tikh_RGCV, and Tikhonov were not the best methods for dealing with unperturbed
under-determined iPTF problems, but that by modifying the iterative technique (CGNE-LBR
Algorithm), adequate and well-correlated results could be obtained.

The blind reconstruction of sources using the iPTF technique is one of the goals in this PhD
thesis. The influence of the masking object distance from the source and its width across the
source were considered in a detailed parametric analysis of blindly recognizing an acoustic source.
The test configurations that were reviewed went through many stages of validation. Very-nearfield
and radiated far-field information are used to analyze the results. The first numerical analysis
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looked at how the masking object’s distance from the source (how far away or close it was)
influenced its identification. When the masking object was placed very close to the source, as
close as 1 cm, the identified findings were overestimated, and the insertion of measurement sensors
in the masked zone did not improve the results. This is due to the fact that the fluid-structure
interaction in the masked zone was no longer weak, causing the vibratory field to change. The
second numerical analysis investigated how widening the obstacle to increase its surface area
with respect to the source region affects the identified source characteristics. Even in extreme
cases when the masking item completely covers the whole surface area of the source, it was
observed that a significant amount of source information could be retrieved, and that adding
measurement sensors to the masked-zone improved the results. It is crucial to underline to the
reader that the motivation behind this examination was to reveal that when the masking item is
present, the identification results are remarkably similar to when the masking object is removed.
Based on the obtained results from the studies conducted, the identified results were substantially
connected to the references, and even in difficult test set-up circumstances, good correlations
were attained. At this stage, an experiment was conducted on an electric motor mounted on the
Siemens test rig. The capacity of iPTF to handle the presence of masking objects was proved
adding a rigid thick wooden panel in between the system under study and the microphone array.
The obtained results demonstrated that iPTF approach is able to "cancel" the effect of masking
objects. This is quite a unique feature for source identification methods.

The "blind separation" of source fields in the iPTF architecture is another goal of the PhD
thesis work. The "BSS-IPTF" approach was created as a novel concept. This strategy was
validated using a numerical test case. The blind separation of sources in conjunction with the
iPTF approach showed a number of oddities (BSS-iPTF). One major point of contention is that
it has a spatial component that is absent from regular BSS. This is both a drawback (since it
corresponds to an additional space convolution) and a benefit (because it allows for the definition
of new separation criteria). This chapter demonstrates that enforcing the separated sources’
spatial disjointness or spatial orthogonality, two assumptions that are quite realistic in many
cases, results in a unique solution to blind source separation. The "spatial disjointness" criteria
was derived from the search for spatially non-overlapping sources, while the "orthogonality"
criterion was derived from the search for orthogonal sources. The BSS-iPTF strategy begins
with an inverse approach based on backpropagation from measurements to the source domain of
interest, which was where regularization of the iPTF with Tikh_RGCV entered the picture. At this
level of the procedure, the acquired decorrelated virtual sources didn’t always match the genuine
sources. This is because there is a missing rotation matrix that must be identified, proving that
decorrelation is not a condition for distinguishing the sources in general. Based on the validation
results by enforcing orthogonality and spatial disjointness properties, the BSS-iPTF strategy
looks to be promising.

Overall, the PhD thesis’s objectives were accomplish, and the iPTF approach is enticing and
has a great potential for solving most hard-knock vibroacoustic issues, not only in academia but
also in industry.

8.2 Recommendations and Future works

It has been shown that the regularization methods used can have a significant impact on
the quality of the results obtained from the application of the iPTF method. In most cases,
deterministic approaches such as Tikhonov’s approaches, associated with selection criteria for
the appropriate regularization parameter, give good results. Nevertheless, they have shown their
limit in cases where the problem is underdetermined. In this case, the results are mediocre
even if it remains possible to exploit the identified maps. The iterative methods presented
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in the thesis seem to give better quality results in this specific case. However, the stopping
criterion for these methods is not always easy to obtain. Thus, it would be interesting to continue
investigations on iterative methods in order to determine a relevant stopping criterion. It was
also shown that Phillips-Twomey approaches, requiring the knowledge of an estimate of the
expected solution (here applied using the exact expected solution for analysis and understanding
purposes) could give very relevant results. It could thus be interesting to find a way to know
an estimate of the solution, without knowing it a priori. To this end, one could either use an
available numerical model (even if not perfectly updated) or use the maps identified in a first
step using a classic Tikhonov regularization. Finally, the DBKH-iPTF regularization method
developed in this thesis, although time-consuming, gives very good results. The investigation
should be continued by verifying its ability to give good results in the presence of measurement
noise or in the under-determined case. As far as possible, the necessary calculation times should
also be reduced by using algorithms or a more suitable (compiled) programming language.

The so-called “blind reconstruction” feature of the iPTF method is very powerful and paves the
way to many applications hitherto impossible with traditional source identification approaches.
However, this functionality is based on the assumption of a perfectly rigid masking object, which
is rarely the case in reality. If the masking object is not perfectly rigid and it vibrates then it
must be considered as an additional acoustic source inside the virtual volume. The main problem
in this case is that either the masking object must be discretized into an identification patch mesh
like the system under study (to determine the vibrational velocity of the masking object even if
it is of no interest) or the vibrational velocity of the obstacle must be known as is the case for the
virtual surface (u-iPTF). In the first case, the number of identification patches increases, which
will result in increasing the number of measurement points in the volume or reducing the number
of patches on the surface of the system under study. In the second case, vibration measurements
of all the masking objects are necessary, which seems very complicated to implement. Thus,
in the case of a non-rigid masking object, it seems more appropriate to integrate it into the
identification patch mesh. The unanswered question is how coarse the discretization into patches
of the masking object can be.

In the same way, other configurations for which a blind reconstruction may prove necessary
may exist: this would be the case of a source inside a box comprising openings or limited access
or sources whose geometry includes hollow or strongly concave parts. These cases could be
treated in the same way as the masking object defined in this thesis.

According to the validation results from the blind separation studies, developed BSS-iPTF
approach appears to have a lot of potential. Notwithstanding the fact that the results are
numerical in nature and arise from a simple academic framework, the method might be further
improved in future work so that it can be applied to more complex industrial situations. To
highlight a few of the challenges already envisioned, the develop method might be developed to
identify (partially) coherent sound sources.
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A
Algorithm for the iterative approach
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Algorithm 2 CGNE-LBR Algorithm. Implemented as CGNELBR
1: Inputs:

A ∈ Cm×n and y ∈ Cm×1 of Equation (3.4)
w =

∥∥∥AHy
∥∥∥

2
/
∥∥∥AHA

∥∥∥
2

(weighting factor)
2: Output: x̂ZERO ∈ Cn×1 and x̂MINP ∈ Cn×1

3: Initialize:
Ä← (AHA)/

∥∥∥AHA
∥∥∥

2
(Normalization)

ÿ← (AHy)/
∥∥∥AHy

∥∥∥
2

(Normalization)
U(:,1)← ÿ/‖ÿ‖2
V(:,0)← 0
B(1,0)← 0
X(:, :)← 0
Ψ(:, :)← 0 ∈ R1×r

J(:)← 0, J ∈ Rr
G(:)← 0, J ∈ Rr

4: for i= 1,2, . . . , r do
5: h← ÄHU(:, i)−B(i, i−1)∗V(:, i−1)
6: h← h−V (:,1 : i−1)

(
V(:,1 : i−1)Hh

)
(re-orthogonalization)

7: B(i, i)←‖h‖2
8: V(:, i)← h/B(i, i)
9: q← ÄV(:, i)−B(i, i)∗U(:, i)
10: q← q−U(:,1 : i)

(
U(:,1 : j)Hq

)
(re-orthogonalization)

11: U(:, i+ 1)← q/B(i+ 1, i)
12: [Û,Σ̂,V̂]← SVD(B(1 : i+ 1,1 : j)) (the reduced SVD)
13: ψi← |Û(1, i)|/Σ̂(i, i)
14: Ψ(1, i)← ψi
15:

xi←‖y‖2 V(:,1 : i)V̂Σ̂−1Û(1, :)H (A.1)

16: X(:, i)← wxi (De-Normalization with weighting factor)
17:

J(i)← (‖wAxi−y‖2) · (‖X(:, i)‖2) (Itr_MINP objective function value) (A.2)

18:
G(i)← |‖wAxi−y‖2− i‖X(:, i)‖2| (Itr_ZERO objective function value) (A.3)

19: end for
20: Estimation of x: x̂
21: Itr_MINP Estimation: Find x̂ as the xi in X that yields the minimum value in J :

x̂MINP = min
x

(J), x ∈X (A.4)

22: Itr_ZERO Estimation: Find x̂ as the xi in X that yields the minimum value in G :

x̂ZERO = min
x

(G), x ∈X (A.5)
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B
Other Computations involved in DBKH-iPTF algorithm

Algorithm 3 Finding regularization operator from an inverse Normalized Matrix. Implemented
as T RM
1: Inputs:

A ∈ Cm×n and y ∈ Cm×1 of Equation (3.4)
2: Generate the normalize matrix of A as seen in Equation (3.33) as AHA
3: Check if matrix AHA is symmetric positive-definite matrix
4: if step 3 above is True then :
5: Perform the Cholesky-decomposition of

(
AHA

)−1
:

[
AHA

]−1
= chol

([
AHA

]−1
)

= LLH (B.1)

return LH ∈ Cn×n is Upper triangular matrix.
6: else
7: Perform the SVD of AHA considering the economy-size SVD of A to be A = UΣVH

in Equation (3.6) as already discussed in Section 3.2.2.1 :[
AHA

]−1
= svd

([
AHA

]−1
)

=
[(

UΣVH
)H(

UΣVH
)]−1

=

VΣH UHU︸ ︷︷ ︸
=I

ΣVH

−1

=
[
VΣHΣVH

]−1

= Σ−1VΣ−HVH

= LLH

(B.2)

with
LH = Σ−HVH = Σ−1VH (B.3)

return LH ∈ Cn×n.
8: end if
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Algorithm 4 Robust statistics of estimating a univariate location. Implemented as Bay_MAD
1: Inputs:

Univariate complex data set Yk ∈ Cn such that Yk = {y1,y2 . . . ,yn}
Threshold value: t

2: Output: µ̂
3: Convert Yk to absolute values to obtain new data, Xk ∈ Rn:

Xk = |Yk|
= {|y1| , |y2| . . . , |yn|}
= {x1,x2 . . . ,xn} , j = 1, . . . ,n

(B.4)

4: Reshuffle Xk as univariate ordered data set Xn ∈ Rn such that

Xn = {x1,x2 . . . ,xn} , x1 6 x2 6 · · ·6 xn, i= 1, . . . ,n (B.5)

5: Compute the median, median
i=1,...,n

(Xn) as a robust estimate of the location statistic measure of
Xn

median
i=1,...,n

(Xn) =

 x(n+1
2 ) if n is odd

1
2

(
x(n2 ) +x(n2 +1)

)
if n is even

(B.6)

6: Compute the median absolute deviation (MAD) as a robust estimate of the scale statistics
measure of Xk

MAD(Xk) = 1.483median
j=1,...,n

(∣∣∣∣xj−median
i=1,...,n

(Xn)
∣∣∣∣) (B.7)

7: Compute robust score zi for each elements in Xk as

zj = 1
MAD(Xk)

(
xj−median

i=1,...,n
(Xn)

)
j = 1, . . . ,n (B.8)

8: Generate the Zk ∈ Rn score sequence:

Zk = {z1,z2 . . . ,zn} , j = 1, . . . ,n (B.9)

9: Select from Xk the observations that fulfil the condition below to create X∗k ∈ Cm

X∗k = {xj : |zj |< t, j = 1, . . . ,k}
= {x1,x2 . . . ,xm} , l = 1, . . . ,m (m6 k)

(B.10)

10: Select from Yk the observations that correspond to X∗m to obtain Y ∗k ∈ Cm, with Y ∗k =
{y1,y2 . . . ,ym}

11: Compute the arithmetic mean µ̂ of Y∗k

µ̂= ȳl = 1
m

m∑
l=1

yl (B.11)
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C
Correlation indices for complex Vectors

The introduction of an angle between two vectors v, w of a (finite-dimensional) complex
(Hermitian, unitary) vector space VC (' Cn,n ∈ N,n≥ 2) is ambiguous and can be performed
[239, 240]

• either directly in the complex vector space VC by relying on the Hermitian product defined
in it for any pair of vectors v,w ∈VC

• by relying on the real vector space VR (' R2n) isometric to VC

Both approaches which are not completely independent are equally justified [239, 240].

Figure C.1: Holomorphic space defined by the Wplane and Vplane planes.

Given a complex vector space VC, a Hermitian form ϕ : VC×V→ C is positive if ϕ(w,w)≥ 0
for all w ∈ V, positive definite if ϕ(w,w)> 0 for all w 6= 0. A pair 〈VC,ϕ〉 is called a pre-Hilbert
space if ϕ is positive, and a Hermitian (or unitary) space if ϕ is positive definite [239, 240]. The
quantity ϕ(v,w) is usually called the Hermitian inner product of v andw. This will be denoted
as 〈v,w〉.

〈v,w〉= 〈(v1, . . . ,vn)T ,(w1, . . . ,wn)T〉= v1w1 +v2w2 + · · ·+vnwn (C.1)

where a is the complex conjugate of a.
In an inner product space, the norm of a vector is defined as ‖v‖ ≡

√
〈v,v〉. As a result a norm
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on a vector space is a non-negative real function that is only nil for zero vector and satisfies the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality |〈v,w〉| ≤ ‖v‖‖w‖, triangle inequality ‖v+w‖ ≤ ‖v‖+‖w‖ and for
a constant a, ‖av‖= |a|‖v‖ [241]. This makes the space a normed vector space. Existence of a
norm does not in general imply the existence of an inner product, but if a norm satisfies the
parallelogram identity [241].

‖v+w‖2 +‖v−w‖2 = 2
(
‖v‖2 +‖w‖2

)
, (C.2)

an inner product can be obtained using the polarization identity [241], which for a real vector
space is

〈v,w〉= 1
4
(
‖v+w‖2−‖v−w‖2

)
= 1

2
(
‖v‖2 +‖w‖2−‖v−w‖2

)
= 1

2
(
‖v+w‖2−‖v‖2−‖w‖2

) (C.3)

and for a complex vector space is

〈v,w〉= 1
4
(
‖v+w‖2−‖v−w‖2 + i‖v− iw‖2− i‖v+ iw‖2

)
. (C.4)

In a complex vector space V, taking the real part of the cosine defines the Euclidean angle θE
[241] ( as shown in Figure C.1) such that

CEA := cosθE = <(〈v,w〉)
‖v‖‖w‖

= <(vHw)
‖v‖‖w‖

(C.5)

where <〈v,w〉 is the real part of Hermitian inner product, which is the angle between the vectors
in the decomplexification VR. This angle θE ∈ [0,2π] is a direction (or rotation) angle defined
mod 2π between the directions spanned by the real unit vectors v

‖v‖ and w
‖w‖ and thus yields a

real value of CEA ∈ [−1,1].
If we decompose v into components parallel and orthogonal to w, the parallel component is
called the orthogonal projection of v onto w in VR is given by

v‖w = <(〈v,w〉)
‖w‖

= ‖v‖cosθE.
(C.6)

The component of v orthogonal to w is given by

v⊥w = =(〈v,w〉)
‖w‖

= ‖v‖sinθE.
(C.7)

and
SEA := sinθE = =(〈v,w〉)

‖v‖‖w‖

= =(vHw)
‖v‖‖w‖

(C.8)
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where SEA ∈ [−1,1] and =〈v,w〉 is the imaginary part of Hermitian inner product.
Finally, taking the modulus of the cosine defines the Hermitian angle [241], θH ∈

[
0, π2

]
such that

CHA := cosθH = |〈v,w〉|
‖v‖‖w‖ (C.9)

where CHA ∈ [0,1].
The link between both angles that is θE and θH can be expressed as follows:

θE : = inf
vθ∈span{v}
wθ∈span{w}

cos−1
(<(〈vθ,wθ〉)
‖vθ‖‖wθ‖

)

= inf
θ1∈[0,2π)
θ2∈[0,2π)

cos−1
(
<(〈eiθ1v,eiθ2w〉)
‖vθ‖‖wθ‖

)

= sup
θ∈[0,2π)

cos−1
(
<(eiθ〈v,w〉)
‖v‖‖w‖

)

= cos−1
( 1
‖v‖‖w‖<

( 〈w,v〉
|〈v,w〉| 〈v,w〉)

))
= cos−1 |〈v,w〉|

‖v‖‖w‖ = θH

(C.10)

where inf and sup are infimum and supremum of a set respectively.
Therefore, the Hermitian angle θH between v and w can be thought of as the Euclidean angle
θE between the subspaces spanned by v and w. Moreover, the Hermitian and Euclidean angles
between two vectors v, w are equal if the vectors have the same orientation in VC, that is if they
satisfy the condition

〈v,w〉 ∈ R+ (C.11)

From above it can be observed that θE offers both geometric and analytic meaning whilst there
is no such a geometric interpretation for its Hermitian counterpart θH (it has only analytic
meaning).

It is intriguing for one to know the extent to which v is projected on w. As a result we
introduce the closeness-index which is defined with the formula

CI = 1− ‖v−w‖2

‖v‖2 +‖w‖2

= ‖v‖
2 +‖w‖2−‖v−w‖2

‖v‖2 +‖w‖2

= 2<(〈v,w〉)
‖v‖2 +‖w‖2

(C.12)

where CI ∈ [−1,1] .

In conclusion in order to completely compare two complex vectors v and w taking into account
differences in phase and magnitude, all the above mentioned indices; CHA, CEA, SEA and CI
should be used. For two complex vectors approximately equal, it is expected for the value of
CHA(v,w)' 1, CEA(v,w)' 1, SEA(v,w)' 0, and CI ' 1. On the contrary, if the two complex
vectors are far from being equal they will generate values different from the aforementioned
values.
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D
Numerical Simulation of Noise for iPTF problem
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Algorithm 5 Numerical simulation of Noise. Implemented as NSN
1: Inputs:

A ∈ Cm×n where n = number of sensors and m = number of frequency
SNR value: q ∈ R

2: Output: Noisy data Ā ∈ Cm×n
3: Generate zero-mean Gaussian random variables with a unit variance:

Λ = random.normal(m×n) ∈ Cm×n (D.1)

∆ = random.normal(m×n) ∈ Cm×n (D.2)

4: Generate random variables uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π

Θ = 2π× (random.uniform(m×n)) ∈ Cm×n (D.3)

Φ = 2π× (random.uniform(m×n)) ∈ Cm×n (D.4)

5: compute the background noise value, g ∈ R g(:)← 0 ∈ Cm
6: for i= 1,2, . . . ,m do
7: g(i)←RMS(A(:, i)), where

RMS(b) =

√√√√ 1
n

n∑
j=1
|bj |2 (D.5)

8: end for
9:

g = median
i=1,...,m

(g) (D.6)

10: Compute the SNR factor, ξ ∈ R

ξ =
( 1

10

)q/20
(D.7)

11: compute the multiplicative noise Π ∈ Cm×n

Π = ξ× (Λ� exp(iΘ))�A (D.8)

where � represent element-wise multiplication.
12: compute the Additive noise Υ ∈ Cm×n

Υ = ξ× (∆� exp(iΦ))×g (D.9)

13: compute the total noise E ∈ Cm×n
E = Π + Υ (D.10)

return
Ā = A+E (D.11)
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E
Description of the random variable considered for generating an

acoustic response due to uncorrelated source fields

All the measured signals presented in this thesis are complex in nature and for this reason the
random variable to be considered should also be complex. As a result a look into the statistical
behaviour of a complex random variable is presented.

A complex random variable is denoted by ε = εr + jεi, where εr and εi represent the real
and imaginary part. As εr and εi are real-valued random variables, their statistical behavior
can be completely described by a joint real probability density function (pdf). The extension
to complex estimation theory requires complex pdfs. Although one calls it complex pdf, it is
always a real-valued function. With it, it is possible to derive characteristics like the mean or the
variance for complex-valued variables.

A complex-valued random variable ε consists of two different real-valued random variables.
The equivalent real random vector εR =

[
εr εi

]T
, where εR is just a different approach to

look on ε.
With the above, it is possible to alter the definitions from the real to the complex case, where

N− dimensional random vector is complex-valued ε= εr + jεi ∈ CN. As already mentioned, the
complex representation is just another way to describe the real vector εR =

[
εT
r εT

i

]T
.

To describe the pdf of ε, it requires knowledge of the joint pdf of the real vector p(εR) =
p(εr,εi). This is given by

p(εR) = 1
(2π)N det

1
2 (CεRεR)

exp
[
−1

2 (εR−µεR)T C−1
εRεR

(εR−µεR)
]

(E.1)

where for N=1, the covariance matrix takes on the form

CεRεR =

 σ2
εr ρR

√
σ2
εrσ

2
εi

ρR
√
σ2
εrσ

2
xi σ2

εi

 ∈ R2×2 (E.2)

which is a positive definite with the correlation coefficient defined as

ρR = cov(εr,εi)√
σ2
εrσ

2
εi

(E.3)

Where −1≤ ρR ≤ 1 ∈ R and covariance as the central moment is defined by

cov(εr,εi) = E [(εr−E(εr))(εi−E(εi))∗]
= E [(εr−µεr)(εi−µεr)∗]

(E.4)
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where E(·) is the expected value with respect to the marginal pdfs p(εr) and p(εi) of the
real-valued random variables and the variances as σ2

εr = cov(εr,εr) and σ2
εi = cov(εi,εi).

The determinant of Equation (E.1) can now be expressed in terms of the correlation coefficient
and the variances, det(CεRεR) = σ2

εrσ
2
εi

(
1−ρ2

R
)
. The resulting bivariate pdf can be expressed as

p(ε) = 1
2πσεrσεi

√
1−ρ2

R

exp
[
− 1

2
(
1−ρ2

R
) ((εr−µεr)

2

σ2
εr

−2ρR (εr−µxr)(εi−µεi)
σεrσεi

+ (εi−µεi)
2

σεi

)]
.

(E.5)

The statistics of ε/ε are constrained now that the pdf is known. Properness and circularity
[242] are the two constraints considered in this study. A complex-valued random variable ε
is called proper if and only if real and imaginary parts possess the same variance and are
uncorrelated, else it is improper. A complex-valued random vector/variable is called circular if
and only if its pdf is rotationally invariant, that is if ε′ = εexp(jα) have the same probability
distribution for any given real phase angle α. Therefore, E(ε) = 0 in order that ε can be circular.
Non centralized pdfs are not rotationally invariant.

Improper random variables/vectors have no bearing on the covariance matrices or the structure
of the pdf. Circularity does not entail any Hermitian covariance matrix requirements. Finally,
a circular complex random variable or vector is proper. This is not always the case the other
way around. As a result, a proper random variable does not have to be circular. Different
limitations have resulted in the relationship. While properness needs merely second-order
statistics, circularity necessitates that the distribution, and hence all moments, be rotationally
invariant. As a result, the distribution of a complex Gaussian random variable can be classified
as proper, improper, or circular.

Considering the two sources under study, after M realizations, two sets of random variables
ε1 = ε1r + jε1i ∈ CM×1 (ε1R =

[
<(ε1i)T =(ε1i)T

]
∈ RM×2) and ε2 = ε2r + jε2i ∈ CM×1 (ε2R =[

<(ε2i)T =(ε2i)T
]
∈ RM×2) for source S1 and S2 respectively. These random variables must

have the following behaviour:
For each source St where t= 1,2

• the probability distributions p(=(εt)), p(<(εt)) and p(εt) should be Gaussian in nature such
that <(εt)∼N (0,0.5), =(εt)∼N (0,0.5) and εt ∼Nc (0,1). Also, the covariance matrix

CεtRεtR =
[

0.5 0
0 0.5

]
(E.6)

which implies that the cov(<(εt),=(εt)) = 0 , ρtR = 0 and thus <(εt)⊥=(εt)

For sources S1 and S2

• the joint probability distributions p(<(ε1),<(ε2)) and p(=(ε1),=(ε2)) should be Gaussian
in nature such that [<(ε1),<(ε2)]∼N (0,1) and that [=(ε1),=(ε2)]∼N (0,1) which implies
that the cov(<(ε1),<(ε2)) = 0 and thus cov(=(ε1),=(ε2)) = 0. This makes ε1 ⊥ ε2.

In the nutshell, ε1 simulated should be uncorrelated to ε2 and since both have zero mean random
vectors they are orthogonal as well. Which implies that ε1 is statistically independent of ε2 and
their respective distribution should be circular and proper.

Figure E.1 depicts the simulation results for 1000 realization runs. The distribution of
the complex random vectors obtained is Gaussian in nature according to Equation (E.4), as
shown in Figure E.1, with the resultant statistics approaching the ideal situation of Equation
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Figure E.1: Bivariate Gaussian distribution of the simulated complex valued random variable ε1

and ε2 for sources S1 and S2 respectively using 1000 realizations.
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(E.5). On the whole, the estimated means (red plus sign) of the real and imaginary parts of the
randomized variables are around 0.0, the variance is around 0.5, and the correlation coefficient is
less than 0.05. This is an indication that the generated random variables are highly uncorrelated
and independent to one another. Also, as shown in Figures E.1(a) and (a), the contour plot
displays several concentric circles (far from being elliptical) centred on virtually the calculated
mean values approximately (0.0,0.0). As a result, the estimated random variable created has the
required characteristics of being circular, proper, and uncorrelated random complex variable, as
described earlier.
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